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Foreword: The Lost Dialogues of Civilization
by Wole Soyinka
Playwright and Nobel Laureate, Nigeria

When the Indian writer Arundhati Roy takes up arms against the inundation of living communities by
hydroelectric power, she is doing more than merely protesting the march of technology at the expense
of living communities. She is protecting heritage and culture, the fundamental components of
civilization that define the human community and distinguish it as a living entity that constantly
reproduces its existence.
It has become customary to equate progress with technological progress, the more gigantesque the
better, but we do know that much is destroyed that are affirmations of the human spirit. Why else do
organizations like UNESCO undertake the seemingly quixotic and demanding feat of engineering that
requires the physical transfer of pyramids and other monumental structures before the inundation of a
human environments? Why are we appalled by the defacement of monuments like Angkor Wat by socalled revolutionary movements that consider these mere representations of the archaic, unprogressive
face of society?
Underlying this seemingly antiquarian instinct in all of us is, I believe, a fear of losing the
irreplaceable, and the irreplaceable is not simply the physical monuments of the past but the far
deeper life affirmations of which they are the obtrusive signposts, an integrated knowledge of certain
modes of existence that contain reflections on phenomena, deductions from experiences that were
once organic to society. These may even enhance contemporary understanding of our own existence,
and our strategies for coping with the unforeseen. We discover, in short, that the dialogue between
civilizations sometimes translates as an exercise that simply compares the varied strategies of man’s
co-option of physical phenomena, between man’s transformation of and the immutable intelligence of
Nature.
A dialogue of civilizations therefore – for most developing nations, and especially for this continent –
cannot be undertaken from the same perspective as would constitute the commencement point for the
other partners of this dialogue. In the case of our continent, we are compelled to address the whole
issue of recovery. Much has been lost on the African continent by the unreflective adoption of the
development yardsticks of European nations. The result is that the very notion of a dialogue of
civilizations has become an unequal exercise, since what is left to dialogue with is often a truncated
view of existing civilizations. We are compelled, for instance, to confront the very attributions of the
material evidence of civilizations whose physical manifestations are the subject of controversy. Take
one of the most notorious of such attempted cultural robberies, an example that should serve as a
permanent reference point, since it indicates an attitude of mind that undermines the objective claims
of scholarship and virtually demands a re-examination of assessment of any civilization by others.
I refer to the adventurous Frobenius, who not only missed but foreclosed a unique opportunity of
establishing the naturalness of the cultural dialogue, thanks to his approach to much of the evidence of
past civilizations located in situ during his peregrinations in West Africa. Frobenius had a choice: on
observing that some forms of artistic production appeared to have fallen into disuse, he could have
investigated and explained the reasons for this loss in continuity, explanations that were overabundant
in the history and changes of the economic practices and political fortunes of such communities. The
alternative, the denigrating version that was preferred by Frobenius, was simply to deny altogether
that such material evidence bore any connection with the civilization of the society. He ignored the
fact that the continuity of creative intelligence of any society can always be established if one looks
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into the other arts, mores, and belief systems of such a community. Arriving in Ile-Ife, where he was
confronted with sculptures of both technical refinements and classical beauty, he chose to attribute
such overpowering manifestations to some nomadic sophisticates who left their imprint and
disappeared without a trace.
If ever there was a case of denial of the logic of a cultural dialogue in historic experience, Frobenius
in Yorubaland must be held to exemplify such missed opportunities. He preferred to formulate the
vaporous thesis of a vanished civilization of Atlantis as explanation of the remarkable artistry whose
evidence was so sumptuously arrayed before him. The enormity of this example of scholastic hubris is
best grasped if we imagined that an African archaeologist – shall we say, the late Cheik Anta Diop? –
arrived in China and uncovered that famous tomb from a forgotten dynasty with its neat rows of
thousands of terra cotta warriors, one of the most recent additions to the Wonders of the World. Our
revered scholar then insists that nothing in Chinese culture could have warranted such a burial ground
of such surpassing artistry. It must have been a wandering Mongolian tribe that conquered a portion of
that China, occupied it for a century or so, then miraculously vanished, leaving behind testimony of
their own artistic grandeur, one for which there is simply no parallel in existing Chinese culture.
We have long moved beyond Frobenius, however, and in any case the crimes that scholars commit
sometimes pale beside the consequences of acts of so-called progress or development that
governments undertake, such as instigated Arundhati Roy to take on the championship of her
threatened peasant communities. At least Frobenius did encounter the material evidence of some
civilization, only he chose to attribute it somewhere else. Not so when governments have been at
work in the name of progress. Take for instance, the Nubian civilization – I am speaking here of the
culture of black Nilotic peoples, whose fate featured prominently in the television series “Wonders of
the African World” by Professor Henry-Louis Gates. The series was broadcast in 1999 on American
as well as African television stations.
But first, let us pause and ask why we bother at all about the vanished past in a dialogue of
civilizations. After all, we can approach a people’s civilization from a point that has immediate
meaning or relevance for us, where dialogue assumes contemporary pertinence. The terra-cotta army
in the catacombs of Chinese history has lain undisturbed for ages and contributed nothing to the Great
March, the Cultural Revolution, The Great Leap Forward, etc., etc. or to the rocket launches that
placed China at the forefront of technologically advanced nations of the world.
The answer to my question is twofold. One comes in the form of yet another question: can we assert
that the cultural mind that left us these artefacts is unrelated to the scientific mind that ends up placing
a man on the moon? To assert this is to fail to see the link between – for instance – the art of the
Japanese bonzai and her technological breakthroughs in miniaturization – the superconductors, etc. –
or indeed the architectural landscape of today’s Japan, her constant adaptive ability to the
restrictiveness of her landmass. That adaptiveness is of course at the heart of an intelligent use of land
and water, the nation’s uncanny ability to squeeze, literally squeeze the environment – including its
waters – for some of the most exotic nutrients that have now become the rage of the world’s chic
cuisine. That Japan today is one of the nations considered most guilty of overfishing the world’s seas
– including protected species – is a separate issue that has to be addressed separately. What we learn
from that nation is her adaptability to Nature in numerous aspects – some less successful than others –
but nevertheless a lesson in adaptive intelligence and innovation. And we cannot separate this from
her philosophy, her religious practices, and, above all, the sense of social relationships that has been
carried over into even management practices in her vast industrial enterprises.
Second, however, civilization is simply not the synonym for utilitarianism. Civilization is the
comprehensive apprehension of a people’s creative and developmental consciousness in every field of
human activity, embracing the strategies of borrowings from, adaptation to, and piecemeal
transformation of that primary source of life – Nature. From the most rudimentary irrigation channels
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through elevated viaducts to those awesome dams that generate hydroelectric power, the primary
source remains constant – and it is Nature.
Again, let us recollect that sometimes even contemporary human upheavals may be reflected in the
fate of the structures of past times. Archaeological material may crumble, but its very dust remains
immutable and eloquent. Does history sometimes repeat itself, and, if so, is the present not sometimes
a vital continuation of the hidden history of an archaeological find? When we view relics of an ancient
community – and here I shall cite the case of Djeme in Eritrea, whose finds have been dated at least
250 years before the birth of Christ – our curiosity is aroused. Who or what destroyed this once
thriving community? Why was it so thoroughly flattened that hardly any signs of prior occupation
remained above ground? Was it destroyed resisting an invasion? Resisting an unwanted culture or
religion? Does this thoroughgoing iconoclasm reflect an ongoing suppression of other cultural
realities among survivors, by the now dominant group of invaders?
A dig that provides two or three layers of different epochs in a people’s civilization sometimes
provokes more questions than the consequences of climate, seismic upheavals, forest encroachment,
or inundations. There is the fundamental question of the historic process that led to these cultures
being built over. Why was their prior existence denied, and for so long? Uncomfortable though these
questions sometimes prove, they provoke ramifications that plague our continent until today, where
the route to dialogue between civilizations is often rejected in favour of eradication. Sudan is our most
immediate and chastening instance, and we would be wise to address such cultural attritions even as
we remain mostly affected by the foreground political agonies.
To return to the television series to which I earlier referred, and the fate of Nubian civilization, the
words of a commentator remain to haunt any sensitive viewer: “When I look out over this lake,” he
lamented, looking at the inundation of a once thriving valley, “all I can think about is what we cannot
see; the history of an ancient civilization has been lost.”
What we cannot see – that is, what we are no longer permitted to see. A simple, matter-of-fact regret,
but also a profound indictment. It is not necessary to attribute abrasive motivations to the decision to
drown this civilization in the name of progress or development. It is sufficient to note that,
fortunately, it is impossible to wipe out all vestiges of a civilization. We are confronted in this episode
with what has managed to survive – and it is of truly staggering dimensions. Thus we are aroused yet
again by the event, not merely of an act of cultural denial (conscious or unconscious) but of largescale iconoclasm. Was this erasure of a people’s history a reasonable price to pay for the Aswan
Dam? These are questions not only relate to this specific destruction of a people’s heritage but go to
the heart of the meaning of progress and development. I am in a position to know that UNESCO’s
scientific consultants did propose alternatives, but the Egyptian government was determined to follow
this particular blueprint.
The question we have just posed is thus one of values and available options – but also of legitimate
proprietorship. Unlike some of the archaeological ruins shown in the series, the attribution of the
Nubian culture is not in dispute. The Nubians are an extant, thriving, and unambiguously distinct
civilization from others even along the Nile valley. Did the Nubians themselves take a decision on or
acquiesce in the inundation of their heritage? If the Nubians are a distinct culture and civilization, then
a case of external cultural aggression, in opposition to dialogue, is apparent, a case of contempt and a
denial of the other’s humanity. Above all, however, is again the question: what does it do to the
capacity of such peoples to reproduce and enhance their existence in an organic way after such a
violent rupture? Relocation is an artificial alternative, as soulless as the conscious erection of a
nation’s capital in some wilderness – like Brasilia or Abuja.
What practices of cultivation, healing, creativity, etc. are thus eradicated? We are speaking here of
knowledge, the intangible quotient that underlies visible structures. What strategies of harmonizing
society to nature are being walled over? Yes, artificial settlements are erected, sometimes even with a
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reliable electric supply, navigable roads, and clean water, but what enduring subtleties of existence,
social organization, and relationships have been buried under the sludge? And have those tested
verities any relevance for contemporary existence? The culture of the Bakolori peoples in northern
Nigeria suffered a similar fate as the Nubians, though the people did not go down without a fight that
resulted in a brutal repression – and under a democratic government.
We do not know what lessons of human adaptive ingenuities are crushed then drowned as a result of
such acts of governmental will to development. At least Julius Nyerere’s failed Ujamma tried to adapt
a strategy of communal production pre-existent within Tanzania, quite unlike Mariam Mengistu, the
vulgar Marxist psychopath who tried to imbibe wholesale the collectivization policies of the Soviet
Union and only succeeded in nearly matching that megalith, proportionately, in the sheer size of
Ethiopia’s population that perished under his ill-digested experiment. When we invoke also the
necessity of an internal development dialogue, therefore, we call attention simply to the relevance of
an ongoing dialogue of a people with their own past, with their suppressed, marginalized, or obscured
actualities – not merely cultural and artistic, but social and economic. It is the totality of these that
constitute a people’s tributaries to the pool of civilization.
Let us constantly bear in mind, therefore, that we are not speaking of civilization in terms of
monumental structures, though these of course constitute an ever-present pointer towards a people’s
ingenuity and vision. Long before the much publicized trauma that overtook the lives of the riverine
peoples of the Niger delta in Nigeria, resulting in the notorious hanging of the writer Ken Saro-wiwa
and his eight companions – all now known as the Ogoni Nine – quite a number of us had been long
aware that we had an ecological time-bomb in the making. You had only to fly in a light plane across
that region of Nigeria even in daytime, but best of all in a passenger jet at night, to observe the spouts
of flame piercing the darkness below, gas flares dotted all over the land. And you knew that,
inevitably, the landscape was being scarred, the air polluted, and both plant and animal life were being
blighted for life. Could any winged creature survive such poisoned air, or had they all simply fallen
out of the sky, dead? It simply could not go on, you reflected, this crude contempt of vegetation,
without some serious consequences for the people who inhabited the land. And of course, sooner or
later, something had to give.
These are cultures where land, and the modes of ensuring livelihood, are closely integrated with the
history and cultures of the people. You cannot take one away and expect a holistic survival of a
people. The fishing ponds may have been the source of friction, sometimes bloody friction between
the peoples, but they also made up the legends, the poetry, and the mythology. They provided source
material from which the poetry and prose of the contemporary writers Gabriel Okara, Elechi Amadi,
J. P. Clark, and others drew their inspiration. They inspired the contemporary work of artists even as
they had inspired and still animate the famous dances, mask sculptures, and epic performances of their
predecessors.
A raw nerve is therefore touched when the bowels of the same earth spout, relentlessly, the very
means of the destruction of these resources, something that goes beyond the mere subversion of the
means of material survival. To understand this is to understand why, for instance, the Ogoni
movement was one that involved old and young, royal lineages, farmers, market women, fishermen,
and even exiles, the educated and the illiterate, one that engulfed all of society and resulted in a
militant intransigence that took the government by surprise. Simultaneously with the protestation
against the degradation of the environment, let it be recalled, was a renaissance movement, one that
protested the slow strangulation of an ancient language and commenced strategies for its
rehabilitation, resisted the marginalization of a culture, and thus sought, successfully, to instil cultural
pride in the people. The leaders now emphasized their distinctness in relation to the rest of the larger
nation that they now saw as an insensitive, economic exploiter as well as a cultural oppressor. A
holistic approach was taken by the leaders of that struggle, and the articles of indictment read out in
every village square – they are poisoning our land and our bodies even as they are poisoning our
minds.
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Let the Ogoni serve us therefore as a reminder of the often ignored need of internal dialogue, as well
as the obverse face of monumentalism, which often tends to monopolize the claims of civilization.
There are no underground palaces in the Nigerian delta nor are there volumetric pyramids;
nevertheless there was this articulation of the ancient civilization of a minority people, one whose cry
for recognition took on an epic dimension.
So, let me end by citing a most pertinent verse from a South African poet, Jeremy Cronin, lines that
go to the heart of our search for a common ground and are a reminder of the danger of a basic loss to
technological rage and blindfold development, extolling in its place the simple humanism that is the
common denominator between all civilizations:
To live close to every tree you had ever planted
Our century has been the great destructor of that,
The small and continuous community, lived in solidarity
With seasons, its life eked out around
Your fore-mothers’ and -fathers’ burial-ground
That vanishing idyll is one retention that we need to insist upon even as we inundate the valleys of
both large and small civilizations in the name of progress. Civilizations are built upwards from the
basic blocks of “the small and continuous community”. The dialogue at such a level takes place in the
context of Nature, not of the megalopolis, even though we must continue to delight in the
magnificence of their structures, and their affirmation of the human adventure and creative ingenuity.
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Preface

In 1966, in an examination at an American university, a student failed when he said that there was an
African history of agriculture. Africa was then still a continent where absolutely everything had to be
brought in – even agriculture. My experiences at that university and my observations over the last 40
years of the many misperceptions about agriculture in Africa laid the foundation for this book.
Since the mid-1960s I have collected and checked more than 3,000 books and articles in five different
languages regarding early African agriculture. Indeed, I had to expand the concept of history into 35
different sciences, collaborating with them and collecting material that many scientists ignore when
considering agriculture. (A full bibliography covering the many works consulted for this book can be
ordered from the Basler Bibliotheken.) In the meantime, the concept and understanding of agricultural
history has changed. Collaboration is important. Two new factors have entered science and become a
great help for agricultural history: atoms and genes. Atoms helped with the dating of archaeological
finds; genes contributed a great deal to finding the origin of species.
This book is based on three pillars:
• on literary surveys since 1965 of books and papers that seemed relevant to the topic (see the
Bibliography);
• on worldwide contacts with scientists, also since the 1960s; and
• on field research in Rhodesia (1967–68), Malawi (1969), and among East African pastoralists
in Tanzania, Kenya, and Uganda (1976–77).
For almost 10 years I was part of the Novartis Foundation Research Team on pesticide application on
small Zimbabwean cotton farms. In addition, as a journalist in Africa I was in constant contact with
people suffering from famine in the Sahelian zone. In the 1980s I visited numerous local areas in
Cameroon, Nigeria, and Ghana. At the same time (and afterwards), I gave intensive seminars at seven
universities in those three countries plus in Zimbabwe and Namibia.
This book is a critical review of the past and an effort to show new ways or approaches since political
decolonization started around 1960. The content is partly ethical – that is, it exposes colonial interests
in defining and practicing history during the last 120 years, which has been followed more recently by
more respect and openness. But it is not enough to declare independence; there is no nation-building
or forward-looking agriculture possible without a base and roots – and that means a history. My
involvement is part of the long and difficult process of decolonizing African agricultural history.
What I wish urgently and seriously is that this book brings back to African students and agriculturists,
and through them to farmers, pride in their past and their agricultural history. Isn’t that something
unique worldwide: 30,000–40,000 years of agriculture on this continent!
Al Imfeld
Zürich, Switzerland
October 2006
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Introduction

Africa has found its way back into history after being lost for a long time in myths and prejudices. For
almost two centuries the neglect of Africa looked like a hostile and malicious intention to deprive
people south of the Sahara of all history and religion. But this happened during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries – a time of transition, when many things were confused and overlapping. It is this
transition from confusion, dust, and dark to a time of enlightenment and the beginning of
decolonization that started to return Africa to its rightful place in history.
It is worth remembering that during this transition time the Bible was no longer recognized as a
history book (although it remained a holy book). It was also the time when doubts arose about the
origin of agriculture; almost every year scientists pushed the origin further and further back, century
by century – from 6,000 to 600,000 years ago. It was, moreover, the period when other continents
claimed rights to the origin of agriculture, and agriculture itself gained an earlier history than the one
in the Middle East. Even the place of origin of wheat – for a long time a taboo subject – was doubted,
since in the circle between Sudan and Chad archaeologists found grain that dated back about 15,000
years. It was a time when the appearance of humans on Earth was constantly moved backwards – from
8,000 to 600,000 years ago – which also stirred up the history of the beginning of “agri-culture”. In
this debate, Africa could no longer be excluded.
Into all this confusion entered Darwin with his hypothesis of evolution, which started to replace the
theory of diffusion. The myth of the “fertile crescent” melted away like permafrost in the Alps. The
prejudices formulated as theories by the German philosopher Hegel were debated, helped by critical
theologians. The most influential of these was Rudolf Bultmann, with his radical claim to
demythologize the Bible. For a certain time some people, even scientists, could not distinguish
between myth and history. And most of them thought at the beginning that the demythologizers were
destroying everything and leaving nothing.
The colonizers contributed to this mental climate or zeitgeist – as a matter of fact, they used beliefs of
their time to justify the colonizing of Africa. On another level, a religious one, missionaries aided the
colonizers: as usual in history, good and bad mingled. To Christians and Muslims, Africans were
heathens; for evolutionists, it was not yet clear whether Africans had already evolved into hominid
form or were perhaps in a childhood phase in between. Thus the civilization process became a
religious, cultural, political, and economic task: Blacks are wild, they don’t know anything, we have
got to teach them.
Until recently, most research findings in agrarian history were either ideologically biased or onedimensional. Also, theoretical approaches and empirical research were Eurocentric, and both served
the interests of Europe or the United States. In short: agricultural research was dominated by the
Western worldview. Africa hardly played a part in it.
In general, biased beliefs blocked many research projects and hypotheses, not to mention
explanations. Two good examples of these biased attitudes are:
• the ruins of Great Zimbabwe – it was assumed that whoever constructed this monument must
have come from outside, from Saba or even directly from King Solomon; and
• the mountain or rock paintings of Southern Africa – it was thought that these cultural pictures
could not be of African origin and had to come from southern France across the Sahara, later
migrating south, although nobody explained how and why this happened (and even if it did,
migration is an important part of history).
These biased beliefs extended to agricultural research and history:
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• It couldn’t be that rice had undergone an African domestication and cultivation process: it
•
•

seemed clear at that time that rice had its origin in the Mekong Delta or China and not on this
continent.
Banana fruit could not be of African origin; it must have been domesticated outside, and it
came either from India or from Indonesia and then to Eastern Africa.
It was generally held that African farmers simply could not have developed or domesticated
anything, because according to general beliefs or clichés, they were regarded as hunters and
gatherers or collectors.

Three important activities contributed to a better understanding of African agricultural history as
archaeological digging was done and some sensational material showed up:
• the building of the huge dam on the Zambezi with the new Lake Kariba,
• the construction of the Volta dam, and
• the search for oil along the western coast of Africa.
The Zambezi finds constituted a turning point towards more respect for the African past. This was
especially thanks to Tiny Rowland, the business tycoon in Southern Africa who with his Lonrho
Company sponsored research and published in Zambia a magazine with archaeological finds and new
interpretations.
Another important development is that today archaeological dating has become more open. Until the
early 1960s, mountain or rock paintings were thought to be only about 5,000 or so years old. Nobody
would have dared to say 30,000 years old, as was done in 2003. And nowadays we know that wheat
cultivation must be more than 5,000 or even 7,000 years old, as earlier thought. Many agricultural
historians forgot or overlooked the Ice Age in the northern hemisphere.
During the last 30 years a few basic insights have become clear, leading to new attitudes in research
and interpretations:
• New hypotheses are allowed; all is open again.
• Time and space turn into new dimensions in agricultural history.
• There is hardly anything one-dimensional in development or agricultural “progress”. Growth
develops in all directions.
• Agriculture may have originated in different places.
• Agriculture is human history and also part of the history of Africans.
• The “writing” of history must be based on more than only written documents.
• Agricultural pre-history is a nonsensical concept. As soon as humans start to hunt and collect,
they make rational decisions, they observe and plan, they store and manage resources. All this
is part of history – that is, humans take food into their own hands.
• African agriculture has little or nothing to do with “black” or “white”. History started long
before the Bantu appeared.
• If people lived earlier in Africa, they all practised some form – some specific form – of
agriculture.
• History starts everywhere as soon as humans need food.
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Part I
Fundamentals

Chapter 1
When Did Agrarian History Begin?

When and where did agriculture start?
We have to be clear. Many people have different concepts of “agriculture”. In the German language,
we have different words or terms for what English simply describes as agriculture:
• Agrarkultur: It may sound like its English parent, but in fact in the language of Hegel it describes the far larger complex comprising agriculture, culture, religion, and peoples’ way of
living. When using this word we also commonly refer to early agriculture, one that was still
largely self-sufficient and based on the culture of exchange.
• Landwirtschaft: As Wirtschaft means economics, this term is used to describe agrarian production on a higher technical level and the beginning of production for the mass market in
highly urbanized and industrialized societies. The emphasis is on the economic aspect of agriculture.
• Agrobusiness: The meaning of this term is obvious, with agriculture being considered as a
business and no longer as an (agri)-culture. Agriculture, or rather farming, is undertaken by
and for agribusiness firms. Industrialized, large-scale farming is undertaken to supply raw
materials for processing food plants, with lots of energy and additives as inputs, and all that
for a “globalized” world market of fast- and convenience-food consumers.
Unfortunately many, if not most, members of the scientific community – as “children of their time” –
seem to have fallen prey to the view that agriculture can or even must nowadays be seen mainly or
only as a commercial venture, a business. And this attitude is behind their efforts to “explain” the
“basket case” that is Africa – the underlying assumption being that in early Africa agriculture was
simply underdeveloped and primitive. (If “primitive” were understood as meaning simple, its use
might be acceptable, but the way it is normally used, it merely reveals the racist attitude of its users.)
As in most regions of Earth, agriculture in Africa also took off as a lifestyle – a combination of religion and culture, of families and neighbours, of self-sufficiency and marketing. Ever since the early
days of humans living in larger groups, marketing has played an important role in African societies
and communities. But until recently the African market wasn’t a market in our capitalist sense of the
word. Along a village road some 6–10 women can be seen offering the same fruit for sale, and all at
the same price. Not very “economic” or “efficient”, we are tempted to say, but then “going to market”
and marketing agricultural produce here also meant meeting people, seeing them parade, exchanging
gossip and news, even looking for a spouse, and many other things.
From Pre-history to Prejudice, from Excuses and Self-deception
History is not just a fixed date but rather provides us with a “start” at some point in time for a process
of things “coming into this world” – a beginning and a development, “engineered” by human beings.
This is real growth and – also – death. Human history is made up of comings and goings, of human
successes and failures. A date indicates something important in this historical human evolution.
Historians of agriculture have to claim for themselves the right to define history in their own way.
Holy scriptures and books may have been good enough in olden times, but nowadays we can also
study atoms and what happened to them as part of agricultural history – that is, the way they have
been adapted, combined, and – so to speak – domesticated over long periods of time. Any process of
domestication, whether animal or plant, is history.
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Chap 1–Agrarian History

For Africa, it is most important that first of all the concept of history is clarified. How could Western
historians and scientists declare that Africa has no history and that history on this whole continent
only started with the arrival of Arabs and then Europeans?
As noted in the Introduction, in the wake of Darwin and his evolution hypothesis some scientists
started to assume that Africans were perhaps the missing link between animal existence and the humanization process. In the nineteenth century, many people were convinced that Africans were not yet
human but on the way towards becoming human, and consequently and even logically they were at
best children.
Colonialism, like any other system, drew on historical justifications. Primarily unconsciously (but
also consciously), the colonialists needed a base for their behaviour. The nineteenth century was eager
for a scientific base. Such “scientific” pretexts were easier to construct for societies far away and
called primitive or pagan. Such manipulation was especially helpful in the field of agriculture concerning Africans south of the Sahara.
The label pre-historic and the prefix pre- are very biased. The distinction between history and prehistory is improper, because the contrast to history would be mythology. Although mythology and
history may overlap and are not at all exclusive, they are two totally different systems of thinking.
History just goes into the past and thus into the dark side of human actions. Nobody is entitled to say
that this or that was “before history”. We can only say that this or that historical research is not yet
possible. Wherever human beings lived, history happened. Yet it suited colonialists to assume that
they entered “pre-historic” land – an area without a history, and thus no legal titles and claims and no
obligations.
The attributions nomadism, hunters and gatherers, and slash-and-burn agriculture all belong to the
field of prejudice and discrimination. The assumption that at the beginning people were nomadic,
hunters and gatherers, clearly implies that the land did not belong to anybody. The early farmers were
just roving around or, even worse, not caring for the land, letting it erode. With the underlying meaning of such concepts, the idea of empty land without property rights was created.
Why wasn’t nomadism raised about Alpine farmers in Europe, where a certain rotation was termed
transhumance? Some hunting was usual, indeed, but not for survival. Collecting berries, roots, and
barks was done in addition to a certain minor cultivation from the very beginning.
In the traditional view of colonialists, Africans had no religion; they were pagans or heathens, at best
animists. The word pagan finally disappeared, but not the term animist – just have a look into French
books. Terms such as fetishists, vitalists, and magicians are still found even in science. The consequence of such statements meant that Africans had no God or Ruler above them, and thus no ordered
system.
It is part of history to understand at least what was the meaning and tendency behind such concepts or
even theories. All these concepts created a certain belief that provided justification to start missionary
stations and to hand over enough land (whose land?) to mission societies not only for schools or hospitals but also for mission farms. Religion and colonialism were united in colonization. Tragically
enough, the concept and interpretation of African religion by Westerners went hand in hand with the
Western notion of history. Remember the African saying: When the missionaries arrived, they had the
Bible and we had the land; now we have the Bible and they hold the land.
“Tribe” was another concept in the environment of pre-history. A tribe is not yet a people, and only a
people can have history – such was the belief in the nineteenth century. Thus for dealing with tribes
another “science” had to be created, and that was ethnology. In Western thinking and perception there
existed in Africa – at least among the “Bantu” – only chieftains and no kings, only small communities
and no empires or kingdoms. Even the ruling system was either misunderstood or negatively interDecolonizing African Agricultural History
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preted. Here is where the ethnologists came in handy; they were very useful for the colonial system,
but they didn’t realize that their science was misused. A tribe was not a people. In the eyes of the
colonizers, a tribe was something pre-historic or archaic.
“Wild sexuality” meant automatically no drive for either cultivating or domesticating, especially since
the pre-humans were wild themselves and needed domestication. How should such human beings
been able to have agriculture?
The conclusion was simple: no land and no rulers, no sedentary life but a wild one, and thus the urgent need to “civilize” and bring missions to such people. For many, Africans were not even human
and had to become human through colonialism in order to enter history. Only by domestication (the
colonial system) and cultivation (Christian religion) would human and thus agricultural people come
into being.
For a very long time another prejudice dominated history: that in order to make out of history a science there needed to be written sources. These written documents came from monks and ruling
houses, from cloisters and palaces. In Africa south of the Sahara, colonialists did not find any such
writings. The conclusion was easy to draw: there exists no African history and even less an African
agrarian history.
Books and to a certain extent scratches on stones, pictograms, and characters on fragments revealed
history, it was believed. Writers in Babylon and Egypt, Greece, and the Roman Empire became the
idolized sources, later to be joined by word-mighty monks in monasteries or cloisters. And since Africa had not produced any of those trustworthy masters of the chisel and the pen, the continent was
simply left out. Africa was the hunting field for scholars dabbling in mythology, religion, palaeontology, archaeology, folklore, and similarly esoteric matters – apparently.
Yet in Africa for a wide variety of groups – some 5,000 small societies – communication played an
important role, although there was no need for books. In fact, people saw their ancestors as their “history book”. Trees, with their sounds and shadows, also provided a major source of basic information.
In those small communities, signs in the sand, on stones, or in the curving of certain branches or
bushes at the bend of walking paths were also understood as means of communication. Signs on the
granites of rocks were easily deciphered as messages, many of which have been painted over time and
again over many centuries. Could we (must we not?) then, at long last, accept those signs and ciphers
that speak as Africa’s own “scripture”?
Today we have different proofs – all in some different way scriptures: pollen and refuse analysis,
atomic decay from C14 decay to argon-argon measurement of gas evaporation, and so on. In other
words, all the physical and chemical elements speak. You have just to develop a method to decipher
their messages.
Agriculture Has Its Own Identity
The basic question is, Why do agriculturists have to copy imperial history instead of daring to have
their own definition of history? Classical historians have based their work on kings and queens, on
empires and states. Agriculturists base theirs on plants and animals, on genes and DNA structures. In
recent decades, archaeologists even study waste and refuse in search of history.
Whereas classical historians seem to need written documents as their sources, agriculturists do not:
they can base their research more and more on the genes of wild plants and the cultivated plants derived from them, on the deciphering of genetic codes, and on their intelligent “reading” of the ingenuity of small farmers – much like, in European history, the many monks who did their creative work in
monastery gardens.
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Archaeologists diligently dig the soil and proudly present their “ground-breaking” discoveries. When
it comes to agricultural research, their results may yet provide us with a key for a better, more professional understanding of earlier findings and for tracing those “missing links” in the development of
agriculture.
Scientists who tend to see a “meaning” only within the narrow context of their specific discipline may
be surprised (and happy!) to learn that their discoveries also have broader meaning, although maybe a
different one, for their colleagues the agriculturists – a meaning that may turn out to make an important contribution to agricultural history. This exchange of findings between different disciplines is the
real challenge, all the more so since most scientists are still not being coached to proceed this way.
I strongly believe that agriculture has a history of its own and as such does not need to copy the traditional writing of history or any other scholarly discipline. In writing the history of agriculture we can
and must, however, make fruitful use of the finds of other sciences, provided we use them from an
agrarian perspective. All such finds will then help us to weave the web of an agrarian whole. In doing
so, we must not and we cannot simplistically exclude insights gained by researchers of the imperial
period or imperial leanings, since such an imperium (empire or kingdom) was also based on agriculture for its very survival.
Agriculture as performed for a god or gods by sacrifices or for emperors and kings by way of tributes
and taxes is only one aspect of agricultural history, but by far not the most basic or essential aspect of
it. Kings and noblemen did play their part in history, but it would be an unforgivable insult to the
“simple” farmers throughout history were we to define agricultural history first and foremost by those
who profited from it by – most often – exploiting the “lowly toilers of the soil”, the producers.
Agricultural history has to be essentially based on the experiences of those who practise the art of agriculture and who have to survive on the produce they plant and harvest and on the cattle they husband. When the Khoi people in the Southern African desert, for example, took seeds along on their
migrations, placed them in certain places, or made them cohabitate as partners or protectors of other
grasses, this constituted a truly cultural as well as a historic act. And thanks to modern-day gene sciences, we can now “read” and understand such actions, and our intelligent reading of their performance will then open up new paths in agricultural history. Once we are prepared to admit how much we
have so far neglected, we can also “read” many of the pots and broken pieces dug up by archaeologists as another kind of “writing” (or testimony) of farming history.
Since humans must drink and eat in order to survive, their survival by definition is based on agriculture. But the study of Homo agronomicus is only complete when it is being undertaken by observing
the whole mix. Agriculture is many things in one, it is a combination and a cohabitation; agriculture
assembles many things, like a menu.
Writing a history of African agriculture thus involves tapping many disciplines. For example:
• From 1960, the year which brought the end of colonialism, the worldviews of people from
other (non-European and non-American) continents also started being taken more seriously,
even if sometimes only hesitantly so.
• The development of genetic research gave us more insight into the genome structure, and,
based on this, researchers were able to find and determine new locations of wild plants. It thus
became a proven fact that rice also has an African origin, in the bends of the Niger and Senegal Rivers. Genetic structural research also provided new insights into the history of the banana.
• Palynology is the science of pollen analysis. From pollen we can now draw conclusions about
domestication and cultivation. Pollens are often found in human refuse that has become dust.
• Today the analysis of dust, human and animal waste, excrements, and/or debris keeps many
researchers busy, and the reading of dust has, comparatively speaking, revealed a new language.
Decolonizing African Agricultural History
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Slowly but surely a new and broader view of things agricultural is opening up. Until fairly recently
archaeologists studied pots mainly for the differences in fabrication and styling, but nowadays more
and more researchers are interested in finding out about the background of those who produced and
used the pots. Instead of looking just for “fingerprints”, researchers will, for example, also look for
“impressions”, trying to establish which “neighbours” (such as seeds) the pots had come into contact
with before they were excavated. Such “inscriptions” can now be “read”, and fragments of pots found
in the Sahel and dated to some 20,000 years ago tell us that mil, still very primitive, and on the way
from being a wild to a cultivated plant, was already being grown and consumed there at that time.
History Supported by Palaeontology and Archaeology
Early humans manipulated their environments – be it plants or animals – and mastered them by markings, paintings, and engravings. History is also misuse, from egoism to cruelty, pain and torment, torture and disrespect. Such processes and proceedings left traces in stones and dust. Thus geology may
help historians and show us that the Bantu loved rock and stones as well as how geological layers
changed through the influence of cultivation. Palaeontology could lead us to the beginning or the transition period when humans started to cultivate. Archaeology will dig up old traces from former habitats. Thus the two sciences have become very important and helpful testimony for agricultural history.
Yet one warning must immediately stand at the beginning of reconstructing African agrarian history.
So far the whole experience with the two sciences stems from work in the Middle East, Europe, or
(lately) the United States. All scientific terms have their origin in the West; they were coined in
Europe and North America, to some extent also in Asia, but rarely in Africa. Until very recently even
geological formations had their name tags given along European or Western patterns. The scientists
thus come to Africa using European terminology. This is called Eurocentrism.
Palaeontologists desperately searched for the Neolithic in Africa. As a group, they seem obsessed
with the idea that there must have existed a Neolithic time or era or phase before anything like agriculture could have started. Similarly, archaeologists search for specific finds – in particular, pottery,
polished stones, stone polishing, and grinding objects – based on the prejudiced assumption that agriculture started with domesticating grain. In thinking and doing so they tend to follow exactly the
Middle Eastern pattern, assuming that what happened there, under God’s influence, was bound to
have happened elsewhere too. The fact that they are proceeding in this way is clearly an outcome of
the diffusion theory and a massive prejudice in favour of grain (with, in the back of their minds, the
need for iron for a plough).
Just five basic facts will illustrate the inapplicability of the Eurocentric approach:
• The African continent didn’t experience any glacial periods; Africa never knew any ice periods, unlike Europe, Eastern Asia, and the Near East. The Southern Hemisphere, in contrast,
experienced pluvials (a prolonged period of wet climate).
• Africans – be in the Erg region of the Sahara or the Kopjes in Southern Africa – entertained a
special relationship with stones and caves, as proved by rock paintings or cave art.
• Africans loved and still love wood; African mythologies in all their diversity are full of references to wood. And related to wood are trees and forests. Masks are made of wood, and trees
can be said to represent libraries.
• For most African peoples, especially the Bantu, iron had a frightening aspect, as we can again
deduct from their mythologies. Iron was related to thunder and lightening, to the anger of the
ancestors. The connotation was one of mythological awe vis-à-vis the ambivalence of creation
and destruction, chaos and war. And a direct link between iron and agriculture – as is the case
in Europe – has yet to be found.
• Pots and vessels (and in a broader sense all ceramics), being products of an alloy (a mixture
of copper and tin), seem to have played a greater role in Africa.
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In sub-Saharan Africa, climate and geology were different than in northern Africa. Southern Africa
was shaped by entirely different climatic and other factors (such as aridity, rainy and dry seasons), by
deserts and forests, and by the ecological zones that lay in between other zones (the ecotones). Indeed,
Africa is a diverse continent, with huge differences between North, South, East, and West – not to
mention the special cases of the Sahara, the Kalahari, and Madagascar.
The fact that there isn’t much of a divide between North and South in palaeontology is best explained
by the fact that palaeontology deals mostly with stone formations – with geology, not culture. The
divide really starts with the Quaternary, some 1–2 million years ago, when hominids enter history. As
soon as we start comparing the two continents, North and South become one-sided terms, naturally,
since there was no knowledge of Africa, especially south of the Maghreb. All knowledge presented in
African stone or metal was sheer speculation or projection.
A brief review of commonly accepted geological periods is useful here. After the Tertiary period –
ending with the Pliocene 11 million years ago – came the Quaternary period, with the transition to
humankind. The Pleistocene period started 1–2 million years ago and takes us to 10,000 years ago.
The beginning of this period is being debated in scientific circles, with various “schools“ fighting
each other: The French disagree with the British, for instance, and the Americans and the new Africans want the Pleistocene to start with the appearance of hominids. In doing so, they mix up geological and cultural eras.
Westerners divide the Pleistocene into two periods:
• the earlier one, the pre-glacial Pleistocene, and
• the later one, representing the glacial era (it lasted up to the Holocene, fixed around 10,000
years ago).
And that’s where we meet much confusion as far as the African continent is concerned. When incomparable things are being compared, wrong conclusions are being drawn. What it all leads up to is the
fundamentalist conclusion that Africa must concur with the West.
Some of the important (and controversially debated) Earth periods in Africa are:
• the period called Oldowan, which is believed to have started towards the end of the Pliocene,
with the first artefacts indicating the appearance of hominids, leading to
• the Acheulian in the Pleistocene Age, which stretched in European view from the Mindel glaciation to the Riss-Würm interglacial stage, about 700,000 years ago.
According to Western science and tradition, the Acheulian is also part of the Late Stone Age. Note
that not only is the term European, but so is the connotation – that is, the assumptions contained
therein. The term Acheulian is derived from the French saint “Saint-Acheul”, and the most prominent
artefact from this period is a bifacial tool.
The first important question then is, What happens when we apply this chronological term to Africa?
Louis Leakey, for one, expressed the belief that in East Africa the Acheulian started some 1,400,000
years ago. (See Boxes 1–1 and 1–2 for information on archaeologists specializing in East and West
Africa.) This is confusing indeed. Why did Leakey say this? He had found bifacial objects dating to
this period. And he went on to describe those tools as characteristic of the transition from Homo habilis to Homo sapiens. And what do we conclude from this? We conclude that Acheulian is a contradictory term: in the Northern Hemisphere it relates to ice periods, whereas in the Southern it relates to the
advent of humans and thus of history.
For our argument, the Quaternary is of utmost importance because this includes the slow transition
from Homo habilis to Homo sapiens. With Homo sapiens (whether we like it or not), we enter human
history proper, a history that cannot be found in archives but is hidden in vestiges of tools and pollen.
This then is the job for archaeologists, those who precede modern historians. Archaeologists and his-
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torians try to categorize, trying to give structure to their separate, individual findings, most guided by
an earlier established hypothesis.
Box 1–1. East African Archaeologists
East African archaeology has three specific features:
• The field has been dominated by the Leakey family.
• Palaeontology and archaeology overlap, also due to the Leakeys.
• Research was closely related to South Africa and thus was based on some chauvinism, to say
the least. Leakey and South African researchers worked very closely together.
Prior to the 1950s, archaeology in East Africa was totally synonymous with Louis and Mary Leakey
in Kenya and northern Tanzania. Louis was born in Kenya of missionary parents. After studies in
Great Britain he began research in 1926 with excavations in the Rift Valley, at a place called Gamble’s Cave. Through the influence of A.C. Haddon and Miles Burkitt at Cambridge University,
Leakey came to a strongly physical and evolutionary anthropology. He was characterized as a scientist of the normative or straight archaeology; for him, it was a positivist discipline and close to palaeontology. Culture for him was a product of evolution. This was called “organic” by the Leakeys. After
1934, he devoted his life to the search of fossil human ancestors and the earliest stone tools. He was a
strong admirer of Gordon Childe, the diffusionist and Biblical fundamentalist. Mary Leakey continued her archaeological work and excavated Hyrax Hill and Njoro River Cave.
E.J. Wayland was another influential archaeologist; he joined the colonial service in Uganda in 1919
and set the pace for the next 40 years. A geologist by profession and a meteorologist by passion, he
studied glacial sequences in the East African mountains. His final thesis was that during glacial advances, areas further south must have experienced wetter conditions. The oldest culture recognized by
Wayland was Kafuan. Under his influence, Leakey published a study of sequences of pluvials.
Sonya Cole was a synthesizer and a excellent publicist. She shared colonial attitudes towards “natives” and used to deny these peoples their past or history. She considered the present inhabitants as
not related to the ones in the past she was researching. (Leakey did the same.) The archaeological type
was and had to be different from the present one.
Elliot and Perry Smith worked with the “Hamitic myth” and the “Megalithic Cushites” (later on
Murdock took this idea up). Even the Masai became “lost tribes of Israel”. They developed an “Azanian Civilization“ that was forced south from the Horn of Africa into Mozambique. The indigenous
peoples were step by step deprived of their history or their predecessors. All the monuments on the
“Swahili Coast” were “Caucasoid”. Such ideas were still present in the 1960s.
A new archaeology grew slowly after 1965. Some of its adherents had studied at Berkeley under
Desmond Clark (who later came to East Africa and did research but assisted also his former students
and now researchers). This new generation played the role of bringing back the stolen history. Thus
they looked into research on diet remains, the land issue, or seasonal land use. They did really historical research; although conditioned by colonialist archaeology, it had to be done with the instrument of
archaeological methods. Two other personalities were important for a change in approach: M. Posnansky (The Bantu Genesis, Bigo bya Mugenyi (Uganda)) and Peter Robertshaw (development of
pastoral societies).
Indigenous archaeology developed after 1975, with the Tanzanian University at Dar es Salaam backing publication of results, although this became very difficult since nobody was ready to finance
them. Some of the leaders in this field, and their areas of interest, are Onyango-Abuje (Africa should
be treated as something apart), Osaga Odak (East African Neolithic), William R. Ochieng (transformation of a Bantu settlement into a Luo Ruothdom), and Bethwell A. Ogot (Ecology and History in
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East Africa; editor of the Hadith series, although it disappeared from the market when the Kenya Literature Bureau died in the 1980s).

Box 1–2. Archaeologists Specializing in West Africa
Two well-known French archaeologists present a contrast in approaches: For Maurice Delafosse
(1870–1926), African archaeology should be part of Middle East history, as Africa comes from Asia
and Egypt. He influenced a whole generation and their followers. He claimed there was no need to
dig; if excavation is done, then only one layer should be removed to find some artefacts. O. Linares
de Sapir, stationed in Senegal, was a multidisciplinary: he went from a preoccupation with artefacts to
an emphasis on the spatial and contextual association of artefacts. He used 1971 in a scientific essay
on the Casamance’s micro environmental data. Slowly he and others considered the question of an
indigenous agriculture.
West African colonial powers had hardly any contact among themselves; scientists had even less contact. Archaeologists worked in isolation, based on so-called classical European textbooks and scientific school orientations until the end of the Second World War. The work was basically descriptive,
with an emphasis on raw material, tool shapes and dimensions, and basic technological attributes,
such as polish and retouch. There was no archaeological training until 1937; IFAN – the Institut Fondamental d’Afrique Noire – was the first African stationed research station. After the war, training
began at the University of Ghana, Legon, and in Ibadan, Nigeria.
The French archaeologists adhered strongly and without exception to the diffusion theory – that all
African cultures originated in the Middle East or, and especially, from Egypt. Most of these individuals were stationed in Paris and ordered colonial officials to go out and find an artefact that fits into
this or that hypothesis. No excavations were done, or if they were, then they used the one-layer-onlymethod. Dating was exclusively based on fixed European schemes and methods.
The British (and American) archaeologists were fixed on finding proofs for an African Neolithic; for
them, agriculture had to start with (given) Neolithic finds. A second fixed belief was the huntergatherer starting point; hunting was central at the beginning. In line with their Anglo-Saxon pragmatism, together with geologists they started field work after the Second World War’s excavations. They
favoured caves, shelters, or graves, such as Kintampo (O. Davis, C. Flight), Dhar Tichitt (P. J. Munson), Rop Rock Shelter and Nok (B. and A. Fagg, T. Shaw, J. A. Rustard).
Two authorities brought new drive into archaeology. Raymond Mauny wrote Afrique Occidentale
Française. Préhistoire (1949) and L’Afrrique et Les Origines de la Domestication (1967). He was the
director of IFAN in Dakar, the first research station in the colonies. From 1938 to 1962 he published
220 articles on African archaeology, ethnography, linguistics, physical anthropology, history, and
geomorphology. He was interdisciplinary and open minded but nevertheless convinced of the diffusion paradigm.
J. Desmond Clark wrote The Problem of Neolithic Culture in Sub-Saharan Africa (1967), a record of
early agriculture and metallurgy in Africa from archaeological sources. Clark was American, a professor at Berkeley in California, who came 1937 to West Africa. He was one of the first to doubt the accepted classifications and became a radical opponent of the diffusion theory.
Ice, Stones, and Iron
Glacial times lasted until around 15,000 years ago in Asia; in Europe, the transition took place from
young Palaeolithic time to Pleistocene, the time of glacial Earth cover. In the Middle East, ice started
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to melt around 10,000 years ago; in China, around 8,000 years ago; and in Europe, 7,000–6,000 years
ago.
Africa had not undergone any glacial times but experienced glacial phenomena on the East African
mountains: Mt. Kilimanjaro (5,895 metres above sea level), Mt. Kenya (at 4,600 metres), Mt. Elegon
(5,109 metres), Mt. Ruwenzori (5,109 metres), and in Ethiopia Mt. Kaka, Mt. Guna, Amba Fasit, and
Mt. Chillalo. Where we find snow we also find ice; today’s snowline lies at 4,600 metres. Closely
related to the climatic change seen on these mountains are periods during which lakes expand and regions desiccate.
Much depended on climate or water. Instead of Ice Ages (or glacial periods), Africa experienced
times of dryness (with droughts). Climatic zones on the African continent have been characterized by
pluvials: the equatorial pluvials in the hot and humid zone of the Zaire basin, covered by the rain forests, and the sub-equatorial pluvials that covered most of the middle of Africa.
In terms of the Stone Age, in Southern Africa in particular early humans preferred stones and rocks as
working materials; the best examples of these are the granite kopjes. The fact that farmers did not
really need the plough seems to explain why the Stone Age lasted longer in most parts of Africa than
elsewhere.
The whole concept of the Stone Age is confusing, of course. Methodological mistakes are made worse
by a wrong reading of the word “stone”, which has a different meaning in the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres. Once you separate the reading of the word from its close association from ice and desiccation, stone refers mainly to a material and the character of instruments used.
In the Northern Hemisphere we clearly distinguish between Later-, Meso- and Neolithicum, between
old and young and in-between (the middle Stone Age, or MSA). In the Palaeolithicum (late, old), we
see the appearance of Homo habilis. In Europe the Mesolithicum lasted from 120,000 years ago until
40,000 years ago; the Neolithicum, from 40,000 to 10,000 years ago. The application of this sequence
to Africa in general and more particularly so to specific zones is dubious. One major reason for its
inappropriateness is that in the West all these terms were closely related to the concepts of “progress”.
Ecological aspects started being considered only hesitantly.
Specialists in West African archaeology are no longer in love with the term Neolithic (Later Stone
Age, or LSA). R. Childe, an American author, created the concept of the “Neolithic revolution”. He
did it in such an impressive way that even now this concept is accepted by most Westerners. He combined it further in an impressive way with the Bible. Thus he built a welcome bridge for Christian believers and scientists. Childe’s book had an enormous influence. It influenced dating, and with the
concept “Neolithic” he set a wall over which all civilizations had to pass when entering modern civilization. The book stood long on the reading list for students at the beginning of graduate studies at
most American universities.
Neolithic is thus commonly used to describe a time with lithic technologies (polished stone tools) and
ceramics (manufacturing of pottery). But to a growing number of archaeologists it also stands for the
advent of farming and agriculture, which has made its use among African scientists more and more
controversial and even useless. A new reasoning in the field of science is that those artefacts must,
after all, have served some purpose. Until recently, no connection to agriculture and food had ever
been established.
R. Vaufrey was convinced he found Agrargesellschaften (agricultural societies) in the Sudan of the
“neolithique paratoumbien” period. He refrains from exact dating, however, and the name of the period is confusing. Vaufrey is just one example of the handling and interpreting of finds. To name a
period is not to provide an explanation and interpretation.
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In West Africa, the earliest LSA sites were found in Côte d’Ivoire (then the Ivory Coast), Mali, and
Nigeria, at Rop and Iwo Eleru (estimated 9,200 years ago; today this dating is regarded as controversial – some researchers think it must in fact be older in comparison to other finds).
MSA was originally introduced by Goodwin in 1928 for South African material from 13 sites. It was
characterized by scrapers and flake blanks and dated to less than 27,000 years ago. T. Shaw in turn
found proof in Ghana for this period that dated to between 35,000 and 15,000 years ago and is said to
characterize adaptation to a savanna environment.
There are even some finds from what is called Earlier Stone Age, starting with Olduvan followed by
Acheulean and Sangoan. The first evidence of Acheulean in West Africa was found in the Falémé
River Valley, Senegal, dated at 250,000–180,000 years ago. From the Jos Plateau, Nigeria, there were
artefacts, but there was no evidence of Acheulean from lowland Nigeria, Côte d’Ivoire, Sierra Leone,
or Liberia, but there was evidence in the Sahara region during a wet phase, where so far 36 tools have
been found.
In none of the existing analysis or descriptions is there the slightest reference to a possible agricultural
link. In 2005, however, some archaeologists from West and South Africa endorsed the hypothesis that
some form of agriculture could have existed in the Earlier Stone Age, between 600,000 and 60,000
years ago.
Thus “Stone Age” no longer describes a specific cultural period but rather points to a certain lifestyle,
the way in which agriculture and production were being practised – with the question no longer (or
less so) about whether or not and when, but how.
The full range of stone tools has to be studied in the wider context of their use: the various kinds of
edges and points were being used for a wide variety of purposes – for cutting, paring, skinning, scraping, boring, grooving, striking, chopping, and digging. They must also be studied within the context
of diet(s), and we may yet find out that only very few of those tools were used for hunting (as so far
suggested). The most important challenge, however, is not to find ever more tools or specimens, but
to find out as much as possible about the life of those who produced and used them – in other words,
the lifestyle behind the tools.
It is quite possible that people said no to iron or were reluctant to change. Due to the difference in soil
conditions the challenge to “develop” an iron culture was not urgent. They did know about iron and
bronze, but they were convinced that stone served them very well or even better than iron. In such a
situation, an appropriate term or concept is the parallel development in different regions of the world.
The Sangoan period, after 50,000 years ago, is when the area was more heavily wooded and had an
increased aridity. It was thus a response to an arid period. The first finds of this period were in Kenya,
at Simbi. Thus archaeologists speak of Kenyan Sangoan followed by West African Sangoan. The latter was also a response to a more arid period that began 40,000 years ago. The fossile directeur
(French for the “dominant fossil“) was the “pick” or core axe, which was heavy biface. Sangoan is
best documented at Asokrochona, Ghana. Also, Sakumo industry is considered by some as Sangoan
period.
For the Sudan, archaeology books make the distinction between Khartoum Mesolithic and the Shaheinab Mesolithic. During the Mesolithic period in Kenya and East Africa, there was the era of Elmenteitan, the forerunner of Njoro, a variant of the “Stone Bowl Culture”. And in recent years evidence of a local agriculture in this era has been unearthed.
Although it may be a bit confusing with all the different concepts, what is important is that we have
indications and proofs of agriculture in different regions of Africa for more than 50,000 years.
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An Annotation on Wood
Another new method allows us to date wood more precisely than ever before. This method, used at a
Florida institute, revolutionized the knowledge we had previously of African wood sculptures. The
Zurich Rietberg Museum applied this method for the first time in 1995, when it exposed Dogon Art,
wooden sculptures from Mali. The museum’s catalogue gives a helpful and detailed explanation of the
procedures.
Before this time, it was assumed that wood started to disintegrate after some 100 years, simply turning
into dust. According to earlier methods, the unique Dogon sculptures must have been carved some
time around 1850. But according to the new dating technique – accelerated mass spectrometry – we
now know with considerable certainty that the wooden Dogon artefacts must have been created
around the thirteenth century. And thus for the first time a catalogue on African art has made a significant contribution to our understanding of African agriculture.
Summary
If “Stone Age” is meant to imply a definite kind of underdevelopment because agriculture is said to be
impossible on the basis of stone tools only, then scientists have to get rid of this bias once and for all.
Such a view is similar to the contention that without ploughs or without schools, there would be no
agriculture!
African people loved stone and they saw no need to move on to iron, although they may already have
had some. Consider that, by the same token, there was no such thing as a “Gold Age”, although humans had known gold for a long time.
Iron was apparently an element that was the exclusive property of the most respected or feared “God
of Iron” (among the Yoruba in Nigeria, this is still Ogun). Iron was very rare. Only highly qualified
blacksmiths, to whom special, mythical powers were ascribed, worked the metal. And iron was thus
closely associated with magical powers and witchcraft. The African farmer for many millennia seems
to have been averse to both iron and the supernatural powers associated with it. A plough – at least in
those times – did not mean “progress” to the African farmer.
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Chapter 2
Desert Agriculture

In 1972, Marshall Sahlins wrote the seminal work Stone Age Economics. Today this book is an important starting point for understanding agricultural history in Africa. Sahlins shows above all that Stone
Age people had no reason to be “nomads”, to rove around all the time in order to survive.
Sahlins proved that Stone Age people had considerable leisure time and no reason to quit this stage.
This becomes important for history. Instead of earlier assumptions that food shortages were the “father of progress” and caused a change of lifestyle, it had to be taken as proven that “people do not
work hard. The average daily time a person spent for earning and preparation of food was four to five
hours. Moreover, they did not work continuously” (Sahlins 1972, p. 17).
The author noted that “a good case can be made that hunters and gatherers work less than we do, and
rather than a continuous travail, the food quest is intermittent, leisure [is] abundant, and there is a
greater amount of sleep in the daytime per capita per year than in any other condition of society….The economy was not physically demanding.…The dietary intake…was adequate” (Sahlins
1972, pp. 14, 18).
Sahlins concluded that Bushmen rejected the “Neolithic revolution” in order to keep their leisure.
American sociologist Robert Lowie (1938), after analyzing Pygmies, concluded that “the amount of
hunger increases relatively and absolutely with the evolution of culture.” Hunger comes through a
changed relationship between men and women and between man and nature. Hunger is like a measuring instrument in the relation between people; food stands for balance and a continuous pacification.
Sahlins came to his results mostly through analyzing Richard Lee’s study of Bushmen (1968, 1969).
Lee was the specialist of the !Kung Bushmen in Botswana. In this desert area with 6–10 inches of rain
a year, Lee found in and around the Dobe area a “surprising abundance of vegetation” (Lee 1968, p.
27). This leads me to a further observation: people in the border area of the desert and even in the desert area proper were not moving out away but were starting to make the desert fertile.
There is another surprising point: these Bushmen were people of the desert or the border zone. They
must have liked this challenge of minimal rain. They were more than hunters and gatherers; they were
in a modern sense “plant biologists”.
During our fight against South African apartheid, we all assumed that the Bushmen were driven out of
the original and more “fertile” country where the whites now farm. History proves us wrong. Other
things were done to them that were degrading and disruptive.
One study full of understanding and love of this desert agriculture is Hunter & Habitat in the Central
Kalahari Desert, a wonderful book by George B. Silberbauer. Before studying the G/wi of the Central
Kalahari Reserve, Silberbauer was a lecturer in anthropology and sociology in Australia at Monash
University. The Australian background significantly helped him to study, interpret, and understand
the different Bushmen people in Australia as well as in Botswana. He came to research the G/wi
without, so to speak, the South African apartheid ideology in his head. When his book was published
by Cambridge University Press in 1981, unfortunately only a few would dare to say that this was a
breakthrough in understanding a people with a long-time discrimination.
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Silberbauer was not interested in the origin of agriculture or in its definition; moreover, he had no interest in making a distinction between pastoralism and agriculture. His study was above all a masterpiece of describing life and action of the G/wi people. It gave others the chance to investigate further.
Right at the beginning, Silberbauer states that contemporary Bushmen are not refugee remnants
driven into their present inhospitable habitat. Neither Bantu nor Europeans had raided them nor made
them “refugees in the desert”. The reasons are easily summarized:
• Language is the best proof: it is very well adapted to the environment.
• Bushmen have words and experiences their neighbours don’t have.
• Such a specification of the vocabulary regarding fauna and flora of the environment is only
possible if people have a tradition stretching back at least 10,000 years.
• All the facts Silberbauer collected gave him proof of a coherent history of around 25,000
years for the G/wi.
Silberbauer (together with others) explored language and vocabulary, collected archaeological remains, and later even used genetic analysis. In between stands ecology and economics, apart from
language. He is very convincing in the study of a ecological system made up of a network of relations
between humans, other organisms in the biotic community, and the constituents of the physical environment.
The G/wi habitat is viewed as “an ecosystem of which the socio-cultural system is a component that
requires particular emphasis” (Silberbauer 1981, p. 31). The Kalahari is a vast plain of red, grey, and
white fine-grained sands – Pleistocene and Tertiary deposits. The mean annual rainfall of the Kalahari
in Botswana is between 250 and 350 millimetres; the temperature ranges from –13 degrees to 48 degrees Celsius. It may surprise some people that there are times of frost.
It is important to know that the Kalahari is not a desert devoid of vegetation. “Its thick sand mantle
supports a varied, though sparse, cover of grasses, vines, forbs, shrubs, and trees” (Silberbauer 1981,
p. 36). Most of this vegetation is dormant during the dry season. The area is an apparently transitional
ecotone (the space between two different ecosystems), linking the woodlands of the north with the
thornveld and scrub plains of the south.
Before discussing agricultural history, it is also essential to know the ecosystem of the animals: wildebeest, kudu, springbok, giraffe, lion, leopard, and cheetah, but also black-backed jackals, bat-eared
foxes, and numerous vultures and raptors. The grasses are mostly sour types, and nearly all shrubs
have palatable foliage. Most plant and leaf patterns funnel rainwater down to the bulb or tuber beneath. The storage organs, swollen by rainwater, furnish people and animals with a substitute for water during the 9–10 months when the pans are dry.
Thus every plant and animal is a constituent part of leading Silberbauer to the firm conclusion: “Before me I have a grandiose eco-sociological network”. He speaks of symbioses or synergies. Humans
were naturally part of it. All this together is agriculture. Why? Those people observed nature and tried
to act accordingly, initiating processes leading to their own advantage. Learning from nature is a rational way of triggering a historical evolution. It is a world from similes to similarity and further from
there to their own reality. This is very rational.
Silberbauer studies very seriously the cosmology and comes to this conclusion: God does not want
humans playing a passive role but to interact in a complex web of relationships not only with the
highest N!adima but even more so with plant and animal neighbours, deploying a creative activity and
taking advantage of his position to improve the course of history. A very important ethical principle is
respect for one another, not only in men but in all living entities. Thus, animals must be respected instead of abused. Humans may kill only when necessary for survival. And the same holds true with
plants.
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A fascinating example is the collection of seeds or pollen of plants. Never were all taken away. And –
what is most surprising – some seeds or pollen were taken away to neighbouring plants of the same or
similar kind and placed there: exchange was thus initiated. Isn’t such an action the essence of “agriculture”? The G/wi have been crossbreeding different plants. They created, as gene research confirmed, new plants or modified old ones. They caused plants to be more fruitful.
Silberbauer’s G/wi study is so rich in content and insights that it cannot be summarized. Here I select
what is important for a history of agriculture.

•

This is agriculture for the last 20,000–30,000 years. It is a form of agriculture within a certain
ecosystem, a specific time, adapted and sustainable for 20,000 years.

People tried to interfere within plants, animals, and birds. That may be called cultivation. They had
great knowledge of termites, lice, fleas, dragonflies, and even mosquitoes: they knew how to manipulate them for certain purposes or to human advantage. Their language proved it; with changing objects, people had to adapt the words or create new ones.

•

The G/wi show us a fascinating new page of agricultural history. They did not cultivate grain,
but they mastered plants and adjusted them to a desert situation. They created for their protection new combinations and ecosystems. Further, they apparently loved the ecotone – everything that is between two ecosystems, especially between desert and savanna. In my view,
they were masters of desert agriculture. It was agriculture, the dawn of human-made history.

The field of action lies within a radius of 250 kilometres. The G/wi had a phenomenal knowledge of
breeding animals, plant cultivation, and sustainable ecology. There was no hunting for fun but deep
respect for animals. Killing – when necessary for survival – was done only after ritually begging pardon, by kneeling in front of the animal that was to be killed.
An unbelievable biodiversity existed in what outsiders call a desert and was systematically increased.
They were enabled by their immense knowledge of all facts in their environment: from raindrops to
roots in the sand, from birds and their living cycle to ants and their ways.
All possible factors were taken into consideration: from sand and wind to birds and insects. Animals,
too, contributed to the spreading of seeds through their droppings. In other words, the G/wi were domesticating; by their cultivation, they created human history.

•

Not only does agricultural history have multiple areas of origin, but agriculture has different
patterns of being practised.

“Farming” consists of different activities. Agriculture is not just one activity.

•

One important point is showing agriculture as a process of awareness and thus a challenge
that is ideal when a people live in an intermediate situation. The ecotone can be an important
factor in the unfolding of agriculture. It stimulates comparison; out of it may originate another
alternative.

Until now, too great a distinction has been made between pastoralism and sedentarism. Also, here
“the in between” is important. This life cannot even be called “pre-agricultural sedentism”, as Price
and Brown dared to do in Prehistoric Hunter-Gatherers. The G/wi were clearly settled and structured.
It was a form of agriculture, not “pre-agricultural”.
The best rendering would be The Human Factor in Changing Africa, the title of a study by Melville J.
Herskovitz. Nobody should forget that this human factor was present from the very beginning of human history. Thus the G/wi were all part of history and of agriculture.
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Chapter 3
Rock and Cave Paintings

South Africa remains a land full of contradictions – contradictions that cut right across peoples and
families. Small surprise, then, that you also find rather tragic stories in the sciences. A case in point is
Wilhelm Heinrich Immanuel Bleek, a German linguist and an ingenious researcher of Bushmen language and folklore – and one of the first researchers to provide deep insights into San Rock paintings.
But in 1931 his own daughter, Dorothea Bleek, challenged her father’s work. In her paper “A Survey
of Our Present Knowledge of Rock Paintings in South Africa”, she not only disputed but totally negated any connection between the San (Bushmen) and the paintings. She also accused her father of
being a victim of “those lazy and totally ignorant people, unable to think and being creative, at all”. In
concert with many other researchers, she denied any connection between Bushmen culture and Southern African rock paintings or engravings.
Her writings were most responsible for the fact that drawings of San people that Bleek and his collaborator, Lucy Catherine Lloyd (also a linguist), had collected got lost. They were rediscovered fairly
recently – after some serious effort – in the Jagger Library in Cape Town. In 2002 these precious
documents were exhibited in the Völkerkunde Museum in Zurich, accompanied by a catalogue edited
by Miklos Szalay that included eight contributions from differing angles, a collection that would have
been impossible only 20 years ago. The catalogue contains all the drawings and watercolors by five
San people. Yet one perspective is sadly missing – again, the agricultural one. The main reason for
this omission is that – once again – all the contributors are still victims of “hunter-gatherer” cliché.
An Abridged Run Through Believed History
At the end of the 1960s, the rock and cave paintings or engravings in Southern Africa – South Africa,
South-West Africa (now Namibia), Botswana, and Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) – were caught up in the
lunatic circus of LSD researchers, of specialists who saw these examples of rock art as the artistic
work of some mystically mad or shamanistic people: a quarry for religious theories or for the origin of
mysticism. The San were seen as hallucinating people. Neuropsychology at the time dominated the
interpretation of rock paintings, as indicated by a paper of the period that was entitled “Neurological
Brain Enlargement Through Rock Painting. Some Notes on Hominization”.
This fancy was seconded by the practice fashionable at the time of measuring things and drawing up
impressive statistics: all the rocks and caves were visited and all the paintings were measured, with
figures registered and counted meticulously: so and so many elands, so and so many figures bending
to the right or left, and so on.
At the same time, many of the so-called researchers and scientists from all over the world – some like
Abbé Henri Breuil, the guru of the guild or the “tribe” – simply came to South Africa to look for confirmation of their belief in “Phoenician origin”. Some other visionaries, however, also walked in the
footsteps of Leo Frobenius and some of his surviving disciples, who were trying to “prove” the assumption of a continent that had split apart and were looking for the “lost tribe of the old Atlantis”,
whom they saw in those figures. (Nowadays we can hardly believe that such a credo should have been
possible at the time, but then it was still being assumed that the world had “taken off” only around
some 8,000 years ago.)
Small surprise also that in such a “scientific” environment most scientists still tended to consider San
people as not quite human yet, as children at best. (See also Chapter 1.) That politicians in apartheid
South Africa but also in South-West Africa as well as southern and northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland
(Malawi) should have thought so can hardly astonish us, but so did most scientists!
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There exists hardly any field or subject that is more prone to speculation. Rock and cave paintings and
engravings simply don’t seem to fit – yet – into the scientific patterns of modern scientists. In the light
of European evolutionary theories, it just could not be that those paintings were the product of an earlier culture – quite simply because there had never been such a thing as “art” in Africa! It therefore
had to be a relic of a former and better time, perhaps a paradise lost or perhaps the residue of a onetime continent split apart.
Modern palaeontology has since proved that a split must have happened before Homo habilis or
Homo sapiens came into existence. Also, modern archaeology has provided proof that such rock art
and cave paintings do exist all the way from southern France through the Sahara down to all parts of
Southern Africa. Now the obvious question arising from this is, Is this proof of migration, or do these
paintings and engravings constitute independent developments? What is interesting here is the fact
that all the oldest “documents”, as the art and paintings could be called, have about the same age: they
originated around 32,000–30,000 years ago.
The phenomenon awed Europeans so much that they called these findings works of art, but the scientists – deeply influenced by the colonial mentality – were firmly convinced that these works could not
possibly have been the work of “gatherers and herders”. Even at the beginning of the third millennium
the time does not yet seem to be ripe for new thinking. For ideological reasons, hardly anyone was
able to see rock art in a human – not to mention an agricultural – context.
Anything found on the African continent and considered “culturally relevant” is assumed to have
come from outside – from old Israel, Babylon, Phoenicia, Syria, or Egypt. The main adherent of this
way of thinking was Raymond Dart, a man who even went so far as to claim that faraway China
might have influenced black Africa. Anything in the world but Africa was acceptable to him. How
could cattle culture and the people associated with it be of Hamitic origin?
In an interview in 1977, Louis Leakey said: “The Bushmen are just not capable of producing anything
like that. They came into this landscape like later the Europeans did. The paintings were there – just
before the Bushmen came.” It was only after independence that a different understanding of history
gradually developed. In Rhodesia, the stubborn block stood firm until 1980. In South Africa, the old
guard carried on until the mid-1990s. All of which proves that the sciences too have to be decolonized. For this to happen, scientists have first to admit that non-Europeans don’t have to be colonized
or missionized in order to become human in a long (pre)-historical process, step by step.
In the field of writing African history, a new start was made in 1981 when specialists from all over the
world started contributing to UNESCO’s General History of Africa, with even palaeontologists and
archeologists among the authors. In the end this gigantic publishing adventure – consisting of eight
thick volumes – paralleled the earlier Dictionnaires of France or the British Encyclopedias. Unfortunately, however, this effort was later halted because of lack of funds. With the false argument that this
laudable effort “doesn’t really help Africa” (a statement by USAID in 1991), the United States refused to further cofinance UNESCO’s General History of Africa, also telling the world that such an
undertaking should be in the hands of universities and not those of a “a totally biased UN institution”.
Decolonization as a Must
In the 1850s, Europeans first came across examples of rock art. At the beginning researchers did, in
fact, move in the very direction that modern science now seems to be taking. Sir John Barrow, Sir
James Alexander, and especially George Stow were quite prepared to see reflections of daily life and
experiences of the artists in the artistic work of the San. A short time later, Joseph Millard Orpen, a
magistrate in the northeastern Cape Region, and W.H.I. Bleek had minds open enough to see the
paintings with the eyes of the San themselves. Maybe Orpen managed to do what he did because he
used the services of a young San guide who had never before seen a white man except in fighting.
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Bleek, for his part, was open enough to go about collecting San folklore. But when a close friend of
his, Bishop Colenso of Cape Town, took up Bleek’s view on the religion of the San in 1863, he was
forced to stand trial before a church panel – and was subsequently condemned as a heretic.
The year when diamonds were discovered in the region – 1867– is a truly tragic date for the San.
From then on Europeans became the wildest hunter-gatherers for land. After the Boer War (1902), the
Dutch settlers gave up whatever positive views they might earlier have entertained about the San and
simply erased whatever esteem they might have had for San “values” (including esteem for the quality
of their rock paintings).
Bleek died a lonely man in 1875, when his daughter Dorothea was only two years old. Dorothea, who
became a Khoisan linguist, later denied that there was any such thing as religion in the Sans’ thinking.
By adopting a view totally opposite to her father’s, and by publishing The Mantis and His Friends, a
bad – and sad – pamphlet against her father, Dorothea Bleek rapidly became a famous scientist. One
quotation from her pamphlet shows the contempt she had for the San: “The San remains all his life a
child, averse of work, fond of play, of painting, singing, dancing, dressing up and acting, above all
things fond of hearing and telling stories.”
Once Dorothea Bleek had given birth to this San cliché, it lived on for almost 100 years. Among the
most famous to follow in her footsteps were Leo Frobenius and his team, at the time enjoying tremendous prestige and later immense influence. We also have Abbé Henri Breuil, whose greatest blunder
most probably was his claim that a painting on the massive Brandberg mountain in Namibia showed a
woman of “Mediterranean origin”. But the Boers accepted him like a prophet because he was French.
Another crazy speculator was Professor C. van Riet Lowe, who claimed that “foreign” people had
sailed African rivers upstream, mentioning the Zambezi and the Orange Rivers and even the Matjies.
Van Riet Lowe even went so far as to make out ships on many paintings. He also was the one who
“recognized” Greek instruments, the famous aulos, in the Drakenberg paintings.
Things only started being seen differently in 1971, when Murray Schoonrad and A. R. Willcox dared
to offer a new interpretation of rock paintings free of value-laden speculation. As of 2004, the debate
still rages about dating. That the rock paintings or engravings were started and continued 30,000 years
ago is no longer a sensation. Since cave paintings were found in France and dated to 30,000 years or
older, and since similar findings were made and similarly dated in the northern Sahara, dating to
30,000 years in Southern Africa is no longer taboo.
Still, it was only at the turn of the millennium that some soberness entered the field with new hypotheses such as that it is most unlikely that such an activity had migrated to Southern Africa from
Southern France or anywhere else in the world. This activity was not only and not exclusively a shamanist ceremony of a Stone Age. Thus early San painting did have a religious component, but at the
same time it was also functional in the sense that it was undertaken to help produce rain, to safeguard
water resources, to further small-scale domestication of plants – in short, as documents of early farming.
Scientists now have to embark on other interpretations that go beyond the concept of “hunter-gatherer
societies”. The San in Southern Africa must therefore also be considered as early small farmers, most
probably practising some sort of agroforestry (foragers, as Walker calls them), a combination of animal culture with tree-vegetable-grain culture.
Since many of these works have been painted over again and again, they can also be seen as a form of
writing, like a book with page-over-page of history, where “writings” disappear for some time only to
reappear again later (compare palimpsests). Until recently, rock science meant counting, statistics,
graphs, and tables; all the paintings were registered, but the overall context – and, above all, the people themselves – were left out.
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A Texas University bibliography between 1850 and 2000 with approximately 500 titles on rock and
cave paintings yields the following subjects: shamanism; origin of religion; myths and symbols; beginning of art and of philosophy; theories of culture and medicine; mathematical aspects and counting
of subjects; position of women and animals; description of topics such as bos, bow, giraffes, fish, etc.
But there is not one publication on agricultural aspects, except perhaps the permanent return of the
hunter-gatherer syndrome, but all without further content and specification. The quantifying schools
of Tim Maggs, Patricia Vinnicombe, and Harald Pager are still very much alive, schools in which
meaning is virtually absent.
Nowadays, however, new dating with up-to-date methods is being undertaken and very much in favour. Erich Wendt has dated the Apollo 11 Cave in Namibia. The first colour used dates back 27,000
years; the first in the field called superpositioning was at least 19,000 years old.
Several scientists are notable for breaking the ice in the relationship between rock engravings and
Khoisan people. Laurens van der Post was a man of the desert; in more than 50 books he described
the Khoisan. The Marshall family, living far away from politics, researched and worked in the field
with the !Kung. Lorna Marshall’s fieldwork among the San took 20 years to be recognized by the scientific community. George Silberbauer is known for his G/wi studies (see Chapter 2). And Nicholas
John Walker’s work in the Matopos Hills, documented in almost 20 books since 1973, is described in
the next section.
One major conclusion follows from this: it is more than plausible that agriculture was practised. The
paintings and engravings clearly show that people knew how to handle plants and animals.
Southern African researchers have always very much insisted that in most San pictures cattle played a
minor role. But then Europeans – thinking in terms of (Auer)ox and steer – were looking only for
those animals. If, in their view, all culture came from outside, then they should be able to find evidence of such cattle in any depictions of life. And where elephants were found, they were assumed to
be of Indian origin. Hunting doesn’t seem to have played such an important role: in a sample of paintings from the Ndedema Gorge area, only 29 out of 2,869 paintings depict hunting scenes, so the characterization of the San as “hunters” cannot possibly be based on painted or engraved reality. The
“hunter-gatherer” hypothesis can thus hardly be based on actual findings, all the more so since the
study of refuse found around the stones or in the caves proves that animal bones were very rare.
Matopos – An Example of “Long-sightedness”
Nicholas John Walker is regarded as the top specialist on Matopos, the area near Bulawayo in Zimbabwe. This world-famous place is where Cecil Rhodes, founder of Rhodesia and a passionate colonizer, is buried – together with his life-long dream of a British corridor from the Cape to Cairo. The
Matopos area has many rock and, in particular, cave paintings. Walker has been analyzing the whole
area – not just one place or one painting, but the lifestyle of the people who have lived there for ages.
The rock shelter deposits in the Matopos date from the later part of the Middle Pleistocene (700,000–
125,000 years ago) through the Late Pleistocene (125,000–12,000 years ago) to the end of the Holocene (12,000 years ago to the present). Matopos and its environment had well been explored before,
but Walker’s work makes the history of the area come alive because he doesn’t simply establish technological sequences and indulge in speculative dating. The faunal and floral remains are analyzed;
artefacts, site distribution, features, and art are studied in context. And then Walker draws conclusions
about subsistence, land use, settlement and social organization, even demography and religion. A key
element in his work is the study of food remnants.
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The local people – and this is one important conclusion – were lithocentric (stone-centred): they apparently liked stones, rocks, and also caves. Based on this observation, we may yet arrive at a new and
perhaps deeper understanding of an otherwise purely dating term, namely Later Stone Age.
From these finds it becomes obvious that all former hypotheses of diffusion or migration simply do
not make sense. People were not driven into “it”, but lived with “it” – in this fascinating stone and
rock environment. Matopos was a distinctive watershed, separating it from the Lowveld.
Matopos is open, rolling country, made up of basement rocks (schists, etc.) and gneisses or older
granite. There are two basic ecotypes in the Matopos: flat, alluvial valleys cut by streams and fairly
steep-sided rocky hills. The latter are often bare domes or whaleback (which the Sindebele call
dwalas). Soils are generally poorly developed, being the coarse-grained, sandy product of granite
decompositions. However, they are much easier to worked with than richer soils.
A large number of natural shelters (like in the Kintampo area in Ghana) is one of the features of the
Matopos. Many have formed under big boulders, but some have been sculptured out of the sides of
hills. The Matopos area also boasts a rich and varied flora. Game is rather rare: hunting is thus a side
activity, more for additional food and pleasure but not for survival.
Research undertaken in the caves established the following:
• (Wild) fruits: Forty-two edible species were found and recorded. Many were wild but researchers did detect that humans must have “experimented” with some of them. Dominant are
Marula trees (Sclerocarya birra).
• Underground foods: Little information could be gained on potential edible roots or wild tubers.
• Cereals: It is most likely that the San did make some kind of porridge from wild-grass seeds.
The seeds seem to have changed somewhat with the times. Was this the beginning of a domestication process?
According to available research findings, vegetables and fruit made up 90% of the diets of people
around Matopos: 17 species of fruit, marula, and three species of fig that are seasonally dominant.
Grass seeds, bulbs, roots, leaves, and Acacia and Piliostigma pods and stem parts were consistent
elements of the diet, especially in the winter. Invertebrates and small rodents were regular diet elements, especially in the summer.
Although with all the material at his disposal Walker could have truly revolutionized the writing of
agrarian history, my lasting impression is that he always stopped short from doing so. But why? Lacking an agricultural background as a researcher, he picks just a few issues out of a very complex system; he is more of a diet analyzer – yet nutrition is only part of agriculture. Thus he cannot see (or
does not write about) combinations or transitions from mere gathering (if any) to an early form of agriculture; he calls it pastoralism. But he doesn’t dare to muse about a combination of pasture and garden, horticulture with some cattle-rearing, or old forms of agroforestry.
He sticks far too strictly to his foraging theory: foraging was central – he states – to the inhabitants.
Did Walker use this concept simply as a way out of the “gatherer-hunter” cliché? Walker is quite obviously still a victim of the old prejudice that a subsistence or Stone Age economy did not leave much
time for leisure. Walker never mentions the work of Sahlins. Thus he writes, “Hunter-gatherers spend
much time on indirect or even uneconomic social, ritual and leisure pursuits”.
Another question is, Why does Walker strictly respect the old fashioned timetable and start around
1,700 years ago, with the Iron Age? What is the use of sticking to incorrect dating? It would be most
fruitful if Walker started working together with experts in other sciences, especially ethnobotanists
and some palaeoenvironmentalists; the use of genetic analysis would also be of great help.
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Walker clings to the assumption that “life becomes easier” when a culture changes from stone to iron.
He tends to understand that the San felt quite at ease in their environment of rocks and stones; if so,
wouldn’t moving from stone to iron have meant a loss for them rather than “progress”?
With Walker’s work we may have reached the end of an era, which was all about counting marula
fruits or digging sticks, but we do not seem to have reached an era – not yet, anyway – in which people like him dare to “indulge” in contextual thinking.
Important Books or Articles
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Part II
Early Peoples and Their Agriculture

Chapter 4
Pygmies

Although it has been known for quite some time that Pygmies must be counted among the oldest
people who have lived in Africa south of the Nile, their origins are totally embedded in mythology.
The first recorded encounter between so-called Pygmies and foreigners occurred around 2500 B.C.,
when the Egyptian pharaoh Neferkare sent an expedition to find the source of the Nile River. The
group travelled south into the interior of the continent. When they encountered people of short stature
living in dense forest areas, the Egyptians called them “pygmies”. Homer and Aristotle mention them
as “very small” and “just a bit taller than a thumb of a giant”. From then on Pygmies lived on as
mythical beings.
Arab slave traders did not accept Pygmies because, as one source of the twelfth century put it, “they
were unable to work in the fields”, “incapable to reason and lazy”. For a long time, especially all
through the Middle Ages, this Arab view (mis)represented Pygmies, with some even developing tails
in classic paintings.
European colonialists regarded them as strange “forest apes” and brought some over to Europe for
exhibition in zoological gardens and at big colonial exhibitions in London and Paris in 1887 and
1908. Edward Tyson published a treatise on “The Anatomy of the Pygmie compared with that of a
Monkey, an Ape, and a Man”, pretending he had “‘scientific proof’ that pygmies are actually
monkeys”, basing his statement on comparisons of skeletons. (Later it was discovered that Tyson
worked with the wrong skeletons.)
And today? Africa’s Pygmies can – as far as their truly tragic situation is concerned – only be
compared with the San of Southern Africa or American Indians. Not only can Pygmies not count on
any understanding by and from their immediate neighbours, in general they are hated, persecuted,
ridiculed, and victimized. In Cameroon they are actually being persecuted, because they are said “to
be a danger to the apes, because they eat bush-meat”, a product of hunting – mostly apes or monkeys
in the tropic forest. This bushmeat is regarded by all Cameroonians as delicious as one component of
a good sauce.
Some Characteristics of Pygmies
The Pygmies – who once lived mainly in forest clearings – are now the last defenders of a line all
along the rain forest, like soldiers guarding the entrance into the wild woods. They live at the rim and
get marginalized. They form an edge of humans, barring entrance into the woods, even to the wind,
that can destroy entire forests. Does this yield them any thanks? Not at all. On the contrary, they are
not even respected. They live in between. To outside observers they are constantly sinning by never
deciding clearly and distinctly between here and there; for them, there simply is the forest and here
WE are.
Physically they are of small stature and light-skinned, only around 150 centimetres tall, with some
Pygmies even shorter. Thus researchers distinguish between Negrillos and Negrides. The very short
ones – an average for men of 143 centimetres and for women 136 centimetres – were again
subdivided and called Bambuitide. These truly disgusting classifications were invented in the
nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century, when everything had to be classified by
measurements. In hindsight, these scientists likely knew nothing of European mountain people (such
as those living in Swiss Appenzell or Napf regions) who, once they had left agrarian mountain areas,
grew taller. It looks like scientists only developed a fixed idea and then simply refused to compare
and see things in context.
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The same holds true with concepts of history. Maybe they wanted to be ethnologists and not
historians, so they created the division and their distinctions. So-called scientific writings about
Pygmies may make us laugh, but to these peoples it was anything but a laughing matter. Modern-day
research should therefore be based on two major principles: contextualization and comparison
worldwide – in other words, local versus global embedding.
A three-volume German “lexicon” of peoples and cultures published by Rowohlt Publishers in 1972
would be expected to provide some new insights. Instead, it contains views that were quite common
in Nazi times: not only measurements as primary news but also the clear classification of
“wildbooters” who have to look for food all day. It also stated that Pygmies were “passionate hunters”
(thereby implying that “all passionate hunters” are “primitive”?). And worse, that “they are unable to
survive in our time”, thus implying that hostile treatment and political situations are “natural”.
Similarly, in the 1999 edition of the Encyclopedia of the African and the African American
Experience AFRICANA edited by K. A. Appiah and H. L. Gates Jr., when the authors deal with
Pygmies they do not come up with any new approaches or insights. Their brief article simply
concludes with the simplistic statement that “the pygmy persists to this day”.
From all the above we must sadly conclude that when the rest of humankind knows so little about
Pygmies there cannot be respect. The same would be true for all humans, meaning that when you have
very little chance of being protected, of being treated with some sympathy, you cannot survive.
Survival depends – unfortunately – on the existence of at least some knowledge about you.
What Pygmies really seem to stand for is “people of fear”. Almost all humans are afraid of the inner
and dark forests. Many people, today mostly Africans, suspect that men and women living there must
be in unison with bad forces, spirits, or the supernatural. Ideas of fright and harm are being projected
onto the Pygmies, although the little people, sometimes characterized as “tiny and light-skinned”, are
truly a very gentle folk.
Pygmies are still found in Central Africa, northern and eastern Congo, Rwanda, Burundi,
southwestern and western Cameroon, Gabon, and Equatorial Guinea. At the end of the 1960s their
numbers were estimated at no more than 150,000. Since then – and this is significant in itself – no
new population count of Pygmies has been undertaken.
The different Pygmy people or tribes include the Mbuti (the plural, Bambuti, means people) in the
Ituri Forests, the Twa (Batwa is the plural) in eastern Congo and Rwanda/Burundi, and the Twides in
Cameroon. At least 20,000 Batwa were killed in the Rwandan 1994 “catastrophe”. For them this was
genocide, although the figure was far too small for the world to register it at all. The same kind of
genocide is going on in Cameroon and the Central African Republic. A Twa who works in Kigali,
Rwanda’s capital, told a reporter in 2000: “People all over the world care for wild animals, but
nobody cares for us. By 2020 Pygmies will have disappeared from this earth”.
Approach by Twentieth-century Anthropologists
In 1906 Father Wilhelm Schmidt founded the ethnological and linguistic review Anthropos
(Zeitschrift für Völker- und Sprachenkunde). He belonged to the missionary society of Steyl
(officially SVD, the Society of the Divine Word). Schmidt’s passionate endeavour was aimed at
finding the origin of religion and morals, based on the conviction that at the beginning all people were
monotheistic and monogamous and that these two virtues were darkened and lost only by passing
time and guilt. Missionaries working in Central Africa had earlier informed him that the forest people
or the Pygmies had a clear belief in one God, an idea that incited Father Schmidt to make Pygmies his
very own field of research. To both unbelievers and critics of religion, he wanted to prove that God
was present from the very beginning of history and – above all – that God was “invented” by humans.
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This is how Pygmy research really took off, far from any concern for their living style or their
survival as a people.
But the missionaries were not only concerned with religion and morals: as was the tradition of the
Steyl Fathers all over the world, they also went seriously about the fundamental study of peoples’
languages. Father Schmidt was a true “Steyeler”, being mainly a linguist, working on establishing
language families. His principal merit was the integration of African languages into a scheme of
world languages. In this regard he was the first one to attribute Nama (Khoisan) and Sandawe (San
people) to the primary language circle (primäre Sprachkreise). For Schmidt, all other African
languages were secondary or even tertiary.
From this starting point he found a primary source that prompted the conclusion that the creeds of San
and, later, Pygmies were still right at the source of humankind. Strangely enough, Father Schmidt
never showed any interest in agriculture or its origin, in spite of the fact that the care of nature and
some sort of agriculture or silviculture have provided the base of languages since the beginning of
time.
One of Schmidt’s disciples was Paul Schebesta, who worked in the Congo Ituri area with Pygmies.
His three-volume work on the Bambuti Pygmies of Ituri (written in 1938–49) must be regarded as one
of the most impressive ethnological achievements. After undertaking several expeditions into the
region of eastern Congo and gaining some scholarly reputation, he was joined by two other
researchers, M. Gusinde, an anthropologist, and J. B. Jadin, a medical doctor and specialist in human
body measurements. Gusinde later continued among the Twa Pygmies in Rwanda and published a
study on them in 1945.
Schebesta came to the conviction that there was no common Pygmy language. “There is no language
community of the different Pygmies of Africa,” he writes in one of many articles in Anthropos.
Gusinde agreed. This meant the end of the hyopothesis that the small Pygmy people could be at the
beginning of humankind.
Thus the language issue came to a standstill: most linguists now believe that some belong to the Bantu
and some to the “Sudanese” language group. Someday scientists will surely return to this issue,
because it sounds ridiculous (see Chapter 12) to a historian dealing with agriculture that there is
Sudanese influence (like with the Tutsi). Language reflects the change or development of silvi- or
agriculture or both. Linguists must at long last learn to understand what the ecotone zone is all about,
the “in between” area where you take something from one side and something else from another, and
in which you might develop “your own thing”, perhaps out of protest or sympathy. Maybe we should
start studying languages according to such patterns. H. Greenberg, for one, tried to do this in 1955 in
his Studies in African Linguistic Classification. But since this was never properly followed up,
confusion persists.
Although the search for the “ur-religion” (original religion) has continued, comparative history of
religion is rather a weakling as far as such issues are concerned. Most of the Anthropos scientists were
priests or missionaries with little or no interest in agriculture, thus not even having an idea of which
questions to ask. In the many studies on the Mbuti or the Twa Pygmies, the gentle peoples are dealt
with as “hunter-gatherers”. George Silberbauer’s writings on the G/wi set a standard for all such
future studies. (See Chapter 2.)
And yet we are lucky to have seen a more sober approach and a breakthrough in Pygmy research with
Colin M. Turnbull and his study The Forest People (Turnbull 1961), written after having spent three
years in the Congo. Turnbull realized how important environment was to peoples’ lifestyles. Both go
hand in hand. But his fundamental and open-minded work may have come too late. The great majority
of Pygmies since then have been killed, and the survivors have been destroyed culturally. Their fate
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can only be compared with that of American Indians. Pygmies ended up as “drunkards and mugs” in
African cities.
In 1965 Turnbull published Wayward Servants: The Two Worlds of the African Pygmies, in which the
author introduced a new point of view: the theme was no longer monotheism but two worlds, and in
between where the Pygmies had to adapt continuously until a totally different world “happened”.
They were surrounded by unfriendly people long before colonialism. But then a new competitor for
their forest world, with entirely new interests, entered the scene. In Turnbull’s view, these two
different cosmologies clashed, with the direst of consequences for the Pygmies. Turnbull’s books can
only –unfortunately – be described as a sad afterword on a great culture.
The Neglect of Agriculture
We return to the origin of agriculture. As discussed, two issues regarded as passé as having originated
with African Pygmies are the origin of language and the origin of religion. But why does no one raise
the third obvious issue, the origin of agriculture?
It would be nonsense to place Pygmies at the beginning of African agriculture. Rather, they are just
another example of how different agricultural systems develop within different spaces at different
times and with different people – mostly adapted to each space and time, even with their bodies,
whether tall or small. Thus we are in the midst of human-agricultural cosmologies.
Agriculture means many things and not a finished and neatly outlined complex entity flowing out of
Neolithic revolutionary conditions. There was no revolution that established “agriculture”. The people
of Madagascar, for example, never managed (so far, at least) to develop a balance or even a harmony
with their environment or the natural-ecological setting. Then we also have the Bushmen or San
People, who developed an amazing symbiotic pattern of behaviour. And we have Pygmies at the inner
heart or the entrance of the rain forest.
What farm or cattle people do is a historic decision based on their space, their times, their situation –
not just fate. All people act historically with and surrounded by land or forests, even by deserts or
mountains – be it grazing and transhumance or the hoe and the treating of humus.
We can indeed compare Bushmen (San) and Pygmies (Twa), but the result will never be the same.
And there will never be a kind of a logical behaviour at a certain beginning. Both people made a
historic decision. Both came to results that look similar, but their actual farming practices developed
very differently. Bushmen move back and forth with the desert. The Pygmies stand in front of the
massive forest and go only some few metres into it. They see themselves as custodians or guardians of
a magic world. The forest to them is mysterious, thrilling, and threatening.
Different Pygmy Cultures
There are different Pygmy cultures: some people live at the edge of the rain forest and a few groups
have by now moved deeper into the forests – even the Ituri Pygmies have, so to speak, opened up their
culture. Their culture is a silviculture.
Hunting is not a primary characteristic. The attitude towards hunting varies radically: some are not
hunters at all and follow a “vegeculture”. Others are hunters scarcely adhering to much ritual, rather
crude. Finally, some small groups are hunters with great respect for animals and very hesitant about
killing. Turnbull writes: “Pygmies have an ambivalent attitude towards hunting” (Turnbull 1961, p.
114) and “They adapt to this world instead of trying to control it” (Turnbull 1961, p. 115). I would
compare this mentality with that of the G/wi.
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The fact that Pygmies are not a male-based society also seems to speak against a hunting culture. Age,
not gender, is important. Pygmies move from camp to camp, and when the group becomes too large it
is subdivided according to age groups. Such behaviour is not typical for hunters. A hunter has usually
one or two stands from where men hunt.
In the diet of (Congo) Pygmies, the yam is central, followed by roots and barks, and only then by
fruits and berries. Today we would classify this habit as one that approximates agroforestry. (Calling
such specialized behaviour “freebooting” is absurd.)
Turnbull wrote: “Man has lived in the forested areas of Central and West Africa for at least fifty
thousand years, but until recently little archaeological investigation has taken place to uncover their
history” (Turnbull 1961, p. 109). But even he then arrives at a Stone Age speculation with adzes,
gouges, chisels, planes, and scrapers as well as axes, knife blades, and projectile points. But what does
the fact that a digging stick is the Pygmies’ unique tool really tell us? Most researchers are convinced
that the stick is used for transplanting and replanting, not so much for weeding. It is also used for
foraging and, seldom mentioned, to cut leaves or small branches down in order to get more light. If
we take this (agri)-cultural practice into consideration, it is hard to call Pygmies “a simplistic and
naive people”.
Indeed, there is no archaeological evidence. Who would waste strength and effort to dig in the forest?
In archaeology, financial resources are scarce, and available funds are being spent on unearthing
palaces, temples, and graves. Up to now there has been no DNA analysis of the plant environment in
the forest. And very little time and effort has been spent on yam research in the rain forests of the
Pygmies.
Back again to history. I think it can be assumed that a variety of “Pygmies” started to clear and plant
in the forests of Central Africa around 40,000–50,000 years ago. This population group is often being
called part of the pre-Bantu people. But who are the Bantu and where did they come from? The origin
of the Bantu is still scientifically not clear. Most scientists assume an origin between the Benue and
the Congo Rivers, with people later having spread from there in different waves to the east and the
south. Also still very much in dispute is the time of the Bantu birth. Today most place it at around
5,000 years ago. Some archaeologists believe that around 4,000 years ago some Bantu migration in
several directions was going on. Earlier speculations had it that Bantu migration started only around
2,000 years ago or even later, but that looks highly improbable because of the Bantu language
development and also because of the proven existence of Pygmies in the center of Congo’s forests.
Taking into account insights or results of different other sciences, such as archaeology, climatology,
and even the newest lingistics, the date must be older – say, around 8,000 years ago.
The Ituri Pygmies have Bantu influence and so do even the Batwa in eastern Congo and Rwanda.
Could the Pygmies be an overrun population? Or have they been pushed to the rim of the forest, like
the Tonga in Zimbabwe who were pushed ahead by the newly arriving population from the center of
Congo? No definite answer is possible as yet, simply because the issue has so far not even been part
of African research in any field.
The resemblance between the languages of the Pygmies and the Bantu is remarkable, and it is possible
to speculate that they must have lived together in one way or another for quite some time and
influenced each other. (Some linguists say – without thinking of Bantu and Pygmies, but in general –
that such a result is only possible after 8,000–10,000 years.) Unlike the G/wi, the Pygmies have been
pushed aside, most probably to the rim of or into the forest, which some did not adapt to culturally.
Should we call this the Malagasy syndrome – one culture being pushed in front of another?
Yet another kind of “overlapping” thousands of years later is hypothetically plausible: the one by the
slave trade. The territories the Pygmies live in are known as some of the slave-hunting grounds most
favoured by Arab slave-raiders. But it is a well established fact today that the Arabs did not go after
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Pygmies, thinking that they wouldn’t survive the long trek to the Arab slave-coast. And the Arabs,
like their European slave-raiding successors, were convinced that the Pygmies were not intelligent
and were rather lazy. Did some Bantu people escape into the forests together with the Pygmies?
Recent finds, however, seem to point in the opposite direction: the Bantu pushed the Pygmies either
into the forests or to their rim. This may well explain why some Pygmies are poorly adapted to the
inner forest and have not yet developed a creative way of cultural existence.
These are some of the historical speculations that allow us to place the Pygmies into some historical
context. They were victims of history, and not only recent history. Their experience of violence may
have caused certain traumata; there is no history without such wounds. Maybe some of the Pygmies
have really been pushed away and driven around before recent times.
The often bizarre but most cruel persecution of the Pygmies by the Bantu must have certain historic
causes. Maybe it is a social leftover from past migration behaviour, when the Pygmies stood in the
way of the Bantu. Later on, the Bantu might have offered them as slave victims in place of their own
people, and the Arabs refused to accept them.
All of which goes to show that history is very complex and by far not just about right or wrong, not
about good and bad. History is not an ideology, yet it deals with many overlapping and confusing
ideologies.
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Chapter 5
East African Pastoralism

The northern part of East Africa has over the centuries developed a special pastoral culture, a culture
that shows similarities with that of Southern Africa in the Kalahari and Namib deserts. The
pastoralism of the Borana, the Pokot, and the Masai survives not in a desert but in a semi-arid
environment. It is much more recent than the pastoralism in Southern Africa. Archaeological research
indicates that it came into current its form only around 2,000 years ago and that before then some
other form of agriculture was practised in this area.
What we actually find there is a form of highly developed and stratified pastoralism – a system we
might call cattle-cum-steppe agro-culture. Valuable studies by Gudrun Dahl, Harold Schneider, and
Peter Robertshaw describe some of the varied aspects of pastoralism in East Africa.
The Borana
Gudrun Dahl offers the best available description of what is meant by East African pastoralism in
relation to farming. As she notes, “the people with the highest experience of risk management are the
pastoralists….The pastoralists have a tradition of 8000 years stored in their memories.” We owe our
new and sympathetic understanding of this kind of desert and semi-arid agriculture largely to Dahl’s
work, written with as much empathy as ever found in scholarly writings. Maybe this is due to the fact
that here we have a woman writing in a field that until then had been largely the domain – or chassegardée – of men. The work of this Swedish anthropologist is best compared with that of George
Silberbauer on the G/wi (see Chapter 2). Both are unique because of their human compassion.
The title of Gudrun Dahl’s book not only reveals her empathy but also contains a certain poetic
quality: Suffering Grass: Subsistence and Society of Waso Borana (Dahl 1979). It deals with an area
in the northern part of Mount Kenya in the direction of Somalia. Her book is a radical departure from
earlier – a-historical and even inhumane – works because Dahl describes all the participants in
pastoral life: men, women, children, cattle, etc. She also integrates people’s myths and legends, thus
depicting a rather complex reality, one that constitutes history.
Her chapter on Bushmen contains some very pertinent observations on pastoralism that let the reader
understand that this is a form of agricultural activity in its own right and not just the “confused”
activity of some lost tribe wandering aimlessly in the desert or the savanna. The latter is a derogatory
description commonly found in traditional Jewish and Christian interpretations (both religions show a
clear bias in favour of a sedentary life and against pastoral people). Dahl’s approach is a total contrast
to the earlier studies of the Masai, Turkana, Samburu, Borana, Somali, and Karamojong – studies that
mostly circled around a well-fed cliché, as colonial readers (even in the universities) liked them so
much.
Dahl’s aim “has been to draw attention to the extent to which integration into wider political and
economic context has changed the opportunity structure of various sections of the society in a way
that has led to a more marked internal social differentiation” (Dahl 1979, p. 15). It is neither a
historical book nor a treatise on the original or primitive agriculture. The book does not go into the
controversial issue of agriculture versus pastoralism. Her approach is a radically new one because the
author sets the people and their activities right in the centre of her study. Unlike most of her
predecessors, Dahl does not start with a hypothesis into which collected material has to be fit. Rather,
she goes about observing people and their ways, trying “to get into it”, becoming part of what she
observes.
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Dahl describes people’s ability to manage a herd – how at one point cattle are being brought together,
but then later separated into groups and subgroups. She helps us understand the different functions
and assignments of a camp and a household. A camp is organized around three important elements:
water, grass, and firewood. Around the camp the animals are kept mobile. The household is a place to
which the herders return, where they plan and organize. It all adds up to a complex system; for it to
function properly, a wide variety of factors must be taken into consideration at every given moment. It
is also a system that can only function thanks to knowledge accumulated over several thousand years.
In a difficult environment, where cattle are practically constantly at risk, the system can only work
thanks to a “division of labour” and the constant sharing of acquired knowledge and daily
experiences. With this modest book, Dahl has thus written a fundamental historical study.
Dahl notes that there are two different herds:
• The hawicha herd are milk animals kept close to the main camp.
• The fora herd has most of the male stock, the aged cows, the immature ones, and all the cows
currently out of milk. This herd may be subdivided and led into different grazing grounds by
boy-herders.
While outsiders realized the mobility of pastoralists, they did not perceive the planning, management,
and division of labour behind the movements. For example, cattle of the fora herd usually get a more
varied diet. When a cow in the hawicha herd at the main camp is impregnated, she is at once sent out
to the fora and only brought back in time for calving.
Both the cattle and the Borana accompanying them show different patterns of mobility:
• daily movements for grazing and watering, away from the main camp or the fora enclosure
and back to it;
• wider movements of fora herds to use temporary resources of grass and water;
• a transfer of stock between the fora and the hawicha herds; and
• definite shifts of people, stock, and home camps in response to seasonal fluctuations or the
condition of the hawicha animals.
Cows are not just animals on the move for fodder. There are cows in milk and cows that are pregnant,
cows that are lactating and dry cows, cows before and after calving, and cows shortly before being
slaughtered for food. The age of all animals is well known to the herders, and each head of cattle has a
name.
The Borana have a varied and intense knowledge and use of herbs, grasses, shrubs, and trees. Since
cattle only survive thanks to a certain intake of salt, herders must drive them near certain stones or
barks of trees or even to certain plants. Herding is an art, and the flexibility of herders is astonishing.
Cattle raiding, which is common among groups of pastoralists, especially the Samburu and Pokot, has
many meanings: sport, prestige, skill, ceremony and ritual, initiation and passage into manhood, and
so on. A pastoral family needs protection. In earlier time this was a hard game; nowadays, with
Kalashnikovs to be had for $50 at every desert market, what used to be a game has turned into a
deadly one, with gangs and political warlords turning old feuds into mini-genocides – as we read
almost daily in the newspapers.
Since taking care of the health of animals in a herd is a highly specialized job, the men or women
practising it need a lot of experience. Milking is women’s right and duty. Boys do the different
herding. Girls fetch water, wash, and clean. Cleanliness in camps and households is held in high
esteem because it bears directly on the health of animals. Men have the duty to control the entire
pastoral savanna, and they also decide which place the different herds move to and where they will
graze. Beside cattle, the herders also keep goats and sheep – both regarded as very difficult not only to
handle but also with respect to how many are useful for survival and which are overstocked, doing
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harm to the balance of a delicate ecosystem. The Borana also own camels as a sort of safety valve, in
case drought threatens to reduce the number of cattle or even to eradicate an entire herd.
Cattle also play another important social role – as dowry, when it comes to marrying members of a
group of herders, thus contributing to a traditional form of networking between different families or
clans. And they are a way to integrate neighbours into the system, when different groups loan cattle to
each other, a custom called dabarre. “Such loans can be made between households living in the same
camp and can be part of a larger package of services that tie a poor household (and its labour) to a
richer one. Dabarre loans are even made to people living in other places” (Dahl 1979, p. 99).
Dahl also describes the precise move from “herding” to “animal husbandry” – a “managerial
operation” we would commonly call “housekeeping”. Husbandry relates to experiences with regard to
acquiring and disposing of livestock: gifts and sales, slaughter and castration, the exchange of one
species for another one. Good husbandry is oriented towards a minimization of risks.
What it all amounts to is the art of building up a herd. Individual gifts are the nucleus of future stock.
Between ownership (property unit, allotted herd, residual herd) and management of different herds
there lies a great difference that can make or undo a herder’s prestige.
What all the diverse activities described in Dahl’s study reveal is a highly developed form of
rationality, an intricate cosmic and social system. The cattle, together with the camels, goats, and
sheep, really constitute a “biography on roots” as Dahl calls it, although it could better be understood
as a biography on hoofs – a most fascinating book on real life in the desert and the savanna.
The Pokot
Far more difficult to understand are the Pokot – perhaps because the wrong people introduced them to
Westerners. The Pokot are said to be a bellicose people, living in a harsh and almost anti-human
environment, possessing a culture that cannot possibly survive unchanged in present-day civilization.
In 1909 the British colonial administration was faced with a burning problem by the Pokot people, or
a “case to be worthwhile for study urgently”. The authorities called Mervyn Beech for help, who in
his time was considered something of genius in linguistics. He was then working in Borneo,
Indonesia, where he was about to finish a grammar of the local people.
When Beech was asked to become active in Baringoland (today’s Kenya), his task was clear: he was
supposed to find out whether those strange people were really human or not. Earlier this tribe had
been registered as “the Suk”, a term meant to describe wicked and damned subhumans. Upon arrival
in Baringoland, Beech immediately started work on a grammar, and within a year he had not only
drawn up a map of their language and written a grammar, he had also sketched “an ethnological
characterization”. His conclusions were fourfold:
• The Suk are humans.
• They form a tribe.
• They speak a real language.
• They can be governed and thus be civilized.
In 1957 Harold K. Schneider embarked on a new study, later published in American Anthropologist,
containing the following central points:
• The Suk are very shy.
• They shy away from authorities.
• They have no chief.
• They have a seer or visionary who is always from somewhere outside, from between Lake
Baringo and the Nile River; he was regarded as a water-smeller.
• They have no strict sense for order in the European sense.
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•
•
•

They are very individualistic and egalitarian.
They refuse to be settled.
They see their world between the Escarpment of Elgeyo (East Pokot) and Lake Baringo (West
Pokot).

Schneider showed in relation to Beech that a new time – or another point of interest beyond governing
the Pokot – provided new insight. In a later book, Schneider described the Pokot as a people with a
social structure marked by a strong sense of equality (Schneider 1979).
In contrast to both Gudrun Dahl and George Silberbauer, Schneider approached the Pokot people in
search for their specific values or value system. With this kind of orientation he was rather close to his
colleague Father Wilhelm Schmidt (see Chapter 4), who went looking for possibly hints to
monotheism. What both Schneider and Beech, unlike Dahl and Silberbauer, were really looking for
was material to prove their initial hypothesis. Beech was a genius of sorts, but – unfortunately – he
had no interest in economics and, above all, he didn’t realize that language and pastoralism (or
agriculture) are closely related.
In the 1970s Benedictine missionary J. Meienberg, who had worked among the Pokot, published an
article in a mission journal in which he described them as far less aggressive than they had been
portrayed by the colonial and the Kenyan governments. He told us that the Pokot were against being
ruled from outside and hated the imposition of taxes because not one shilling ever returned to their
areas, not even in the shape of schools. In short, they just wanted to be left in peace. What Meienberg
really did was show us the Pokot to be just like mountain people elsewhere – the Swiss or the Basques
– fighting for their independence.
Now Pokot mountain farming is gone, since, as Meienberg convincingly shows, their soils and trees
have been destroyed by an overpopulation of goats and sheep and since too many Pokot live crowded
together in a rather small territory. “Every aspect for survival has outgrown in the last 100 years. First
the Europeans and later on – after Independence – the Kenyan Government have restricted their
territories.” And Meienberg’s extensive study is still unpublished because he was afraid of
repercussions from the Kenyan government.
The new nation-state that emerged from colonialism after independence meant, among other things,
that the artificial borders drawn up at the 1884 Berlin Congo Conference were seen as sacrosanct;
they became fixed, more or less impermeable, more so than ever under British rule. Independence
meant the death sentence for pastoralism – as we could witness since 1960 in Somalia or Ethiopia, in
southern Sudan or Uganda. Pastoralism as a way of life and also as an agrarian philosophy is dead.
In this sense, virtually all the writings and studies undertaken must be – and this is truly tragic –
ranked as belonging to the past, as part of history. To survive, pastoralism needs open borders so that
herders can move freely from Somalia to Ethiopia, from northern Kenya to Somalia, between the
Sudan and Uganda. The same holds true for the Masai, who need to move between Tanzania and
Kenya, which implies that the most vulnerable nation-state of all may well be Kenya.
The Masai
The Masai people (also spelled Maasai) have been studied more than any other East African people.
There are nearly 30 studies and even more social and gender books around Masai men and their
appearances. In recent years we have also seen a number of “sensational” best-selling books by
European female adventurers once married to Masai men. Masai pastoralists used to move between
the areas of northern Tanzania and southern Kenya. Since the respective governments tried to restrict
these movements, both governments are engaged in regular and bloody conflicts with their
“uncontrollable citizens”.
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Quite a number of Masai, though, have “made” it in modern times: they are strongly involved in the
tourist business and cooperate with tour operators, who are very satisfied with Masai drivers and tour
leaders. And they are very popular with overseas tourists.
A lot of myths and legends about the Masai have been collected over the decades, but not much
historical groundwork has been undertaken. British studies served colonial purposes: colonial
administrators badly needed information in order to bring the roaming Masai under imperial control.
The intention of the British masters was twofold: restricting Masai movements to clearly defined,
narrow territories and preventing their cattle from come into contact with the cattle of white farmers,
since it was feared that Masai cattle carried cow epidemics.
The Masai living space from Lake Victoria to Mt. Kilimanjaro, from the Gogo Falls to the Mara
Plains, has been intensively researched by archaeologists because the area presented a mix of diverse
interesting factors: the arrival of the Bantu, clashing (or not) with Southern Nilotic people, early
agriculture with pastoralism, and so on. One intriguing question was, When did domestic animals first
appear in this area? (See also Chapter 19.) Archaeologists called this historically relevant period
between approximately 2000 BC and 300–500 AD the Elmenteitan Phase.
In his contribution to the reader Food, Metals, and Towns, Peter Robertshaw writes:
Several authors have suggested on the basis of either historical linguistics (Ambrose 1982)
or ceramic design structure (Collett 1984 and Robertshaw n.d.) a link between the
Elmenteitan and speakers of Southern Nilotic languages. Therefore, it is of considerable
interest to note that Maasai traditions identify the original inhabitants of the Mara region as
‘Il Tatua’, who are often equated with the Tatoga of northern Tanzania but are perhaps best
viewed as an archetype of all earlier Southern Nilotic-speaking inhabitants of what became
Maasailand (Lamprey & Wells 1990). Thus, one may posit an equation between the
Elmenteitan of the archaeologists, ‘Il Tatuua’ of oral tradition and the Southern Nilotes of
the linguists. To take a rather more conservative stance: if further archaeological research
confirms the hypothesis that Elmenteitan settlement continued well into the present
millennium, then Elmenteitan pastoralists and their descendants occupied the Mara region
for the best part of two thousand years. This is a marked difference from the relatively brief
episode of Elmenteitan occupation of South Nyanza, where it was perhaps harder to eke out
a pastoral existence in the face of tsetse flies. The abundant rainfall and rich agricultural
soils of the alluvial floodplain in this vicinity of Gogo Falls also attracted incursions by
farmers with hoes and spears with iron blades. (Shaw et al. 1993, p. 369)
The Masai lifestyle provides excellent proof of an existing agro-pastoralism. It also illustrates a
characteristic phenomenon of African agricultural history, which will become more obvious in later
chapters: overlapping and many possible differentiations even in a subsistence economy. (See also
Chapter 8.)
What is only too clear is that not just Bantu and so-called Nilotic (Luo) peoples overlapped but also
agro-interactions and constant adaptations of foraging, farming, and pastoralism. Early inhabitants
simply did not distinguish between the many possible forms of agriculture, as later evolutionists
prefer to do. There always was – and to a large extent still is – migration as well as intercultural
adjustment. The Masai provide one fantastic example of this.
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Part III
Archaeological and Historical Case Studies

Chapter 6
Kintampo

The excavations undertaken in several caves in the Kintampo mountains of northern Ghana and the
subsequent analysis of the finds made there are of the utmost importance, since these were among the
first excavations on African soil to offer a direct link with food and thus with local agriculture. The
way these excavations were carried out says a lot about the zeitgeist that influences research and
subsequent interpretation.
Initially work in Kintampo started as digging in cave research. Only later and slowly did the work
give rise to the question, Was this part of agricultural history? Was there any link with Africa
whatsoever or were the finds made the leftovers of people who had been passing through, moving
further south?
By 2003 it had become evident that Kintampo was a complex historical site, with evidence of
comings and goings over time. From what we know now we can safely conclude:
• Kintampo shows a clear link with African agricultural history.
• Kintampo raises the question of whether the caves are proof of a link in the chain of early
mountain and cave cultures reaching from southern France over the Pyrenees to and across
the Saharan desert and down to the wildness of the mountain hills in northern Ghana.
• These caves and their neighbourhood do contain leftovers of an early cultural phase.
Kintampo Culture
In the later part of the twentieth century, the Kintampo Complex – as seen by anthropologists and,
following them, by the first archaeologists operating in the area – was defined as a Later Stone Age
complex, around 3,500 years old. It is concentrated around and in the Gambaga escarpment in
northern Ghana. But in fact the Kintampo Complex covers far more then just the escarpment where
most sites have been detected so far. As research continued, more and more caves were found and
those were no longer seen as an isolated phenomenon.
It was only after Ghanaian independence in 1957 that serious research really began and serious
questions were asked. On what and how did the local people survive? Finds made in recent years tend
to suggest a settled lifestyle, because the surrounding environment was fertile and highly diversified.
Colonial researchers had earlier assumed that the local people relied heavily on resources from the
wild, basing their assumptions on ones described in earlier chapters: that everything in early Africa
must have had its origin outside of the continent and that prior to colonialism Africa had no
agricultural history.
The newest extensive study, published in 1993 by Joanna Louise Casey of the University of Toronto,
came to more subtle conclusions. Her work is more interesting than that of many predecessors
because she relies heavily on ethno-archaeology. Casey did not merely classify stone artefacts, she
delved into the human aspects of Kintampo, posing questions about technology, settlement,
subsistence, and food habits of the local people in earlier times, thereby also studying the people’s
agricultural methods and practices.
She could have gone into more historical dimensions. For instance, did the caves serve as a refuge for
people on the run? Were they escaping and looking for protection? Any excavation has to deal with
several layers, and it is up to the diggers to dismiss the first and second layers. What is also badly
needed is the know-how of geologists, since until fairly recently most archaeologists knew what they
were searching for and therefore kept digging until they found what they wanted.
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In any such excavation, many scientific issues are overlapping. Sooner or later scientists have to make
a decision about what to focus on. Questions that Casey might also have raised include: Could the
people in the Kintampo area have migrated during the Mali Empire? Or had some people already
started migrating southwards earlier? French scientist Raymond Mauny, for one, ventured to guess
that Kintampo might have been at first a habitat for people who were migrating southwards and rested
there for a period of time. Now this “southwards move or drive” is a hypothesis typical of French
archaeologists.
Or are we facing the beginning of a sedentary system? It seems quite useful to consider the European
Cave People Model, if only for comparison. Some farmers embarked on agriculture, cultivating the
land, and they did so out of the caves that they used as storage places.
Were the caves used at different times? In the case of the Southern African cave and rock paintings,
serious researchers nowadays no longer believe that those caves were used in only one specific
period. We must see those “documents”, the paintings, as examples from a history still in flux. The
challenge to scientists is that in any given cave you do find materials from different periods and at
first you don’t really know what came first and what came later.
Can we really say for sure that only Kintampo history is hidden in the caves and not also a chapter of
the Mali Empire? We do, after all, know for sure that some people, so-called minorities, had to flee
from the Mali Empire. Some people in the Ghanaian scientific community may call these ideas
“crazy”, but we do have at least some climatic “documents” or leftovers from the time of the Mali
Empire. But where are these people now? Did they simply move away, just like the wind blows away
topsoil?
As an old saying goes, he who goes looking for something will eventually find what he has been
looking for. We must therefore ask ourselves, What were researchers really looking for in the first
place? We, in turn, shall now go looking for what archaeologists were seeking.
Until the 1960s, a French palaeontologist would quite naturally go looking for outside origin, with
high priority given to origin in the Nile or Maghreb areas, among the Berber and Tuareg. As far as the
British were concerned, until the 1960s they were quite convinced that Africa had no history and that
whatever was being found south of the Sahara had gotten there by diffusion. As for the rest that was
found, everything was part and parcel of the hunter-gatherer complex. Dating was based on either the
French or the British archaeological pattern as developed for the Middle East, Greece, and Rome (for
the French, Egypt dominated). In general, however, everything Africa was seen in the biased light of
preconceived Western ideas – even among scientists.
In 1981 C. K. Brain wrote an illuminating study that was either soon forgotten or totally neglected.
The very title of his book raises the all-important question: The Hunters or the Hunted? An
Introduction to African Cave Taphonomy. Had Brain also dealt with Kintampo, he would have found
there a lot more material to feed his speculative thinking.
Several “cultural” names or archaeological characteristics have been ascribed to the excavations
around Kintampo, but generally the whole “complex” around and between the Black and the White
Volta is now named and characterized by most scientists as Kintampo culture. For any future
interpretations it is of the utmost importance that similar finds be made in the Accra plains; most
probably the Ntereso culture in Ghana has a closer relation to the whole context and environment than
assumed. In archaeology, however, we are faced with an all-too-human problem: When an
archaeologist finds and then excavates a place, he or she has an interest in having this activity be
considered as “new”, as a “proper” archaeological site and not just an appendix or a followup to
another excavation. This may explain why so far Kintampo proper and Ntereso have not been brought
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closer together. For this reason Colin Flight talks about Kintampo whereas Oliver Davies discussed
Ntereso. Fortunately, in her new study Joanna Casey tries to see the two as interrelated.
Colin Flight did not raise any questions about meaning and historical interpretation: he described and
analyzed the material at his disposal. All dating was done by comparing it with the background of
Anglo-Saxon archaeology based on excavations done in Greece, the area of the Roman Empire,
Egypt, and Minor Asia.
Before investigating Ntereso, Oliver Davies started digging in Kintampo in 1959/60, and published
papers in 1960, 1962, 1973, and 1980. His main interest was to establish a sort of transition from the
Stone to the Iron Age in Western Africa. Whatever he excavated was then interpreted in this biased
view; he was much concerned with iron technology and thus with axes, “terracotta cigars” (which
seem to be typical for Kintampo), flakes, barbed points, and pottery. He limited himself to the search
on site, with the environment or the context being of little or no interest. Iron was always in the
centre, but there was one other issue that intrigued him very much: as far as the origin of iron was
concerned, he was most eager to gather proofs for a north-south link, as can be seen in his paper on
the “Gonja Red Painted Pottery” (1964).
It was Joanna Casey, a Canadian, who included ecological and farming issues in her research and
subsequent analysis, including an element that links different places: “If there is a single perspective
that unites this research, it is ecological” (Casey 1993, p. 3). Her important thesis is: “While
Kintampo peoples may not be an example of a ‘pristine’ setting for agricultural origins…they appear
to be one of the points on the continuum where the use of domesticated species plays a greater or
lesser role depending upon necessity dictated by environmental conditions” (Casey 1993, p. 4).
Maybe the local people did, after all, embark on the domestication of yams or oil palms. And once
you start domestication and cultivation, this means that humans have to tread softly, because both
activities take time, meaning that people must have developed a new concept of time and a new
feeling for space.
For Casey, “investigations into agricultural origins [are] no longer a search for the point at which
agriculture was ‘invented’.” She distinguishes between origin at a certain place and invention in
general. Her 338-page study is also impressive because she sums up all previous research as well as
the speculation it contains.
Ntereso: Is It Part of Kintampo?
In 1962 Oliver Davies started to excavate Ntereso in central Gonja, the most southerly region of
northern Ghana. And he did so within the scope of the Volta Basin Research Project, as part of the
geological research for this gigantic project. Being a disciple of the Kintampo Neolithic school,
Davies was constantly looking for the Neolithic (see Chapter 1), focusing his digging in the Ntereso
era around Neolithic strata (Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3), all of them seen as different aspects of this
vision of Neolithic. This preoccupation with the Neolithic must be understood against the idée reçue
that agriculture could only have originated around the Neolithic. Davies was thus looking for an
African beginning of agriculture.
Ntereso lies in the wooded savanna on a ridge about two and a half kilometres south of the White
Volta River and five and a half kilometres west of Yapei Bridge, with annual rainfall of about 1,200
millimetres and a dry season lasting about four months. Davies collected materials – pottery, combimpressed coarse shreds, many jars, small bowls, and cups, and so on. Again and again he compared
his finds with those from other Neolithic sites. Thus the pots and bowls he excavated were all
“Neolithic” as far as he was concerned, although he never offered a definition of what the Neolithic
was really all about.
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Davies also shied away from establishing any link between his finds and possible food production
methods or with diets of former times, and thus with early agriculture. But because he was able to dig
out some biface arrowheads, he interprets those as proof of a previous hunting culture. He appears all
too happy to also have discovered fishhooks and unilateral harpoons, which in his view meant that
apart from hunting, local people also practised fishing. “For food, the Ntereso people relied largely on
hunting and fishing. A good variety of wild mammals, fish, and reptiles…has been recognized.”
And so we land in the “Ghana Meso-Neolithic”, although Davies admits that “some objects are
typical of the Kintampo Neolithic”. Whereas he is ready to admit the existence of “perhaps some
bones of a dwarf goat”, he refuses to admit the existence of cows – just buffalos. All this may sound
rather strange, but it was typical for a time obsessed by the Neolithic and “hunting culture” – a time
when agriculture proper was said not have “happened” yet.
Back to Kintampo
We are firmly convinced that Kintampo is not really the “beginning” of an African agriculture but
rather the continuation of an already longstanding tradition characterized by on-going, constant
adaptations. Kintampo, just like other sites – some yet to be discovered and researched – provides
ample proof of early food production and storage. It also gives us with new insights into sedentary
life, population densities, and perhaps even socioeconomic inequalities. This view is strongly
supported by Joanna Casey’s interpretation of an “intensification” of production and – as a
consequence – a “certain handling of storing food”, which is the basic message of Kintampo.
Casey’s comprehensive study offers a summary of a different past by describing in detail the various
Kintampo cultures in northern Ghana. She analyzed ethnoarchaeological and palaeo-environmental
evidence in order to identify limiting factors and options for prehistoric human use of the escarpment.
Her work is most impressive because of its interdisciplinarity, which makes her the representative of a
new generation of researchers. Unlike most of her predecessors, she did not go looking for Egyptian
and trans-Saharan influence and she (partly) abandons the theory of a hunter-gatherer society.
Unfortunately, she does mention the likelihood that people were “primarily hunter-gatherers”, taking
advantage of a savanna environment “during a dry phase”. Yet Casey also notes that these peoples
were “settled horticulturalists”. This is a rather surprising statement, which raises the question, Aren’t
yams part and parcel of agriculture? Or does agriculture – of necessity – mean grain? The local people
did, after all, use small grains of sorghum. Was it too small to be counted as an ingredient of
agriculture? And what about the domesticating trees, as the canarium schweinfurthii?
The challenge that Kintampo poses therefore remains, leaving many questions to guide future study.
Although the first two caves were registered in 1916, and in all some 25 sites have been
archaeologically registered, local people say there are many more, albeit smaller sites. As the socalled floating method was unknown to archaeologists doing initial excavations, organic remains have
not yet been analyzed. And far more attention should be given to the fact that this complex looks like
a cave culture. The aspect of storage has been neglected.
One big question is, Could Kintampo have been a combination of vege- and agriculture? Can the
“hunter-gatherer” hypothesis really be maintained? Where are the traces and leftovers of hunting and
of meat consumption? Regarding territory, many questions remain open. Why did the locals choose to
live and work on hills or mountains? Could they have done so because of malaria, river blindness, or
sleeping sickness in the lower lands? No human skulls or bones were found in the neighbourhood of
the caves – does this mean that the caves were simply storerooms? If so, where did people live? Or
did the caves serve as refuges, for protection or as shelter? To answer these questions, the
“neighbourhoods” or the environment need to be studied.
It is also of prime importance that more attention be paid to the basic four plants found there (yams,
millet, pumpkin, and palm tree), with which some experimentation must have taken place with
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sorghum guinness, Pennisetum nigritarum, white and yellow yams, cowpea, and fluted pumpkin.
Hunting is rarely mentioned in the Kintampo context, whereas some “bushmeat” is referred to in
Casey’s study. This, however, raises a question: Where are the bones? This question leaves even
Joanna Casey at a loss. And finally, why are fish never mentioned, given that it is a river
environment?
All these questions and concerns are not meant to show any disrespect for past researchers.
Decolonization needs time and patience. Decolonization of the sciences means a broader approach,
and it means, first and foremost, a rigid questioning of past hypotheses and approaches. Some of the
questions raised here might be quite useful for future research, which would also have to be based on
the knowledge now available in the field of agriculture.
For the time being – and most probably for some time to come – Kintampo will remain the Platonic
cave of African agricultural history.
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Chapter 7
Dhar Tichitt

Dhar Tichitt was a group of villages in southern central Mauritania that were occupied between
approximately 3000 and 800 BC. The archaeological excavations carried out there are unique for two
major reasons. First, although the site was well within the French area of influence, an American did
the digging there, which explains why we are faced with a clash of two entirely different traditions of
doing archaeological research. Second, this was the first time that several layers were brought into the
open in an archaeological excavation undertaken south of the Sahara other than in South Africa. The
determining factor, however, was not historical but rather one that had to do with geology and
subsequent mining.
Dhar Tichitt therefore also somehow signals the end of colonialism, because until then research in the
colonial possessions had been the reserve of experts from the respective “owning” countries, the
colonial powers. This meant that all such research was undertaken in scientific isolation, in the French
case with a strong emphasis on ethnobotany, as the French are particularly strong in palaeobotany.
Ethnology in general was a French forte – that is, the search for “primitive” people and the “original”
plant to be discovered on the surface. And the entire effort was fed by what France considered her
mission civilatrice.
So far the French hadn’t “believed” in digging proper, since researchers were firmly convinced that
there was nothing under the surface to be studied except by geology and palaeontology. Consequently
no real digging work had been undertaken in French colonial times, since everybody in the
archaeological field assumed that Africa possessed only one layer, if any, which in French eyes
implied that there was no such thing as “African history”.
What happened in Tichitt therefore represents a radical departure – a truly historic event – from
previous research because history was at long last being taken seriously, with archaeology and history
working hand in hand.
That this is by no means just my own private fixation can been seen in Philip de Barros and J. Kense’s
review of West African archaeology in Peter Robertshaw’s A History of African Archaeology,
published in 1963, in which they repeat the “one-layer-only” idea several times. Both authors admit
that until the 1960s, university departments on the continent continued to spread the idea of Africa’s
“a-historicity”, an idea that was firmly anchored in professors’ minds.
Contrary to this belief, Dhar Tichitt reveals several layers that in turn bear witness to sequences – a
basic element of history or a historical process, a coming into existence, a continuation, and even a
passing away. In addition, Tichitt also shows us that history isn’t just a linear progress, because the
different layers also “speak” of catastrophes and failures, all being part of history – just as birth and
death in life.
How Dhar Tichitt Was Chosen
Patrick J. Munson from the University of Chicago belonged to a new generation of archaeologists,
scientists prepared not only to work with people from other disciplines but also to shed the fixed ideas
for former “schools” of thinking. In a shrewd – because tactical – move, he picked up hypotheses of
earlier French ethnobotanists: Chevalier (1938), Vignier (1945), and Portères (1950). Chevalier had
stated that during an earlier, wetter period (not specified), bulrush millet, sorghum, African rice, even
cotton, and probably also the date palm had been domesticated in the northern sphere, around the
desert zones of Algeria, Libya, and in the direction of Egypt.
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In 1959, American scientist George P. Murdock in Africa: Its Peoples and Their Culture History put
forward the – by then – sensational hypothesis of African cultivation or domestication of up to two
dozen nutritional and fibre plants south of the Sahara. He dared to do so by combining all the
materials gathered earlier by the French, and he based his idea on material provided by ethnographic,
linguistic, palaeobotanical, and ethnobotanical sources and hypotheses, especially on the origin of diet
plants in this area of Africa, which at the time was much in vogue in the United States. And because
French ethnobotanists felt their work was finally being honoured, both sides were quite satisfied. But
to really make the point, archaeological work still had to provide the proofs. And since the French had
so far – after World War II – only done some digging in Egypt and Lebanon, Munson arrived in 1965
at just the right time.
The region he chose to test his hypothesis was Dhar Tichitt, an area situated at the southern end of the
Sahara Desert. It has a mean annual rainfall of only about 100 millimetres, and French researchers had
already discovered dried-up freshwater lakes under the sands of the area.
Eight Phases Discovered
When digging, you obviously start with the first layer or phase, in this case dated at around 400 BC,
then go deeper and deeper into the past. This brief description of the eight phases discovered at Dhar
Tichitt mentions only finds related to agriculture, such as rainfall, moisture, cultivation, and eating
remains. I want to stress from the outset that what is important or sensational in all this is neither the
times dated nor the finds made but rather the fact that layers of many different periods and even
cultures were found. The terminology used is also of little importance. What is important is that –
even with the old hypothesis in mind – Munson found vestiges of hunting and collecting at a time that
we nowadays consider part and parcel of what we normally think of as “agriculture”, and that this was
happening several thousands years ago.
Phase 1: Akjinjeir: Akjinjeir describes a desert vegetation dated at between 400 and 700 BC. It is the
period marked by the progression of the desert, as can be seen by the presence of more desertic plants.
The remains dug up also suggest that there was a combination of herding and cultivation plus, within
limits, collecting and hunting, the predominant way of subsistence.
Phase 2: Arriane: Dated between 700 and 900 BC, similar conditions as in Phase 1, with a bit more
moistness but with decreasing rainfall and lakes disappearing. Agricultural activities: herding,
agricultural cultivation, limited hunting.
Phase 3: Chebka: 900–1000 BC. Lakes are gone and rainfall decreases more and more.
Phase 4: Naghez: 1000–1100 BC. Lakes shrinking and rainfall decreasing. End of fishing. Indications
of an experimenting culture.
Phase 5: Nkhal (1100–1200), Phase 6: Goungou (1200–1400), and Phase 7: Khimiya (1400–1500):
During these phases abundant rainfall, large lakes; herding and fishing in combination with collecting
and hunting. Clear proofs of domesticated cattle. These three phases represent a clear cultural
continuum. Afterwards, a very dry hiatus of greater extent follows.
Phase 8: Akreijit: Large lakes, lush rainfall. Fishing, hunting, some collecting. Stone axes, scarcity of
milling stones. Absence of domesticated animals. Rock art found.
This dating has been questioned. At the University of Ghana, Legon, the archaeologists think that all
dates should be put back by up to 1,000 years, based on the latest Sahara research and new climatic
results.
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Finds Relevant to Agriculture
Traces and impressions of grain and other finds show a constant decrease of kram-kram, the wild
grass Cenchrus biflorus, and paralleling this an increase of the Pennisetum sp. from one phase to the
next.
“We find evidence of true Saharan species (addax, jerboa, Panicum turgidum) including that mean
annual rainfall had probably dropped below 150 millimetres. And there is considerable archaeological
evidence that the area at this time (the terminal Neolithic phase of Akjinjeir) was invaded by very
mobile, horse-riding Libyco-Berbers from North Africa who were equipped with metal weapons”
(Munson 1976).
We find clear indications of a décrue water system (see Chapter 21) but no dams. The evidence of the
décrue system raises certain questions because it is generally assumed that this artificial watering
operation had its origin in the bend of the Niger River (or even further south, in the Zambezi Valley).
The very method of dating as such, however, raises a number of questions, since Munson the
archaeologist still clings too much to patterns of the old European system, which doesn’t seem to be
all that suitable for the entirely different situations in Africa.
How inaccurate dating really is can be seen in Munson’s numbers: if his dating for the Tichitt area is
indeed correct, then the first evidence for “traditional” North African domestication of cattle would
have to be antedated by at least 500 years. Since according to other Western dating results, the cattle
and goats, whose remains were found in the area, were domesticated in the Near East, Dhar Tichitt
throws wide open the question: did the domestication of cattle also take place here in Northern
Africa?
And a further difficulty arises: the botanical transition from a totally wild species to a fully
domesticated form “is measured in millennia” (Roland Portères, quoting N. I. Vavilov; interestingly
enough, Vavilov refers to monks who over the centuries have always domesticated cultigens in
Europe but also in orthodox Christian Ethiopia).
For Munson, the question of the origin and sequence of the different phases in Tichitt is as complex as
it is perplexing. Reading him makes it clear that the author lacks an African “tradition” and rather
follows prejudiced patterns, old concepts to which he then fits his dating. The only factor relatively
clear is the rise and fall of rainfall. The basic issue, however, of whether cultivation did originate in
the Tichitt area remains unresolved, although Munson hints at a possible in situ development,
“perhaps without benefit of external stimulation” (Munson 1976, p. 198).
Step by step Munson checks different possibilities, asking the four following questions:
• Independent, in-place development? Munson feels “uncomfortable” about this.
• Diffusion from an earlier hearth (focus area) to the south? Munson dismisses a connection
with the Iwo Eleru Rockshelter in southwestern Nigeria, but leaves open two places in Ghana
(Ntereso and Kintampo). But why does Oliver Davies (see Chapter 6) not even mention
Tichitt?
• Was it diffusion from an earlier hearth in Ethiopia? For Munson the evidence for this
assumption is stronger than the western one. “Did it spread across what someone has called
‘the easiest of all corridors’, the savanna zone bordering the southern edge of the Sahara, and
if so, when?” (Munson 1976, p. 200)
• Was the Tichitt cultigen complex developing from the north or the northeast? As far as
Munson is concerned, this cultigen complex hypothesis is highly probable. He refers to the
Hoggar, near the centre of the Sahara, where Gabriel Camps was working, publishing in 1960
the well-known paper on the origins of Berber cultivation.
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In short: for the time being, available data are as yet insufficient, as all research undertaken so far has
been far too local and without context. Perhaps the time for local research was too short; political
constraints did not permit Munson to continue his digging.
Summary
History isn’t something “superficial” – that is, it doesn’t only happen on the surface. And history is
spatial – living from and existing through spaces. Unfortunately, this vision is lacking in Patrick
Munson’s research.
Munson unearthed different layers, providing evidence that history did “happen” throughout the
centuries – history with its ups and downs. What could the next step in research look like? More
context! A place is a place but not a room, especially not a cultural room. Research left the surface,
exploring the “in-depth”. From now on research will also have to move, to progress like the growth
circles of a tree; it will have to move into neighbourhoods and contexts, but without un-historical
complexes. Too much research in Africa is still based on cherished prejudices, too narrow and ahistorical. But there is no such thing as “history” without human, floral, faunal, even geological and
climatic neighbours.
What Munson did demonstrate is the inadequacy of dating in the African context when using
European gauge and measurements. His efforts did mean a departure from earlier approaches because
he went exploring layers, going step by step into depth. But now other important adaptations and
changes of mentality (in archaeology), new orientations and methods, are necessary. Among other
things, a new dating system is needed. Palaeontologist L. S. B. Leakey was opposed to this, because
in his view “this will sow confusion in the field of research” (although he later did bring in some
adaptations) and because “Europeans would lose orientation” and “I want the same standards for all”.
But who is setting the standards?
Archaeologists must also bear in mind that there are many hearths of origin of different plants.
Decades ago N. I. Vavilov ventured that there might in fact have been up to five hearths in plant
cultivation on the African continent: Ethiopia, Niger Bend, the Sahelian, Gambia, and the Equatorial
Zones. (See Chapter 13.)
Tichitt has shown us that the development of kram-kram, the wild grass Cenchrus biflorus, differs
even across the Sahelian Zone. For some plants there may even be different zones of origin on the
continent. Portères, for one, is willing to accept two hearths for African rice (Gambia and Niger),
which again takes us back to the all-important question of space and migration; Portères answers that
the wild plant was local in both places.
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Chapter 8
Interlacustrine Africa and the Luo

The interlacustrine or interlake region – mostly in Uganda and Rwanda, plus neighbouring or
overlapping with southern Sudan and northwestern Kenya – is one of the most interesting geographic
areas in the world. It is the origin of the White Nile and the ecology of the Great Lakes of Central
Africa. Here you find the direct confrontation of pastoral and arable cultures or concomitant lifestyles,
the complex combination of Luo and Bantu peoples, and of Tutsi and Hutu in Rwanda.
In 1974, a team of scientists from Dalhousie University in Canada, under the coordination of historian
J. B. Webster, was established to study this area. Webster’s team of 10 included Canadian, American,
and African scholars who specialized in history, anthropology, sociology, and oral tradition.
Unfortunately, there were no archaeologists or agriculturalists on the team; the lack of the latter is
particularly unfortunate since part of the study covers drought. Still, this was an exemplary effort to
take a more holistic approach to research.
The study of oral tradition led to some surprises: a few chiefs who were responsible for oral traditions
(in other parts of Africa called “griots”) could recite a list of ancestors going back for almost 1,000
years. Their memory of this history was related to events such as droughts and cattle disasters or to
divisions within the group as some people moved away. Oral tradition, it was found, stays alive
among people and is solid for about 1,000 years. Unfortunately, there are only a few left who still can
“read” (remember and interpret) it. Such a genealogy is more than names; it is about persons
associated with something important or incisive for the people.
The chronology and genealogy of chiefs and events go hand in hand. Thus the Dalhousie study
confirmed the work of Oliver, Cohen, Vansina, Kiwanuka, Karugire, and Kamuhangire on Bantu
chronology. Here it could be confirmed by other data, especially hydrology. For example, the Nile
waterstand was measured as very low in 1587–1623. Because such a long period was never before
registered, one Egyptian historian assumed a mistake. Now it could be shown clearly that during this
time there existed hunger and famine, droughts and crop failures in Uganda, in 1588, 1601–02, 1613,
and 1617–21. These were catastrophic events (“the ancestors came never to rest”) in the
interlacustrine area. There even exists one mention of cannibalism during this time.
Ralph Herring, a specialist on Luo history on the team who worked with Egyptian hydrologists,
established a correlation between the measured Nile data and droughts followed by famines in
Uganda and northern Rwanda. The Rodah Nilometer has stood in Rodah near Cairo since the first
century BC. Herring analyzed the data on the background of interlacustrine events. The watermeter
was altered in 1522, when the Ottoman Turks changed the scale and shortened records. We don’t
know whether there were alternations before then. But the correlation to events in the north may
balance out certain insecurity.
Moreover, another factor must be taken into consideration: The Blue Nile originates and flows from
Ethiopia, but it doesn’t flow through lakes. “As a result, there is a definite relationship between the
levels of the lakes, which are determined by several years of rainfall, and the volume of the flow”
(Webster 1979, p. 44). Herring presents a fascinating chapter full of correlations to other events and
measurements. The relationship to oral traditions was used and underlined: indeed, someone has to
understand, for instance, “the time when enyonza berries were paid as bridalwealth” (Nkore, reported
by S. Karugire).
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Main Results of Dalhousie Study for African Agriculture
There are several results of this major study by the Dalhousie University team that are very important
for African agrarian history.
First, Africa had droughts during the last 2,000 years. They came and went. Again and again there has
been hunger or even famine. The first fact can be drawn from the Nile water measurement. The
second one must be followed from Luo migrations and new settlements.
Second, catastrophes changed cultures. The Luo show that some people started to migrate during
drought and famine, and when they found a new area to settle in they had to take what was offered. In
most cases, this meant that pastoral Luo changed to sedentary Luo.
Third, forgotten neighbourhoods in past studies resulted in portraits of one-sided people. One result
disturbs the old ethnologists’ definition and understanding of a people allegedly having and keeping a
constant identity. Looking back we realize that most ethnographic studies – even the great ones –
disregarded the neighbours and their influence on one another. A people is not for all eternity the
same people. Nothing is just in the blood. People change their lifestyles and thus their identities. And
not all identity changes are catastrophic.
Fourth, during the last 2,000 years of history, overpopulation – either of men or of cattle – was a
problem again and again. (Perhaps in former times the recent Rwandan disaster would have taken
another turn: part of the overpopulation and cattle pressures caused migration into eastern Congo.
Today this is impossible because of strictly defined national borders.) The fact of overpopulation
shows clearly that it has been cause of conflict during the 2,000 years of history.
Finally, Edward Steinhardt (a conflict specialist) shows with the example of Rwanda how pastoral
immigrants were integrated. The immigrants borrowed even the spirits and step by step took over the
domestic divinity. Given recent events in Rwanda, this paper should be rewritten. The immigrants
were apparently already culturally mixed and were by no means pure pastoralists. Not only here in
Rwanda do we find a most interesting definition of roles: the local agriculturists integrated, the
newcomers built feudal institutions. In other parts of this interlacustrine region the Luo after
settlement took on the role of the priests. Much of the information in this area of the research has to be
viewed in light of recent tragic events. One conclusion must be drawn clearly and distinctly: during
the last 100 years all “knowledge” was based on wrong suppositions. Mainly guilty are the Germans
with their fanatical bias on clear origin and definition of races and language (Nilotic versus Bantu).
Further Research on the Luo
One untiring researcher on Luo history is the Kenyan William Robert Ochieng. He actually initiated
for Kenya the Luo Studies. In 1975 he published an essay on “The Transformation of a Bantu
Settlement Into a Luo Ruothdom”. Ochieng finds that people change even Gods and languages in
certain adjustment processes. These findings were amazing and not at all in any scientific tradition.
Migrating peoples may develop under acculturation processes into “another” people and find a new
identity. This perplexed most researchers the world over.
Ralph S. Herring contributed a brilliant essay on “The Influence of Climate on the Migrations of the
Central and Southern Luo” in 1979. This seems to be the final word on the acculturation of Luo
during migrations and settlement in other areas. The main thesis is: “The historical character is not
absolute and is the product of climate, economy, and migration” (Herring 1979). Drought is a factor
of climate; losing cattle is the product of a famine; migration is a move to an area where survival is
possible. His conclusion was that people from southern Sudan, which were Luo originally, were given
land on mountain slopes by the Bantu under the condition not to live from cattle alone. Some Luo
even became fishers on Lake Victoria. It is clear for Herring that “different Luo groups followed
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different lifestyles, some stressing pastoralism and transhumance life while others preferred the more
sedentary life of the farmer”. This leads to a denial of the Luo “cattle complex” as something
dominating their social, ritual, and political life. The term “cattle complex” was first used by G. P.
Murdock. It meant a given pattern, a world of no change and thus an a-historical category. The term
cannot be used any longer by scientists.
A second aspect refers to their preference for a sedentary life. It was eleusine (millet) that was found,
to the surprise of the scientists, because eleusine is not drought-resistant and cannot tap deep soil
water. Sesame takes second ranking within their preferences, but it too is very sensitive to drought.
Obscure is the place of sorghum in the ancestral Luo economy.
Among Herring’s conclusions are the following:
• “The early Luo apparently practised a flexible mixed economy in which both cattle husbandry
and farming no doubt had an important role.”
• “Their main staples were eleusine and sesame, which generally produce best in areas that
receive reliable and, by East African standards, comparatively high rainfall levels.”
• Migrated Luo are found mostly in higher areas and even isolated peaks, including Mts
Moroto, Napak, Okaka, and Lira and, further south, in the massive volcanic peak Mt. Masaba
(Elgon). Most probably this land was left to the Luo by the Bantu.
• The rest of the areas were already settled by Bantu, Central Sudanic, and Ateker groups when
the Luo began to move into the interlacustrine region.
• The first two Luo migrations into present-day Uganda appear to have started sometime during
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. One of these early groups was the Joka Jok. They have
their own tradition that says that it was not possible to settle further up along the well-watered
path running between Gulu, Soroti, and Tororo. Now they live in western Kenya in the
Bunyala-Yimbo area.
• Most important in regard to the Luo is that they had no unhindered choice of land, and thus
they were never the first settlers.
The question arises now: If this was apparently possible along the Nile and in the interlacustrine
region, couldn’t such behaviour of migrants also be found elsewhere? For instance, along the Sahara
Desert in the Sahelian Zone? Or in Southern Africa along the Kalahari Desert?
Two other question concern possible connections to be studied. Could Kintampo caves and the refuge
hypothesis be understood in such a context? (See Chapter 6.) And is there a “river with lake”
phenomenon? What does that mean? People living along a river or on the shore of a lake may be
privileged but also challenged in a special way, because in times of droughts neighbours suffering
from hunger migrate to the privileged areas. For them, this intrusion of foreigners is not easy, and
specific cultural and agricultural patterns of behaviour have to be developed in response.
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Part IV
Different Ecological Spaces

Chapter 9
Madagascar: Study of an Island

A number of scientists have written about Madagascar’s history, including its agriculture, over the last
century. Hubert Deschamps is regarded as the great historian for the island, and much credit is given
to him. He worked and published with great zeal between 1959 and 1972, when his Histoire de
Madagascar appeared in Paris. He is a traditionalist in history. On the one hand he takes the
Indonesian descent very seriously, but on the other hand he is not interested in agricultural history –
nor is agriculture for him a topic of history. This may be why he does not gain much from his insight
regarding Indonesia. For an understanding of the early times, certain knowledge of agriculture and
forestry is absolutely necessary.
P. Vérin wrote the important chapter on Madagascar in UNESCO’s General History of Africa (1981,
volume 2, chapter 28). Vérin is strong in linguistics. In this regard he puts questions and combines
certain contradictions. The chapter is a fine intercultural text. Yet for agriculture it doesn’t render
much insight. In 1959, G. P. Murdock referred for the first time to Malayo-Polynesian influences and
the “Malaysian botanical complex”. Several new hypotheses became possible. He is regarded by
many as the father of Malagasy agricultural history. In 1968, J. C. Hébert showed for the first time
that some plants on Madagascar were imported from Indonesia and still bear Indonesian names; what
is even more important, some plants bear both African and Indonesian names at the same time.
This is still the traditional historical approach. Historians do not know much of ethnobotany but a lot
about former kings and queens. Archaeologists describe and classify pottery. But typically none of
these scientists knows about the genetic transformation of the banana. Nobody refers to N. W.
Simmonds’ Evolution of Crop Plants (1976), with its chapter on the cultivated banana.
In the newest literature the agrarian aspect remains scarce – even in works by Malagasy scientists –
giving the impression that they want to leave farming behind them. Everything is overwhelmed by the
trauma of colonialism; colonialism has darkened or confused history.
In the Revue du Musée d’Art et d’Archéologie from the Université de Madagaskar, called Taloha,
there was a special issue in 1986 on the civilization of Madagascar. But it contained little information
on agriculture. Later issues of this magazine are rich in content but not with respect to Malagasy
agriculture and history. Another series, called Aombe, published by the renowned ORSTOM together
with MRSTD under the editors J.-P. Emphoux and Clara Ramiandrisoa, had a special issue on the
archeology of southern Malgache in 1991. But no references related to farming and food were found.
I also did not find much in a book I expected to yield more, because it treats taboos in the Malagasy
society (Taboo: A Study of Malagasy Customs and Beliefs). Jorgen Ruud has two chapters on plant
and animal taboos, but he does not understand much about agriculture. And without agricultural or
plant knowledge, it is impossible to grasp plant and animal taboos. For agrarian history of modern
times we have Dominique Desjeux, La Question Agraire à Madagascar: Administration et Paysannat
de 1895 à Nos Jours, in 1979. In this case, there is no historical material – which is strange, because
without it no agricultural policy can be understood.
Madagascar is a good example of the fact that early history is important in relation to forests and land;
the origin of the people indeed reflects the geographic, cultural, and psychological roots. When the
first inhabitants came from Indonesia, they had to adjust themselves to conditions on the island. But at
the same time they were carrying with them cultural heritage both mentally and materially, as well as
in terms of their habits and behaviours.
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This review of writings on Madagascar’s agricultural history reveals several important points:
• The beginning of history is not treated seriously.
• Especially in the case of Madagascar, the traditional treatment of research in agrarian history
is inadequate.
• Indonesian adventurers got stranded on banana boats on the island’s eastern coast and could
not return. What would they do? Which of their traditions were relied on? Was it the cutting
of trees and hatred of mountains and hills? Several hypotheses are possible.
• Without some agricultural history and even some excavation results, Malagasy problems
cannot be understood. For Madagascar in particular a multidimensional approach is
absolutely necessary. This island lives from crossbreeding of different cultures and
agricultures, languages and people, traditions and beliefs.
From the Sea to the Tropical Forests
The people on the island of Madagascar are neither typically African nor typically Asian. They
immigrated from Indonesia in small boats made of banana fibres. Today nobody knows whether these
people were adventurers or migrants or even researchers. Maybe they came to this island but could
not get back home because they were unable to mend the banana fibre boats, since there were no
banana plants on Madagascar when they arrived. Some started to plant bananas. Yet the banana as a
fruit was domesticated only later, in Uganda and the Swahili coast of East Africa. (See Chapter 17.)
From there it was brought to the island together with slavery and slave food. For the early people on
the island, banana was a grass, not a fruit. They were very brave at sea but afraid of forests. Even
today, Indonesians either fish and are at sea or they are small farmers at the border of a bewildering
rain forest.
Something of this insecurity remains today. People accepted the situation but never became great
creative forest people or farmers. In comparison to the Indians in Latin America, there was never a
union of forest and people, or a union between human and mountain. The “oceanic factor in the midst
of a forest region”, as Murdock put it, came culturally to bear only in a negative way. There may be
several reasons for this:
• They were afraid in the face of wilderness; they came in from the open sea to an island and
were constantly beaten back by waves that did not allow any return.
• They felt frustration and even hatred towards the environment while being blocked.
• There was an unconscious destructive effect – that is, the wish to clear all the mountains and
flatten everything in order to hand the island back to the sea; for the people, this would have
meant liberation.
• Destruction and a dream of freedom went hand in hand.
• Maybe they never found a creative combination of the sea (oceanic factor) with the forests
(the factor of darkness and narrowness) down the hills and mountains.
• Perhaps this has also something to do with slavery, which lasted longest on this island. They
became fully part of the Swahili slavery economy.
• All such unconscious bewilderment was enforced by Swahili culture. The Arabs came and
regarded the island as a place of operation or a base, even a strategic stronghold.
• The Swahili slave operators needed wood for their trading boats. This rationality smoothly
amalgamated with the forest prejudice of the former population.
• Later, under French colonization, the French regarded themselves as strong at sea and had a
very negative attitude towards forests. Domestication and civilization meant just simply: “Cut
the wood!” “Get civilized and destroy the wilderness!” The French came and were interested
in plantation lands.
With a Mixed Asian Religion
The Indonesians brought along the typical Asian ancestor cult that was based on some kind of a forest
veneration. Some say that this was related to the popular concept of Earth and to the impression that
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the Divine lives in forests. This Indonesian cult came under Chinese influence and got along easily
with Taoism.
Besides the ancestor cult, there may be a shamanistic element that associates strongly with fire. This
fire cult, together with the renewal of Earth, is still strongly present on Madagascar. Some specialists
of myths would put the fire first and the wood or forest second. You need forests for burning and a
destructive cult. Many musicologists also show the Indonesian and Asian influence on Madagascar.
Until Thor Heyerdal of Norway proved it was possible to migrate so far just relying on the forces of
wind and waves, most researchers believed that the Indonesians came via India and from there to the
Comoro Islands and then to Madagascar. After Heyerdal, further travels were in the range of
possibility. Eventually some scientists found new explanations. Cultural and especially religious
adaptation thus became easier.
The Malagasy people live really with two souls in their breast. They live in between a mixture of
strong Asian and some African, or rather Suaheli, aspects. What can this yield for Malagasy agrarian
history? In burning forests you find many shamanistic traits. Burning as such is an old religious cult
and bears a lot of fascination, especially in the East, where fire means love in a mystic sense. Fire
unites matter again with the origin or with a nebulous cosmology. Shamanism and mysticism go hand
in hand and are still present among the simple people.
Swahili Culture – Slave Culture
Madagascar underwent strong Swahili influence. Swahili was a trading culture, with Islam as a
common belief and Ki-Suaheli as the lingua franca in trade. From here they traded as far away as
Indonesia, dominated by the Arabs but with some East African influence. Ki-Suaheli was the common
language and it united at a certain time the whole of East Africa – from Somalia to Mozambique.
The traders were interested in spices and slaves. Slaves were euphemistically called pages, castrated,
and sold to rulers in the Middle and Far East. The impact of this culture is meagre on Madagascar.
Why? Even today only 5% of the population are Muslims (25% are Catholic and 20% Protestant), but
not because of the French. It was an Islamic rule (from the Koran) that no Muslim could be taken as
slave. For that reason people on Madagascar were not converted, but traded. In the eighteenth century,
Madagascar was a big slave resource for South Africa, controlled by the Swahili. From northwest and
down the coast was a traditional slave hunting area. This stopped by 1873, when trading slaves was
formally forbidden.
The Swahili traders had no interest in forests except for ship building and some wood trade for slaveship builders up to the time when the French entered Madagascar. Before the so-called colonial time,
Malagasy kings and queens used the best wood for building their palaces.
Bantu Migration – A Permanent Colonization
Because of the Swahili blockade along the coast, black Bantu migration could only take place along
lakes in the great African Rift Valley – from Uganda and today’s Tanzanian and Rwandan-Burundi
territory, down southwards to Malawi, later from the east into Mozambique and from the west into
Zimbabwe and southward into the South Africa of today. Mostly from Mozambique’s shore some
Bantu entered western Madagascar. Bantu were and are farmers; they are not at ease with forests.
They left the forests to the Pygmies, which they used but never could stand; they left them at the
border of the forests for their own protection.
The Bantu did, however, like small forests resting around their homes. Actually the Bantu don’t
practise slash-and-burn agriculture; the Bantu on Madagascar may have adapted to something that
was originally a burning of their fields after harvesting in order to provide them with nitrogen. In
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those small niches they buried their dead, and they would visit regularly the ancestors. Small forests
were and still are regarded as something the Germans call the Haine, the groves. Such behaviour
speaks clearly against what the government accuses them of practising.
The Bantu, being associated with a strong aversion towards the “cattle complex”, wanted land for
cultivation. There was never nomadism (as many authors call it) with Bantu: they were cultivators. If
you have Bantu with herds, then it is a classical transhumance system.
While the Indonesian tradition is “slash and burn”, the Bantu tradition is rather burning the rest of a
pasture at the end of a season, moving on, but returning later to the same place. Many ideologists from
the ecological branch have no clear view of the difference. Tavy agriculture – as slash and burn is
called in Madagascar – is of Indonesian origin. What the Bantu do with forests is not tavy.
French Colonialism
As mentioned, the French had no silviculture. They were interested in land that could be planted,
something that allowed them to make money. Thus at the beginning the French colonial
administration did not do much to stop the destruction of tropical forests. They came for tropical
products as coffee and rice, cloves, vanilla, pepper, and other spices.
Yet the French soon realized the detrimental consequences of destruction caused by slash-and-burn
agriculture. They started regulating it. And all of a sudden this very destructive system became a
matter of cultural resistance against French colonialism. There was no possibility of giving in. Thus
the devastating slash and burn continues up to our time.
Development Work
But why couldn’t all the development projects aiming at saving the forests on the mountains succeed?
There are mainly three reasons:
• First, there was dissent among the government and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs).
Up to 120 NGOs fight against slash-and-burn methods – their campaigns are not coordinated.
Instead of cooperation there is parallelism or even contradiction All methods may have some
point, but the people must be convinced of the necessity of a new approach.
• Second, people get confused. Some honestly and firmly think that development practitioners
don’t know exactly what to do. Thus they may think that the NGOs and the research
organizations – Cornell University or Berne’s Geographic Institute, but also the Food and
Agriculture Organization and the research stations of the World Agroforestry Centre – are all
merely experimenting. People feel that they are being used and that the whole activity is not
in their best interests primarily but in the interest of a research institute. As a result, great
distrust prevails.
• Third, all NGOs work on beliefs and assumptions: they all fight (including the World Bank)
against slash-and-burn and never ask why people are behaving like this and if it has a
historical context? Serious research on slash-and-burn mentality started only after 2001, with
Erika Styger’s work.
Erika Styger of Cornell University has done research on slash-and-burn behaviour on Madagascar for
four years and received her doctorate in 2006 on this controversial issue. She moves away from the
pejorative terminology “slash and burn”; she is convinced that it was a small mountain farming
system and only got destroyed by the negative attitude of French colonialists who confiscated the
good and fruitful land and left local farmers no escape but the mountain slopes. An old system of
farming down in the valley combined with an additional slope use got destroyed. As soon as slashand-burn becomes isolated – that is, the only possibility of harvesting, and no longer in relation to an
another local agricultural system – it falls into the category of monoculture and becomes destructive.
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Summary
Madagascar has a constantly evolving and contradictory history, which has had an impact on the
island’s agriculture. In fact, it is a unique case of the interaction of historical events and their effect on
agrarian behaviour. Madagascar poignantly exemplifies how an understanding of history can
contribute to change and development.
Before French colonization began in 1896, two thirds of the territory belonged to the Merina
Kingdom. The Merina are of Indonesian descent. The pre-Merina Indonesian period lasted from the
second to the fourth century. From the fifth century onwards was the high time of the neo-Indonesian
Merina. The upper class developed something of an ancestor cult, more in line with the IndonesianChinese tradition. The power dwelled on top, in the highlands. Down along the coastal territories was
Bantu influence. The Bantu were regarded as inferior by the Merina, who were interested in
possession of forests, not in upkeep and fostering.
None of the immigrants had a forest-related tradition. Those who started getting along with forests
and developed some acceptable behaviour were followed by others who started the same process all
over again, mostly not copying the people from just before. I would thus dare say that the Malagasy
people have only a fragile tradition of forestry. Only a few have real forest experience.
Here again are some important historical elements of Malagasy forest and land behaviour:
• There was no time left for culture in the stricter meaning, either for feasts or for symbolism.
This explains why Victor Turner’s study of the quality of The Forest of Symbols could not
possibly be conducted on Madagascar. The common people were constantly under pressure;
whatever they did was wrong.
• In this regard, French colonialism was not as bad as it is taught. For the first time the whole
island was united and under a certain political entity. People were educated along a strict line.
Only out of that could a certain resistance arise that caused union again. For 100 years
Malagasy people had a cohesive structure with some sustainability. This last hypothesis is
risky, I know, but sometimes we have to turn all around in order to try some other
explanations and create new outlooks. Perhaps with such a procedure we come to some new
views. We urgently need a new view and interpretation of Malagasy agricultural history.
• There has been no agricultural or forestry policy since independence. There were regulations
that looked discriminatory. With prohibition, any line is thwarted. The theme goes
underground; the problem increases and becomes totally informal. The people who are
concerned never realized their democratic rights and duties; they never cared and thus they
started to ruin themselves. In a democratic way of life you have to be taken into the whole,
not expecting rules for betterment from above. The problem is really what the people – the
farmers or the foresters – are doing but also what government forced them to do in terms of a
clear policy for the future. This future indeed means money or export crops and does not take
culture, myths, and symbols into consideration.
• Thus the issue is not just about tavy agriculture but about why “tavy” has become some kind
of a protest movement. The same is true about deforestation. It is strongly related to power
and is a kind of resistance.
Everything in the agricultural and forest complex concerning Madagascar has to be seen constantly in
its dual aspects. There are permanently two (or even more) systems overlapping. We can also say that
there exists a split character, a split feeling and thus a split handling. All may move along a
schizophrenic line. This split character may lead to schizophrenic actions – like today’s senseless
“slash-and-burn” culture – and also to a high degree of suicides. Even the development work on the
island is full of a split handling. In such a situation, constantly stressing ecological issues is
counterproductive. People comprehend these as power issues and resist them, even though it may
make no sense.
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I have left out the women. Even today the part of women in agriculture is missing; their function is
unclear. The only thing that can be said is that women’s work is different here and seems to have
different function, as in Bantu societies.
The Indonesians up to now have not yet given themselves wholeheartedly to Africa. Somehow they
are stranded – or their soul has been left behind. The Bantu still act as if they were in a slave camp on
this island or waiting for another land. And for the Swahili, Madagascar is part of another history.
They don’t think much of agriculture and silviculture.
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Chapter 10
Northern Nigeria: An Ecotone

An ecotone can be defined in a dramatic way as the space between two huge ecosystems. In the case
of northern Nigeria, it is the sand savanna that lies between the rainforest and the desert. For centuries
those two systems both attacked the savanna, strangling from two sides. The desert marched south,
day by day, eating away land and trees and continuously creating itself. Yet at the same time the
savanna eats into the forest. The insecure ecosystem between the forest and the desert becomes drier
and drier, just a dusty savanna giving food to neither humans nor animals.
The forest has lost territory throughout the last 4,000 years, not just in recent times. It lost because
humans on the savanna’s side thought they were gaining land – not realizing that this was only a
deception for five to eight years. Killing the forest helps for just a short time, because the soil in the
forest has only small layers of humus and disappears fast as soon as it lies bare in the sun and is
totally exposed to the savanna wind. Neither the forest nor the soil can win: with the disappearance of
one, the other fades too.
Thus it is plausible that the Sahelian zone, a typical ecotone, has known hunger for centuries. Modern
overpopulation has only accelerated the famine syndrome.
With this background, an extensive study by Michael Watts – almost 700 pages – is not only
fascinating but revealing. The title gives the message of an ecotone: Silent Violence. The subtitle tells
more on the topic: Food, Famine and Peasantry in Northern Nigeria (Watts 1983). For many
researchers this book is one of the 12 best agrarian studies of an African territory. It is not a history
book, but it penetrates history and becomes like a case study on the surface.
Silent Violence was researched and written in the years of Sahelian famine. Journalists, food aid
people, or even some scientists on the spot usually came up easily with three different causes of this
tragic famine in the 1970s and early 1980s: overpopulation, climate changes, and lack of
modernization. Watts was the first person to bring perspective to the issue. He found all kinds of data
and oral traditions about the last 200 years and enough material to document the weather situation for
almost 2,000 years. And Watts’s conclusion? There was hunger again and again. People had to live
with this “silent violence”.
Why did Watts select northern Nigeria? Because farmers there knew another ecosystem that also
disappeared systematically and left people and nature behind – namely, Lake Chad. Even the lake lost
continuously against the desert. But other factors were also interesting to Watts: it looked like no
other area had found as good an adaptation to nature and climate as northern Nigeria.
Survival in an Ecotone
In an ecotone, the art of survival involves dealing with contradictions and combining different
systems and products. In northern Nigeria, we find two very different agrarian systems interacting,
one by the Hausa and the other by the Fulani. Both peoples were Islamic, which allowed a rather
peaceful neighbourhood and interaction. The Fulani, in the French tradition called “the Peul”, were
pastoralists with a grandiose spatial transhumance. The Hausa practised grain farming.
Thus the Hausa land was planted with millet. After harvesting, Fulani cattle were allowed to move in.
For the farmers this was very helpful; the cattle dung was the best manure. In former times the Hausa
did the same as most savanna people: they burned the grass. But some time in the early Muslim
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history of Africa the Hausa stopped doing this. In the thirteenth or fourteenth century Fulani and
Hausa started shifting. Logic and rationality changed older behaviour: all this was based on
observation and experience in northern Nigeria, where a strong wind constantly blew away the ashes.
Burning was thus not a good method for keeping soil fertile.
For years this northern type of “farming” – and as a whole, it was a complex agrarian system – was
called “syncretic agriculture”. This term was a negative one in colonial times; it didn’t indicate
cooperation but rather dealing and stealing. Above all, it was just selecting or isolating the Hausa
activities. It was a European, especially a British, view. Step by step the Hausa were taught to gate –
and thus protect – their fields. With colonialism this mixed production entered a necessary drive
towards a more “capitalistic agriculture”.
Today there is too much overstocking and a firm belief in modernization. The Hausa buy fertilizer.
Phenomena like those before the cooperation with the Fulani come up: the soil vanishes into the air.
This onesidedness is murderous. You cannot so easily make a monoculture out of an ecotone.
Favoring grain over herds is also hazardous. Yet with the arrival of the British rule some Hausa
believed in modernizing agriculture and were sure that specialization in new agrarian methods was
possible. In the northern Nigerian savanna the rainfall varies from season to season, from year to year.
Thus the Hausa – having learned from the Niger Bent people in Mali – sow different sorts of millet:
fonio or Digitaria exilis (Stapf), Pennisetum americanum, Sorghum bicolour, and Kaffir or Durra.
(Millet classification is one more example of arrogance because even the “scientific” names became
European bynames as Zapf or americanum. Old plants were “Europeanized” in the nineteenth century
and the same thing is happening today with patents. Africa had no name and thus no history! Again
and again we come back to the same problem: old and new forms of colonization.)
Each different millet sort needed different amounts of water. Fonio matures with only 120 millimetres
of rainfall, but sorghum needs at least 1,200 millimetres. In order to harvest some grain, three
different sorts were sown. With abundant rainfall, fonio would serve as green manure. When there
was more rain, a sort of digitaria or – even better – a species of sorgho would grow. Different water
quantities, different times for maturing, and – as a consequence – different forms of green manure: all
this belonged to this agricultural system acting and adapting for survival “in between” two
ecosystems.
The more people there are, the more land is needed. Humans also require timber for building and fuel.
In such an ecotonic system no stress is possible; otherwise dilapidation of the system follows
immediately. In a highly populated area the presence of humans will cause the destruction of the
natural ecosystem and replace it by either cities or patches of a highly modified type of seminatural
vegetation between farms, as in the case of the oil palm bush in parts of southeastern Nigeria. It is no
wonder that urbanization developed in West Africa. The poor soil could not bear too much human or
animal population. In an ecotonic system humans must be the regulator, the cultivator, and the
moderator.
Exact data for all parts of Africa are still missing. Nevertheless one thing is clear: present-day
vegetation is the result of human activity. During the Pleistocene there were north-south oscillations
of these zones. With the advent of fire, humans destroyed the trees of the woodland and changed the
vegetation, concomitant with a great increase in grasses in the savanna. All that is assumed to have
happened. Humans and fire started to interfere about 80,000 years ago. Geological research has given
some evidence of this.
In the Jos area, the original cover was hardly what is called tropical rain forest but rather woodland.
(The term “tropical rain forest” is usually restricted to forests with three complete tree strata.) In
addition, about 20,000 years ago Lake Chad reached as far as the Jos Plateau. The zone to the east
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was then almost totally occupied by a large lake, now called the Mega-Chad. In 1976, S. Nicholson
recognized four climatic episodes since the late Pleistocene and Holocene. He believes that:
the dessication of the Mega-Chad began roughly 8000 [years ago], stabilizing at present
levels approximately 4000 years ago. In spite of several moister oscillations, the dessication
prior to 4000 [years ago] left Lake Chad a shallow body of water and hastened the retreat of
the humid tropical biomes farther southward, leaving in their wake a xerophytic, Guinea
savanna woodland. It seems probable that both edaphic and hydraulic systems of agriculture
emerged in the Sudan during this period in a broad millet-sorghum zone (Nicholson 1976, p.
41).
P. M. Ahn, for many years professor of geology at the University of Ghana, published West African
Soils in 1970. His main thesis was that soils in northern Nigeria are “particularly low in organic
matter and may have poor structures, poor nutrient reserves and poor moisture storage properties”. J.
M. Kowal and A. H. Kassam agree fully in Agricultural Ecology of Savanna (Kowal and Kassam
1978).
Summary of Michael Watts’s Findings

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

All we have found up to now corresponds exactly to an ecotone.
An ecotonic agriculture can behave in many ways – some creative, some destructive, and
some frustrating.
Monocultural behavior in an ecotone is poison for all parts concerned.
The different famines since 1545 always were also a social and a value crisis.
Since colonial times famines increased because the colonialists were not interested in the
well-being of the population and nature but in profit and an increasing commercialization of
commodities.
The colonialists showed a neurotic obsession with a profound a-historicism. Historical
remembrance had either to be driven out or pushed into the background. The method was
easy; the colonialists operated with “this is no longer modern”, “this is old fashioned”, or
“this was primitive and un-historical”.
Diversity was replaced by specialization.
Before the colonialists entered, subsistence and hunger were never directly related.
When hunger did appear in the past, it was for other reasons and in other connections.

West African Forests
Forest is a type of vegetation consisting predominantly of woody plants – that is, trees, shrubs,
climbers, and herbs and from which grasses mostly are absent. Any forest is principally a tremendous
complex system (Hopkins 1974). In Africa, the tropical forest is centred on the basin of the River
Congo from which there is an extension westwards along the south coast of West Africa:
• In the southernmost zone of pure forest, savanna does not occur. This zone covers a 150- to
300-kilometre-wide belt along most of the coast from Sierra Leone eastwards except for a gap
from eastern Ghana to Benin, the so-called Dahomey Gap.
• Inland from this zone there is a central zone consisting of a mixture of both forest and
savanna.
• In the savanna zones, further north, if the forest occurs at all it is confined to the sides of
rivers and streams, where it is known as fringing forest.
Several sciences – from soil biology to geology – have provided evidence that almost all forests in
West Africa are secondary. This means that the fight of agriculture in the forest has a history of about
15,000 years. Trees protected farming and were integrated into silviculture; the two groups of early
invading trees are the proof of this. They indicate a date when farming ceased. In this field almost no
research on the African continent has been carried out yet.
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Fire helped humans develop agriculture. Some burning had its origin in lightning. But, again, in
Africa no proper research has been done to distinguish between fire by lightning and fire in
connection with shifting culture. After the first clearance, recuperation brought back within 80 years
lighter and also better wood – wood that was more useful fodder for cattle. Forest grass and foliage
changed. This is what allows us to judge this vegetation as secondary.
A new generation of Africanists has nevertheless asked some important questions:
• What was cut and burned in a forest when cultivation started?
• Were big trees knowingly left standing rather than being left because there were no proper
utensils to cut them down, as is assumed so far?
• Was there far more knowledge about forest and soil relations than we now assume?
These questions have been researched for some years by the World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF) in
Nairobi.
Maybe people knew far more about silviculture than we think. Maybe they all knew more than we
think about a tension zone or what we call now an ecotone. Maybe – and I am convinced this is so –
Westerners just introduced new concepts and developed theories while the people knew all this
20,000 years ago.
West African Savanna
The most extensive savanna areas are those covering West Africa; the savanna surrounds the forest
zone and is distributed in the form of capital letter J lying on its side. Classification of the savanna
goes back to A. Chevalier in 1910. It remains, with some modification, still valid and is widely used:
• The Sahel zone is the most northern of these savanna zones. It is a very dry type of savanna.
• The Sudan zone spreads to the south of the Sahel and is about 150–300 kilometres wide. It
occupies most of the northernmost parts of Nigeria. This zone has been overpopulated in the
last 500 years; the area was heavily “modified” or changed in its essence by human and
animal activities.
• The Guinea zone lies south, sub-Sudan. It covers almost half of Nigeria, over half of Ghana,
and the southern part of Sierra Leone. The soil is poor, mostly due to human or agricultural
activities: humans did not adapt to act in accordance with the ecotone.
Like the forest, most savanna is secondary due to the effects of previous cultivation. Most interference
happened on the Jos Plateau, which can be called a montane or sub-montane savanna.
The savanna can be described as follows:
• Savanna woodland is when trees and shrubs form a canopy, which is generally light.
• Tree savanna is when the trees and shrubs are scattered.
• Shrub savanna is when trees are absent.
• Grass savanna is when both trees and shrubs are absent.
The first impression with respect to the cause of the different savannas points to climate. But this is
deceptive because this differentiation happened only afterwards. When trees were cut, the climate
started changing. But originally the area formed a unity; scientifically speaking, soil or biotic factors
started to come into effect and caused the change.
Yes, humans were here and interfered. Most authors, however, so far conclude that human
interference caused the replacement of complex natural ecosystems by simple ones. Humans brought
in cattle and systematically started planting yams. But why should we look at this human behaviour in
a negative or even disparaging way? Wouldn’t such a view confirm the Western view of civilization –
that the beginning of culture meant the destruction of nature? Humans belong to this system, which
has to get along with human (and even animal) interaction.
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We still don’t have much idea of how 4,000–5,000 years ago (or even more) a shifting culture or a
slash-and-burn culture in West Africa operated. Are the Pygmies the survivors of such a silviculture?
A few studies on this are in progress, initiated by ICRAF in Nairobi.
The Soil of the Savanna: Some Geology
This section is condensed from Kowal and Kassam (1978). This study is most impressive and basic
for any agricultural planning and the future of agricultural work in the savanna of Nigeria and its
neighbourhood. More important, it should be a clear indication that even geology pertains to history:
it is a base on which a certain agriculture is possible or not.
Geological differences have a profound influence on agriculture since they affect soil properties,
including fertility; they influence drainage and aquifer characteristics. The distribution of the main
soil types is clearly correlated with climatic and vegetation zones.
The dominant soil of the savanna is the ferruginous tropical soil, which covers about 60% of the West
African region. Another 10% is ferrallitic soils, while around 7% is occupied by ferrisols, usually
found in slightly more humid areas. Then there are around 5% brown and reddish-brown soils of arid
and semi-arid areas.
The ferralitic soils are mostly found in the high forest zone of West Africa, but there are extensive
outliers in the savanna region of Nigeria. The ferrisols are transitional soils between the tropical
ferruginous and ferrallitic soils: they are characteristic forest soils. They are almost limited to the
basement-complex rocks in Côte d’Ivoire, Guinea, and southern Mali. Ferrisols are generally more
fertile than ferruginous and ferrallitic soils. They contain high biological activity.
The mineral resources found include high-grade iron, bauxite, tin, manganese, phosphate, columbite,
uranium, titanium, and gold.
The land surface of the savanna region consists of ancient peneplains of flat-topped plateaux often
capped with laterite exposed to recent erosion. Vast areas are covered with transported materials
forming clay, loess, or sand plants. Consequently, out of the landscape certain conclusions on
migrating soils may be drawn. Each surface has its history.
The physical quality of the West African savanna soils is generally quite poor. And therefore the
agricultural value of those soils is also rated as poor. Nutrient levels of phosphate are low. The soil
has a rather low buffering capacity. With the exception of vertisols and eutrophic brown soils, the
chemical status of savanna soils is poor or very poor. The total content of available plant nutrients and
bases in soils and ecosystems is small because soluble products of weathering and mineralization are
readily and rapidly removed by leaching; in addition to that, nitrogen, sulphur, and other elements
may be lost in fires.
When fresh organic matter is added to the soil, processes involved in its decay and decomposition
convert it into a complex colloidal organic residue that is collectively known as humus. Humus is
distinct from the organic matter from which it is derived and also from the products of its later
breakdown and eventual mineralization. Good-quality humus has at least the following properties:
• It breaks down readily to yield the available form of nitrogen, sulphur, and phosphorus.
• It has a high cation exchange capacity – that is, the capacity to attract positively charged ions
and to absorb them in such a way that they can be relatively easily given up and be made
available to the plant.
• It improves the constitution of the soil, thereby improving its water relationships and
diffusibility of carbon dioxide and oxygen through the soil.
• It provides food for the soil microorganisms, particularly the nitrogen fixers.
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Under the present indigenous system of farming, increases in the humus content of savanna soils
occur mainly during bush or grass fallow periods. Of the fresh organic material added, only a fraction
becomes incorporated with the soil humus. Some is lost through oxidation and erosion, and the rest
temporarily remains in the non-humic form. The soil humus itself is also subject to oxidation by the
activities of soil microorganisms.
Conclusion
Geologists rate the physical condition of savanna soil as poor. At the very beginning of any
agriculture there, soils of the African savanna were poor. It seems that for a long time farmers had a
feeling of how to live and to work, and of how to survive in such an ecotone. But with a constantly
growing population of humans and cattle, this system could not keep up with the expectations. Today
sustained survival seems impossible. Does the savanna’s agricultural history end here? A history with
no prospects for a future?
Nevertheless, research confirms that the savanna area has an agricultural history that goes back at
least 15,000 years. “No future” does not mean there was no past. The savanna and the agrarian
activities in, around, and between it have a fascinating history.
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Chapter 11
The Serer: A Worldview

When Paul Pélissier published Les Paysans du Sénégal: Les Civilisations Agraires du Cayor à la
Casamance in 1966 after decades of research, it was practically a funereal oration for an agricultural
tradition that had lasted more than 2,000 years. Yet not even French colonialism, with its cash crop
culture of peanuts, was strong enough to destroy this unique agrarian system. The Serer as a people
are still part of Senegal, but their power has been lost to the Wolof. Even the Peul, the closest to the
Serer, have become more powerful because the others are strongly Islamic. In contrast to the Peul, the
Serer specialized in the cultivation of land with an old and proud agrarian tradition. Even Pélissier –
not knowing the rest of the world – was unaware that for 50 years he had been studying people who
had one of the most highly developed agricultural spiritualities and philosophies in Africa.
The Serer equal in many respects the Yoruba in Nigeria: both people have not only a great theology
but also a philosophy that has in it a long tradition and the foundation of a unique agricultural
behavior. They lived in and praised the world or the land for more than 2,000 years. They are far more
than agrarian folk. They are a culture full of praising poets and singers.
Dichter und Bauer – Poet and Farmer
The greatest Serer of all was Leopold Sedar Senghor, born in 1906, founder of the anti-colonialist
cultural movement Négritude and later the first president of Senegal, who retired in the Bretagne of
France and died in 2001. Many saw in him the typical opportunist and a man even more French than
the French. People outside Senegal had no knowledge of the Serer, so they misjudged him. Today we
may say that his poetry was politics and that he achieved more than most presidents in Africa
immediately after independence.
Under the Serer tradition, land as well as soil needs cultivation prayers, songs of praising and
benediction, and sometimes some cursing. Has this tradition disappeared after Senghor? Today this is
what many fear. Agriculture has been neglected since independence in 1960 and is therefore dying.
The concerns of many people are not ecological questions but whether the Sahara comes to conquer
them – people and land – once again. Since 1970 there have been many droughts, one after the other,
with land burned and people escaping to towns, including many Serer.
The Serer are well aware that the Sahara during the last “3x3x3x3” (a Serer saying) was a living body
– growing and decreasing, suffering and shining, but never disappearing. All that is proof of historic
thinking and not just wild confusion, sometimes called mysticism, as the former colonialists assumed.
There would be nothing wrong with that if they had not left historical categories and thinking apart.
The French and the rest of the world respected Senghor tremendously but added immediately:
“Senghor is an intellectual.” But Senghor combines and unites poetry and farming, the German
classical idea of Dichter und Bauer.
Sand and Soil: Letters and a Book
The following is an example of agrarian philosophy among the Serer:
• The sand has its own history and writing. How the sand flows and lies is a book of cruelty but
also of poetry.
• Erosion is further writing: each going and coming is a letter, a character, a symbol, a cipher.
• The land as a whole is a book – with the grass and the trees, with the shadows and burned
spots.
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The Serer are a very peculiar people; certainly they are no tribe, but also no ethny, just an ethnie like
the French ethnologists called them. Yes, they are a folk, united neither by race nor by common
blood. The Serer are a true people among others or woven into them. They live in between all other
peoples of Senegal – the Wolof (who are very proud and a bit chauvinistic), Foula, Manding, and
others. Interestingly enough, the cluster looks like a flag, with stripes in a horizontal following:
Wolof, Serer, Wolof, Serer, Foula, Diola, Serer. Across all these layers like a street running from
north to southeast into the Sahel and back are the Peul or Fulani, the pastoralists with their cattle.
Many researchers have not recognized the Serer and just regard them as an old stock of the Wolof. In
most encyclopedias you find them just under the Wolof. The Serer understood how to cooperate and
integrate with others, to avoid feuds. For centuries they combined various traits, and they never
became something that could be defined clearly. They liked to be both. Thus they did not become
exclusivly Islamic. And they later on cooperated with the French. The tradition of high tolerance is
“eternal” (Serer), which means from the beginning, without giving a date.
Even for Paul Pélissier it was not possible to describe their religion because he believed that you
cannot serve two Gods; he did not see, however, that those two Gods were the same. Pélissier stamps
their belief as pantheistic. He is totally wrong. There is a tremendous difference between accepting
different aspects of God and making each aspect a God. Such thinking came forth only after 1960.
The thinking of the Serer makes clear that there can be both mythology and history at the same time.
The existence of the Serer traces back for certainly 2,000 years, and their art of survival involved
permanent adoption to an ever-changing reality and to stand and be on both sides: be with and be
against. Tilling means to wound the soil. To be part of it is their art of survival.
For the Serer the landscape is a book full of writing: a good farmer knows to read it. Only the people
from outside, from the city or from far away, cannot read and understand it. Those are the people who
say that the Serer have no writing and books. But the Serer may answer them with a question: Didn't
you have until recently scribes or monks in monasteries who did all writing and reading for the
people? If you interfere with nature it is a form of writing either into the clouds or on the soil. There
are indeed many forms of writing, just as there are different songs or poems. According to the Serer it
is the wind and the rain, the heat or the dryness, that leave the prints of spurs or signs behind them.
The Great Importance of Trees
Trees are another form of signs that speak and reveal messages. In the eyes of Europeans the most
revealing one is the baobab (Adansonia digitata), a multifunctional tree economically as well as
culturally, religiously, and agriculturally. The cheese tree (fromager) is the younger brother of the
baobab: both are highly esteemed and loved. The nut tree karitée is most useful for its fruits, being
useful for cooking, cleaning, and medical purposes.
After the baobab are the palm tree, Ziziphus jujuba (thorny, used for hedging), Cailcédrats (in French,
Khaya senegalensis), Parkia big lo bosa or les néré, and les dioun or Mitragyna inermis. The wood of
these trees serves special functions or operations, from hedging to burial.
“In the beginning there is the tree”, as a local saying puts it. Trees are exploited for poles and channels
for watering; their branches serve as sources of fodder or food. Crops, especially vegetables with a
50-day cycle, are grown alongside these trees.
The Serer say un paysage déforesté mais boisé; they sense in a very realistic way that humans were
together with the trees almost from the beginning. Trees, like animals, know that they are of service,
which means they are cut and slaughtered. Thus the landscape of today is “deforested” but still living
with trees and underwood. Without much dramaturgy, the Serer accept history or the development of
life as organically interacting between all that exists on Earth.
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Trees are fundamental; you cannot do anything in the Sahel without trees. Adama Ouedraogo – called
Adama Grand Passage, a Sahelian specialist in agriculture of the 1970s and 1980s during the great
famines – warned farmers in the region continuously: “The forest comes first in nature, and we must
start at the beginning. The old(er) and still remaining trees are sacred. Man with the help of cattle has
to plant new trees.” How? The mystery of the acacia trees has to be rediscovered.
The many different acacia trees are important for the Serer. The most loved of these is Acacia
raddiana, le sing for the Wolof. It is the great symbol or sign in the area of Cayor and Baol. In most
areas it is accompanied by the A. senegal and A. albida, called kad among people.
Other acacias are the nilotica and the aegyptiaca. To most of today’s Senegalese tree specialists, it is
clear that the story of the acacia is quite the opposite of the French naming. French botanists of the
nineteenth century named them after Egypt and the Nile because they believed the origin to be there,
yet today it is evident that it is the other way round. All of a sudden the name reveals colonialism and
prejudice, not the origin, and has nothing to do with the real domestication. There are many other
acacias; the Serer preferred A. seyal because in their view it behaved like a human.
In recent years different studies of the A. albida have been carried out. The historical meaning of this
tree is becoming clearer: A. albida are a strong indication of sedentary life. Why? Louis Giffard found
out that A. albida is not present in wild vegetation because it is not able to germinate spontaneously
except perhaps in humid and acid soils. “It is always accompanied by an agro-pastoral civilization.
A.a. to a cattle keeping culture, esp. in the Sahelian zone.” A. albida grows in environments of the
Sahel-Sudan zone, to the east and down south, from Egypt, Eritrea, and northern Kenya to Tanzania,
Mozambique, and Zimbabwe. After Giffard realized this in general he did some research in Senegal,
in Dakar in 1974, and realized that even after the harsh colonial time the A. albida population was
very particular. This particularity could be explained only by human interference. Thus he eventually
reached the culture of the Serer people.
Years before Giffard published his findings in 1965, C. Charreau and P. Vidal wrote a small research
paper on the influence of A. albida on the soil and its fertilization of the pennisetum millet. The Serer
had discovered this vital function long ago. And in 1928 Auguste Chevalier wrote that human
influence on the growth and placing of A. albida must go back for more than 1,000 years. But his
paper was not taken seriously and soon forgotten, although Chevalier was quite influential otherwise.
Various different and unstructured conclusions can be drawn from all research available at the
moment:
• A. albida influences strongly the strengths of plants.
• A. albida is able to draw minerals and proteins from the soil underneath.
• Its roots reach down to 35 metres.
• Much of the energy-rich material is contained in the leaves.
• A. albida is a leguminous plant, like beans.
• Leaves, rain, and soil form a cycle: rain and soil with the tree and its leaves in between as
protection.
• Leaves survive in the dry season. They protect soil when rain comes. After they fall towards
the end of rainy season, they protect soil from the burning sun.
• Thus A. albida is a tree that exists due to combination, co-existence, or cohabitation: the cattle
had to eat the fruits laying on the soil or in the sand; only by passing through the ruminants’
stomachs could a new A. albida tree grow. Pastoralists knew about this cycle and operated
within it.
• From observation, the Serer learned a cyclical thinking and behaviour; thus they were
confronted with human interaction and consequently with history. From cyclical recurrences
they learned the interactive part of different factors.
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The Tree as History Book and an Early Arbi-culture
For the Serer, the tree was at the beginning. Therefore the first conclusion would be that the Serer
culture was basically an arbi-culture.
In the Serer area you find around 50 adult trees within a hectare: this is unique and allows the
conclusion that planning, management, tradition, and culture – thus, history – stand behind it. It did
not just happen. Men were involved, could err, could become lazy or not care well.
The trees follow a system. The Serer had traditionally an inner ring with the millet fields around the
house (according to Pélissier pombod, and in French champs de case). There are a few baobabs,
which are fertilized by cattle. During night-time, when cattle rest, they are systematically blocked and
every night moved from one tree to the next to fertilize the surrounding soil. The outer ring is called
the fields of the bush (champs de brousse); it is the place or the zone of the A. albida, also called sas.
Cattle take shelter under the trees and produce manure or dung. They eat the fruit, which passes
afterwards through the rumen and becomes – with the help of the pancreas of the ruminants – fertile.
All the trees also have a highly medicinal function. The eldest Serer are regarded as medical
specialists. They know all herbs and their effect on human life. A specific example is sésed – in the
folk language, kinkéliba – it grows about 2–5 metres high; the plant likes laterite soil. It is used
against diarrhea but also for calming the body. It is used for humans as well as cattle. Another popular
plant is Combretaceae (Guiera senegalensis) – in Serer language, Ngu or Nger. It grows 1–3 metres
high; it is a palliative with alkaloid and it very often used for cattle.
The trees are “the friends of the farmers” as the Serer say. There is another saying: “If you cut a tree
(Kadd) you remove 3 bags of mil from your granary.” This proverb is pre-Islamic, as an Islamic
traveller (around 1200) criticizes the word, because he draws a wrong conclusion and writes: “There
are people who venerate trees and have no idea of Allah.”
Plants and trees have an important place in the Serer society: all of them have a healing effect in
special contexts and for different parts of the body or home. Thus not only animals but also men are
part of this spiritual grazing.
Souna and Sanio
Cereals are next in importance after the trees (although it is dangerous to specify a ranking, as these
belong together in Serer thinking). Since time memorial the Serer were well acquainted with the
combination of up to eight different species and sorts of millet or pennisetum. They were – and still
are – masters of millet cultivation. And it could well be that the Sahelian tradition of interplanting
different sorts or species goes back to the Serer. Even today they plant mil and sorgho – the small and
the great(er) grain – together. Both of these – souna and sanio – belong to the class of pennisetum; P.
gambicum matures after three months; it likes light and sandy soils and is highly adaptable – a world
master among plants. Sanio or P. polystachyum has a longer circle of maturing, about 110–120 days;
it needs a soil with a bit more solidity. Generally the soils in Senegal are poorer than in Mali.
Scientists like Pélissier who know the background or the history of the people assume that this
planting method is originally a Serer invention and grew into a very refined tradition.
When many things combine and become one, it is easy to overlook important parts of such a system.
Besides, after such a long time the observer of the whole system takes many aspects as self-evident.
Nobody thinks about the fact that all parts of such a complexity had to be invented and developed. Yet
the observed unity of today is the result of a long history.
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The Holy Water
Almut Hahn paid considerable attention to the watering system of the Serer. Hahn, who was living
and doing research (she would call it observation) in the Serer area for several years, could confirm all
such inventive and sometimes, especially for Westerners, hidden activities. One special activity is
watering. She came with the intention of looking for adapted agricultural behaviour in the semi-arid
area of the Sahelian zone. After editing Acacia, A Circular Letter of Friends of Sustainable
Agriculture in Africa (AGRICOL Senegal), an exchange bulletin, for several years, she went herself
into the fields and even started doing small farming in the Serer region. In a way, she succeeded Paul
Pélissier.
She observed the roles of the trees, related to water in particular. All parts of a tree, especially the
leaves and roots, conserve moisture. The trunks of cut trees were used for watering channels, very
similar to the Swiss water systems in the mountains of Wallis, where the water flowing through these
along the precipices were called “holy waters”. In the European Alps there are different imaginative
systems of transporting waters, such as the waal in Tyrol. In charge were special people, in Tyrol
called waalers. Based on this, it was easy to detect similar systems in Africa. Yet such small systems
have been overlooked by major researchers.
Most probably the Serer invented the décrue watering system (see Chapter 21); they still practise it
today. According to Hahn, the Serer developed all kinds of variations of décrue watering.
The Serer were seen by the French and treated by scientists mostly as “a relic population of a river
people”, as masters of combining and thus also masters of river culture – be it around the Gambia
River, down in the Casamance, or up in St. Louis connected with the Senegal River. As is clear by
now, they were more than a river people; they just knew how to handle and integrate rivers and trees,
all in the service of the soil. Where water and soil had to be brought together, you found the Serer.
This is another example of an early agriculture not being primitive or simple – and even less, being
just a gathering life.
Intermixing: Plants and Peoples
Beans are essential and ideal for inter-plantations. They mean protection of the pennisetum, the grain.
According to Serer belief, no grain grows alone. Why? The King or Queen needs always attendants.
Niébé (vigna sinensis) is such a product of art and ceremonial cultivating by the Serer; thus the
scientific connotation (sinensis) is sheer insult. Niébé is a bean sown between souna when planted. Its
characteristic is retardation and at the same time protection. Inter-plantation is mastered in an unique
way by the Serer. Paul Pélissier was the first outsider to study it. Yet he did it at a time when there
was no Bio or Eco around; civilization meant fields planted with just one plant – monoculture. For the
French, inter-plantation was a shock.
Back to the people. Diagne, Diouf, Faye, and Sar are typical Serer names. As mentioned, Serer are
basically not Muslim, although they live between Tidjanisme (mostly in town) and Mouridism (rather
on the land) – two large Islamic fraternities (others call them Islamic sects or forms of the mystical
branch of Islam, Sufism).
The Serer were accused of being collaborators of the colonialists. But what else could they have
done? They behaved like beans in a inter-plantation. Most people (even other Senegalese) have never
understood this. And they were not the only collaborators. Islamic mysticism took a lot from the
Serer. One such economic “thing” was the huge plantation of peanuts. For the Serer, the peanut was
only partly colonial; the greater part was African, or it would not have liked the Sahelian soil that
much.
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Another title they bear, as Pélissier notes, is masters of the fire. As mentioned, all trees and bushes are
secondary. Humans needed soil for survival. For that reason bushes had to be burned – not only to
gain land but also for fertilization. The Serer, as old tradition goes, never burned too much. They were
very selective; they had a system of rotation. A few men were responsible for this act. Not just
anybody could put fire to the old grass or the rest of the stalks. Burning was a ceremony of taking
possession of a new part of land. It was a ritual. The Serer did not see it as a conquest of land: if it
were done in such a spirit, the land would become a curse.
The Serer have been documented in written form since the Mali Empire. An Arab traveller mentioned
a farming people who mastered the cultivation of the millet and who resisted becoming Islamic
overnight and leaving all traditions behind. The Serer loved symbiosis. Therefore they were shunned
by the upper class who joined Islam; those who converted became the rulers and pushed the Serer
westwards. The Arab traveller must have exaggerated when he wrote that this people “could handle
up to hundred millet diversities” and that “this people planted them in a way that Allah wouldn't like”,
because these farmers did not realize “that Allah does not like mixtures” and that such cultivation “is
going to hurt also the belief”, according to Tadeusz Lewicki in West African Food in the Middle Ages.
Historically such remarks are very revealing. I conclude that this method of sowing three different
millet sorts did not originate, as many other scientists assumed so far, in the river bend of the Niger
(there was water enough) but here in the Sahel, where any agriculture was at a constant risk and
exposed to climate and wind factors.
There is just one conclusion: The Serer are older than 2,000 years, and it takes at least 1,000 years for
such an interwoven farming art to be developed. What is fascinating is the pride of doing agriculture.
For the Serer, agriculture is a vocation and a mission, not a curse or painful.
The Serer love also some animals. Mixing is applied on this level too: in addition to cultivation they
keep some cattle. We have indeed seen the importance of cattle for symbiosis. The Serer are no
pastoralists, unlike the Peul. All the details with all the complexity were overlooked by the French
scientists of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The Serer may have some relationship to the Peul,
understandably, because the Serer were the people of the mixture. Even more absurd, there were some
authors who assumed that the Serer could be a “subtribe” of the Peul. C’est donc une passion
exclusive que portent les Sérér au mil et aux bovins. The Serer have both an animal and a land culture.
There are more aspects of pastoralism than some assume. What we came across with Kenyan
pastoralists you will find also here. A cattle herd is subdivided and constantly adapted to the situation
of the grass.
By now we can really see that there is integration, mixture, and combination at all levels, again and
again: this is the being of the Serer.
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Chapter 12
Sahara and Agriculture
The Sahara is the world’s largest desert. It covers the greater part of Northern Africa, including large
areas of Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, and Sudan. It stretches 5,700 kilometres from west
to east between the Atlantic Ocean and the Red Sea and 1,500 kilometres from north to south between
the Atlas Mountains and the Sudanese Sahel. Desert conditions now prevail over roughly 8.6 million
square kilometres.
Feature number one of a desert is its aridity, although no desert is totally dry. But yearly averages of
rainfall stay below 25 centimetres. The Sahara includes one point where not a single drop of rain has
fallen over 11 years – the Dakhla oasis, which under normal conditions has an annual average of 12.5
centimetres of rain. The other main feature of the Saharan climate is the high temperature – up to 58
degrees Celsius in the shade.
Another determining factor in different regions of the Sahara is the remarkably low hydrometric level.
In addition, there are wide differences between day and night temperatures and an abundance of sand
that is continuously blown by the wind that is fast eroding the surface.
But it would be wrong to assume that there is no life at all in a desert. Even the Sahara has plants and
animals, flora and fauna. More important today are oil and salt. And quite significant for any future
development is subsoil groundwater, which oil-rich Libya is already successfully tapping and piping
northward to supply cities and farms.
The Sahara as we know it today has changed considerably during the last 30,000 years. In several
earlier periods it was populated extensively, but people left the area due to changes in climate, when
dryness and heat set in. In such times of drought and heat the rivers also dried up. Until fairly recently
the very idea of streams and rivers in the Sahara was considered a myth. But in 1982 photographs
from the U.S. space shuttle proved the existence of rivers in former times. Still, at times humans were
forced to withdraw to oases or to the fringes of the desert.
This chapter provides a brief summary of indices that prove that at certain times the Sahara did
support agricultural life. Research yet to be undertaken and deepened will undoubtedly prove that not
all changes came along simply by chance: at certain times men and women in the area took up the
challenge of their environment, embarking on what we might call a daring agricultural experiment –
and thus made history.
Research on the Sahara
Many experts worldwide have researched in and around the Sahara. For French scientists – France
being the desert’s colonizer – the Sahara was always a “special object”. French artists, writers, and
especially scientists of all branches – from philosophy to mystics, from biologists to hydrologists –
were all intrigued by this desert. Many believed they would find here the mystery of life. Others were
just carried away by the wind and the sand.
The best-known authors dealing with the transformation of land into desert and back again were H. J.
Hugot, T. R. Hays, and H. Lhote. Either influenced by them or just following the trend of research
were G. Camps, E. F. Gautier, T. Monod, R. Capot-Rey, J. Dubief, L. Balout, K. Butzer, and S. S.
Huzayyin. There are, in fact, many more names associated with research into this desert, but here I
shall single out those who in one way or another drove forward the “agricultural debate” or the
aspects of people living, acting, planting, and eating in and around the Sahara. In the field of
archaeology there have been very many diggers, who might just have been searching for pottery or
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some gold or jewellery. And there were all too many scientists who did make their finds but were
unable to “read” (interpret) them, the ones whom we might therefore justly call illiterates.
One of the first researchers of the Algerian Sahara was the Frenchman Abbé Richard in 1869. At the
beginning there was almost exclusive interest in the Egyptian and Sudanese part of the desert, and the
western Sahara was somehow neglected. Early researchers were convinced that Egypt had influenced
this eastern part. One of the first explorers of the western area (central Sahara) was F. Foureau; he and
his team became famous for expeditions undertaken in 1898–1900 and again in 1903–05. They
brought back tons of material but also created what you might call a thick fog of scientific confusion.
Between 1870 and 1930 the Sahara became a playground for European archaeologists, among them
many untrained individuals, administrators, and adventurers. The more than 1,000 publications of the
period are characterized by outright blindness, speculation, and confusion, giving rise to some chaotic
dating, with every writer using another (his own) chronology, always based – as they were saying –
either on the Bible and the Fertile Crescent theory, on Egypt and Saba.
Nevertheless, some of the individuals just named at least tried to mention old Saharan agriculture,
which is our focus of interest.
The Sahara and Its Lost Time
The chronology of the Sahara is rather marked by confusion, with recent research showing that some
dated developments did in fact place several centuries earlier. People’s own beliefs and their
stereotypes influenced dating. Today we meet surprises almost every day and many objects, such as
rock paintings, take us back several thousand years beyond earlier datings. Even most carbon datings
undertaken earlier have proved to be wrong.
Until the end of the Second World War, all Saharan dating was done based on Egypt minus 500 years;
that is, from an Egyptian date you subtracted 500 years, always based on the assumption that all
civilization had been diffused from Egypt into the Sahara. It was only in the 1920s – and then quite
hesitantly – that doubts about the diffusion theory arose. Certain doubts are therefore justified when it
comes to radiocarbon dating, especially when it is related to trees and products of charcoal.
And here we have to mention again N. I. Vavilov, the Russian plant-palaeontologist who really started
to revolutionize thinking. He was the first to move away from the Bible and the diffusion theory. But
because he was regarded as a Communist, an unbeliever, he was hardly heard and even less
recognized in the rest of the scientific world. He proposed several other centres of origin of
agriculture – Ethiopia, Sahara, Niger bend, even Zambezi – but not, and that was the provocation,
Egypt. For him, as far as agriculture was concerned, Egypt was of minor interest, not having had any
major revolutionary impact.
In the 1920s Vavilov wrote: “The Sahara carries more agricultural history than Egypt.” But for the
German and the French (and even for the British), Egypt remained an overwhelming myth: it stood
for the beginning of civilization and special cultural highlife. Thus for the French and British it was
just a matter of special arrogance or “a joke” or “Nègre stupidity”, as a short review in Le Figaro put
it, when the Senegalese scientist Cheikh Anta Diop affirmed that Egyptian cultures originated in the
western Sahara (and had some Senegalese origin) and were then “diffused” from there throughout the
entire Sahara. Diop was convinced that the similarity between the rock paintings of the Sahara and
Egyptian pictograph writing proved that the early Egyptians had no need to borrow from
Mesopotamia. In recent times, most serious agricultural historians suggest strongly that the origin and
cultivation of Egyptian agriculture during the Pharaonic times came from southern Sudan and from
people around Lake Chad.
Seen in this new light and following more intense historical analysis, all former chronologies had to
be checked again and again. In recent decades, however, too little money and time have been
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available for any further and deeper research into these issues. Also, once the French and the British
left their colonies most research in this field stopped, and only very few scientists in French or British
universities still pursue African issues. In all fairness, however, we must also admit that under present
political conditions in Algeria and Libya, as well as around Mauritania and even Tunisia, research is
most difficult to undertake, with the present rulers having no interest in it or in history. They simply
are not interested in plants or their origin but rather in oil, gas, and tanks. The rulers of northern Africa
have no interest in history; they live with and exist through myths.
When talking about the Sahara these days, it is commonly assumed – with some good reason, though
not definitely proved yet – that:
• there existed an eastward spread, where a westward trend could not be detected;
• early dates for ceramics sites reflect an agricultural context and even an origin in that area of
the Sahara; and
• as no significant connection with Middle East finds can be established, there was no diffusion
from the Fertile Crescent.
As in agricultural history in general, researchers seem to come slowly but surely to the conclusion that
there may have been independent Saharan inventions and mastering of pottery and ceramics, not just
as a l’art pour l’art but in a context of food and agriculture. And as we move further in our argument
we will come to similar insights on the domestication of the horse. (We have to insist again on the fact
that animals are part and parcel of agricultural history.)
The turning point for Western researchers was decolonization: thinkers around the tricontinental
decolonization process demanded more interest for their own development and history, a radically new
interpretation of so-called facts. But since, for a diversity of reasons already mentioned, it became
more and more difficult to go out and start all research anew, researchers had to sit back, get some
distance, and develop other, newer interpretations. This new political and scientific environment fed a
new mentality. Old finds and new insights had to be tested in the interest of the countries and people
directly involved.
Nowadays – as always – dictators are withholding history from their people. It is only when the
common people “own” their history that real development can take off and succeed. Unfortunately,
however, not a few rulers – having learned how it can be used to cement their rule – are not opposed to
a famine happening every now and then.
David W. Phillipson summarizes the situation as follows:
Shortly after 12,000 years ago there was a remarkably rapid return to better watered
conditions. Increased run-off from the highlands coupled, presumably, with higher rainfall
and decreased evaporation resulted in the return of a regular flow of water to the long-dry
wadis, the great enlargement of existing swamps and lakes – notably Chad – and the
formation of many new ones.…There were correspondingly changes in vegetation and in the
distribution of wild animals. The reasons for these substantial changes are not yet fully
understood. One of their most puzzling features is the rapidity with which they took place:
the lakes appear to have reached their maximum heights as early as about 11,000 years ago.
(Phillipson 1985)
Phillipson goes on to regret how “little research” on all levels, in particular in the archaeological
fields, is being undertaken. And he confirms that all over the world most scientists at all levels and in
all fields still stand before a wall. They live with traditional configurations firmly anchored and fixed
in their minds.
Let me now turn to the three archaeologists who contributed important insights on what might become
a new agrarian history of the Sahara: T. R. Hays, H. J. Hugot, and Henri Lhote.
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Seven Theses on Saharan Agriculture
Thesis One: The Sahara is agriculturally an area of origin. The diffusion hypothesis is out.
Throughout his scholarly life, T. R. Hays has worked hard to provide not only indications but also
scientific proof that enables us to write a new history of the Sahara and other matters attached to the
issue. Three contributions (mostly with the assistance of others) in Quaternary Science Review are
regarded as “a major contribution”, which marked a turning point “towards another view of the
significance of the Sahara Desert”, according to David Phillipson (Phillipson 1985): “Mineralogical
Analysis of the Sudanese Neolithic Ceramics” (1974), “An Examination of the Sudanese Neolithic”
(1976), and “Holocene Palaeoecology of the Eastern Sahara” (1989). Hays also set down a milestone
in scientific research by providing ample proof that there had been an original indigenous development
of ceramics in the Sahara.
Until then, archaeologists rarely thought of movements. But now Egypt was being seen as a
geographic area where two cultures met and started to influence one another – in other words, both
independently originated techniques and then patterns started to mix. On the banks of the Nile and in
Egypt, two cultures – one from Arabia or the Near East and the other from the Sahara and the Sudan –
met and formed a new culture.
Unlike others, Hays also knew of the writings by Vavilov and – what is more important – he took him
seriously. And because he did, he began looking for hints and found them in ceramics. To summarize
Hays:
• The pottery from the Fayum is for the most part thick, unburnished, fibre-tempered, and
undecorated. It is handmade; pots are often asymmetrical with straight rims.
• The origin of Egyptian pottery is unknown, although some Near Eastern influence is a safe
bet. But why are decorations rather poor and without the assumed influence?
• The origin of ceramics in the Sudan is equally unclear. Even the dating is confused (Early
Khartoum and Ash Shahainab, or just Karthoum Mesolitic).
• The origin of this pottery can be discerned by tracing certain connections with areas outside
the Sudan, but not between Shahainab and Fayum. The two places with their finds cannot be
related; they are just – as by chance – contemporary.
• Ceramics along the Nile in the Sudan show changes through time from rather thick to thin,
without development. There must be another point of reference. Hays gives a better
explanation.
The art of producing ceramics was invented in the Sahara and spread southward to the Sudan, “while
at the same time ceramics originating in the Near East spread (also) to Egypt. Eventually, the two
ceramic traditions met in the Nile Valley.” Hays underlines: “Unlike the Nilotic sequence, that of the
Sahara appears to be completely indigenous.”
From the central Sahara to the Sudan, ceramics appear to change through time from an unburnished
ware with comb-impressed designs to a burnished ware with stamped designs. All that originated
without the Saharan potters being influenced by any Egyptian traits apparently; it flowed out of their
fantasy or creativity.
Thesis Two: Re-dating becomes urgent and vital as a sign of decolonization.
What is the significance of all this for agricultural history?
It is not just a scientific spectacle (after a debacle). It goes far deeper: this is one of the important
phases of decolonization. The date of independence is a rather superficial one, since the issue reaches
far deeper, with the felt need for re-dating, re-thinking, and re-orientation. The colonized begin to
retrieve their stolen or lost history, a development just as important as giving back stolen cultural
goods and old artefacts. Colonization did many things to many peoples, but above all it robbed people
of their history. Remember the mythological robbery of the Golden Fleece; the parallel is obvious: just
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like people were robbed of their land (agriculture), so they were robbed of their history, and that more
often than not in the most cruel of fashions.
As indicated, most former dating was wrong because it was based on wrong assumptions. In scientific
terms, it is most interesting that even the “dead” instruments of measurement were instrumentalized in
a way to “deliver” results that corresponded to the previously decreed reality of the living and yielded
data according to the idées fixes of the masters and their beliefs.
Hays cites one date as an example; he takes it from McBurney (1967), and he dates the earliest pottery
in the area between the Maghreb and Egypt at 4850 + 350 BC. This measurement fits the new
hypothesis, meaning that all other results should also be re-dated, one after another.
Since 2001 we also have at our disposal some new Saharan dating indicating that agricultural work
took place in Saharan regions as early as the seventh millennium BC.
Thus some terms – above all, Mesolithic or Neolithic – have to be used very carefully when applied to
Africa. Most dates were set before the new insights mentioned were gained. It is important to avoid or
even change certain words, with the old saw still containing more than a grain of truth: “words make
the world or reverse it”.
Thesis Three: Pottery and ceramics definitely have an agricultural connection.
Earlier I criticized the process by which rock art was being analyzed in strict isolation from
agriculture. The same holds true as far as ceramics and agriculture or agricultural activity are
concerned. Both were not just produced for fun but did serve some purpose. Conclusions are not as
simple as some – or most – archaeologists tended to make us believe, all the more so since
archaeologists knew little or nothing about agriculture. This being the case, until fairly recently socalled scientific explanations did not make very much sense, lacking any intrinsic coherence, with the
consequence that such scientific constructs more often than not simply fell apart when they were
looked at closely and deeply.
In 1932, an otherwise unknown British-Egyptian archaeologist said: “It is not our task to say what was
in the broken pots. We are scientists and not speculators; we deal with objects only.” It is for sure not
easy to say what was in the pots and even more difficult after an analysis to say which one was used
for water or grain. It is striking that most of the scientists speculated about religion and esoterics but
hardly ever spent any time and effort to reflect on things agricultural. They preferred to speak about
sacrifices – feeding the gods – but not about the survival of humanity.
In a German handbook for ethnology that presents terms and definitions, even in 2000 there was no
agricultural key term listed – just a few paragraphs on Landwirtschaft (agriculture).
Relating the immense material available in museums the world over to agricultural activities on the
African continent is long overdue – relating them to sowing and harvesting, eating and drinking, and
real living, which one of the first practitioners of comparative religion, Mircea Eliade, in 1957
contemptuously called the profane. But why should the desert be sacred? We end up in a mystical
instead of a realistic and agricultural approach.
Thesis Four: There exists a certain connection or parallelism between the glacial time in the
Crescent Circle and Europe and the periods of increasing and decreasing dryness and heat of the
northern African climate, including the Sahara.
All agriculture of the world just could not have originated in the Middle East or Asia Minor, as the
world of science and religion assumed, since this area was glaciated. Around 10,000 years ago the ice
began melting. Parallel to the glacial period in North Africa, including the Fertile Crescent or the
Middle East of today, there was a time of water in the area, including the Sahara. The more the ice
disappeared in the northern hemisphere, the more the dryness of the Sahara increased.
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H. J. Hugot, having entered the scientific scene in 1979 with his doctoral thesis Le Néolithique
Saharien, contributed some major new insights into the study of Sahara Desert issues. In 1964 he had
already aroused the attention of archaeologists with a survey of research in and around the Sahara, and
in 1968 he created quite a stir when he postulated that the Saharan region had been one of the centres
of agricultural origin. Hugot is not only a brilliant thinker but also a master of seeing things in context
and establishing certain relationships. He was actually the man who may be called the father of Dhar
Tichitt with his contribution Un secteur du quaternaire lacustre mauritanien: Tichitt.
Hugot strongly postulated a hypothesis of an interrelationship between the period of glacial time in the
“North” and the greening in the “South”, including the Sahara desert, with the Sahara having known a
history of “ups and downs”. Out of this period of ups-and-downs, two material witnesses survived:
pottery and rock paintings.
Thesis Five: The Saharan engravings and rock paintings are documents of an earlier agriculture.
The desert as we know it today is full of rock engravings and paintings. Like a cry for historical
justice, they seem to be saying that “the agricultural Revolution” did not take place “among the
inhabitants of hills in the Middle East, who domesticated plants and animals and founded the first
villages”, as wrote Robert J. Braidwood, an American archaeologist, in Scientific American in
September 1960.
Henri Lhote was not the first one but the most resolute to ventilate new ideas about the rock
engravings and paintings of the Sahara. Once the diffusionist theory started to crumble and France
vanished as the mother of civilization, the way was open for views that took in new connections. From
now on those paintings were no longer being looked at as related to France or Egypt but rather as
originally local and “native”. In innumerable publications Lhote wrote about the “Space and Time
(Espace et Temps) of the Sahara, especially the Hoggar” (Lhote 1984).
Following Théodore Monod, Lhote tries to classify and characterize several stages:
• Buffalo Time (étage bubale): around 7,500 and 10,000 years ago; regarded as wild: bos
brachyceros that lived in the area of present-day Algeria. Some elephants can also be found.
• Circle Head Time (étage têtes rondes): C14 dating is not possible but Lhote assumes the time
to be around 7,500 years ago: elephants, rhino, giraffes, buffalo, great antelopes, wild
monkeys, crocodiles, and fish. Round, almost moon- or sun-like heads are characteristic for
this period.
• Cattle or Ox and Cow Time (étage bovidien): also goat and sheep appear. Signs of this period
can be found all over the Sahara, most probably originating from the Upper Nile and soon
afterwards reaching as far as Mauritania. Lhote locates its origin in the Upper Nile area; for
him the African origin is evident.
• Horse Time (étage caballin): The horse appears around 3,580 years ago. The Greek historian
Herodot is referring to the horses of the wild peoples of North Africa.
• Camel Time (étage camelin): the camel definitely replaced the horse in the Hoggar area.
With this kind of classification Lhote created a division (and frame) of time. All these characters and
configurations became history – rock paintings became part and parcel of a local history book,
reaching back to at least 10,000 years ago.
There were (and still are) some specialists who see a connection or a “cultural unity” in the rock
paintings and engravings from southern France to South Africa. Most of them show a Bushman-type
humanoid who was not yet sedentary. Lhote thinks of and even mentions Prof. Boule and l'Abbé H.
Breuil with such – as he writes – “strange” views, but South African rock “specialists” followed Boule
and Breuil. Since the 1990s, however, the Saharan origin – besides other areas of origins – has gained
wide acceptance, as has the “Negroid” origin of peoples who lived in the Sahara for at least the last
10,000 years.
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Many of the scenes depicted in the engravings or paintings made sense only in a Saharan context. We
do know now that 15,000 years ago there were no cows and calves in France and that those animals
were being domesticated in the Near East, where glacial time came slowly to an end. Monod came to
regard the old Sahara zone before drying up as the origin of domesticated animals, but not as the
cradle of domesticated plants. That may be the reason why so many animals are found in those
engravings.
The artistic quality is of such a high standard and so full of originality that a diffusion from
somewhere outside into this area becomes practically impossible, especially since it cannot be
attributed to one single artist. Again, this seems to hint at local native development.
Thesis Six: In recent years a connection between Saharan rock art and Egyptian hieroglyphs has
been considered seriously.
The bigger ancient Egypt grew, the more complicated became its administration. Small states like all
of them in Africa up to 1,200 years ago, did not need much planning and administering. But the more
Egypt expanded as an Empire along and up the Nile, from cataract to cataract, or from basin to basin
(as they were characterized and numbered), the more difficult and faulty the coordination became. Just
to mention one important issue: to regulate and combine the waters, to control the basins, more
structures were needed, as was an ever-growing social organization. Such complexity could only be
“managed” by some form of writing.
From the 1990s onward, historians began to assume that the upper areas of old Egypt were mainly
African and (partly) even black, influenced by Saharan agriculture. It was the area of small farmers.
They would migrate as agricultural workers or even as peasants to central Egypt, having been
instrumental in Egypt's farming. It is more and more accepted that “Africans” from the Sudan and
around Lake Chad were doing the farming of Egypt. There is no doubt that the Egyptian Pharaonian
and upper class did not do manual labour or agricultural work.
In connection with agriculture, some farming people made a career, particularly in administration (like
Joseph from the Old Testament). They had to plan in advance, and the water of the Nile made them
aware of the ups and downs of nature; planning was also needed to feed a growing population. To save
water in good times, they started building dams. Dams need regulation and recording. With such a
structure (different basins, many people involved), it was necessary to develop a certain form of
writing, just to register and regulate things (natural and social). Regulation means laws, and laws had
to be written down. Only in this way did unification become possible. The political unification of
Egypt by Menes around 3000 BC was bound to strengthen further the development of administration
and thus of writing.
Lhote – and others since – saw a link between Egyptian hieroglyphs and Saharan rock figures. The
hieroglyphic characters or symbols were taken from Nilotic fauna and flora, thus proving that they are
all of African origin, writes Lhote. With the passing of time these figures became more and more
abstract. Senegalese scientist Cheikh Anta Diop established a link between up to 3,000 hieroglyphic
signs and characters with agrarian pictures from the Sahara, in a process of continuous abstraction and
refining. Although somewhat critical of Diop, historian G. Mokhtar (in the second volume of the
UNESCO General History of Africa) nevertheless writes: “If we accept external influence on the
advent of Egyptian writing, it can only be at most the influence of the idea of writing.”
Mokhtar also – interestingly – speculates on why the Nubians did not take over writing. Recognizing
the close link between writing and administering and planning, he writes: “The Nubian peoples did not
feel the need for writing.” To them (with small-scale agriculture), oral tradition was enough.
Thesis Seven: Lake Chad and the Nile were once closer, and people had interrelations and got in
touch with one another more easily. It is therefore a rather realistic assumption that the Greater
Chad basin had some influence on the Nile region – because of some sort of permanent migration.
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Lake Chad was part of the desert: its desiccation paralleled the drying of the desert. Some 15,000
years ago the lake had a surface of over 1 million square kilometres. Even around 7,000 years ago it
was 330,000 square kilometres – as big as present-day Germany. The lake must have been enormously
rich in fish but also have been home to large numbers of hippopotamuses. People in the region saw
this Palaeo-Chad-Lake (Tsade means the Big Water) as part of the sea. According to some myths they
travelled it on “huge ships”. And because it was higher up, about 240 metres above sea level, the lake
was “an eye of the moon”.
Local people, among them the very old griot Buduma (in 2000 his age was estimated by local people
as over 100 years, maybe even 120), regard the water of the lake as the origin of agriculture.
According to tradition, the lake was also surrounded by “thick bushes of papyrus”, and recent research
has proved the oral tradition to be correct. Lhote, for one, was willing to accept it “as possible” that the
Egyptian papyrus had come from here. And lately several French plant biologists and plant historians
have confirmed the “high possibility” of an earlier existence of papyrus in the region. This then offers
us another bridge to Egyptian writing.
Lhote, as a consequence of all his searching – and also thanks to his scientific background – was not at
all surprised (unlike the rest of the world) when in 1956 he found in the Tassili Mountains of Central
Sahara (southeast Algeria) engravings of neolithic origin with hunting scenes of hippopotamus, dated
no less than 7,000 years ago, long before the first Egyptian dynasty started 5,000 years ago. He came
upon the same scenes and boats. Lhote and his team (and followers) moved from one surprise to the
next. And he was stunned to discover that for more than 100 years scientists had been able to overlook
all this.
Final Remarks
We still know little about Egypt's contacts with the cultures of the eastern Sahara at the end of the
“Neolithic” era. Certain symbols inscribed on protodynastic palettes, however, allow us to suppose
that common features existed between the populations of the Libyan desert and those of the Nile
valley.
But why did the “African” trait disappear and be unacceptable as the basis of the infrastructure of
Egyptian culture and agriculture? North Africa, now also called the Maghreb, was not only the
summer residence for well-to-do Romans; it was also the granary of the empire, with Carthage as the
strategic centre. Nowadays scientists specializing in the old classic age detect some strong racism in
Greek and Roman writers; for them there seems to have existed a strong taboo not to mention or speak
of Africans or black people. They were simply slaves, not humans; consequently they had no history.
In fact, we do know of certain cases where ancient philosophers equated black with bad characters or
black as a threat to their civilization. We must therefore state that racism is nothing new, not an
invention of our times.
Another reason why “the African” got lost is Islam, which had always entertained a rather ambiguous
relationship with black Africa. To them the Maghreb was not Africa. Converting black people
logically meant to integrate them either into the Maghreb or the Arabic empire. In the texts of early
Arab travellers, black people are also described as “bad” or as “heathen” or even as “fallen people”.
For Islam, the connection to Egypt was necessary and it could never have been the other way round.
But back to the Sahara. Most scientists agree that the Saharan territory was wet 10,000 years and more
ago. Thus nobody who knows this history (and it is historical, because you can read it from several
characteristics; the best documents being the engravings and paintings) is astonished that satellite
photographs show old river systems under the desert sand of today. A parallel valley to the Nile valley
has also been sighted. These rivers and valleys were only covered by desert sand after 10,000 years
ago.
And even one sensational find at the corner of Sudan and Chad did not disturb the whole historical
agrarian belief system: a grain corn was found and dated as from 19,000 years ago (plus or minus 300
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years). It belongs to the Gramineae and is related either to Eleusine or Hordeum (barley). The find is a
testimony of an early trial of domesticating graminian grass. This then renders the entire diffusionist
theory impossible because at that time Asia Minor and West Asia were under ice.
There exist also some other factors that have so far not yet been studied satisfactorily:
• the Harmattan (wind) and its influence on the Sahara – nowadays we know that during winter
in the northern hemisphere the Harmattan blows from North to South and carries with it all
polluting dust and acids from the industrialized North (see Jenik and Hall); and
• the behaviour of birds that fly in wintertime from Europe to the Sahara and Sahel or even
further down the African continent – what is their contribution to agriculture, if any, and did
or do they carry seed or insects with them and influence agricultural development?
Speaking and writing about the Sahara, we must not forget to mention two peoples with a long
tradition who should also be analyzed in regard to domestication of animals and the use of food:
• the Berbers or Kabylic people of Northern Africa, and in particular those in Algeria and
Tunisia, have a very old and long agricultural tradition, especially with sheep and horses; and
• the Tuareg – the traders and trackers through the desert, who are well known as blacksmiths.
Never having been agriculturists, the Tuareg are most likely responsible for the domestication of the
African camel. But having crossed the Saharan desert from south to north and vice versa, those
constant travellers may also have carried with them new plants (seeds) and trees in both directions.
Just as a reminder: linguist Andreas Zimmermann notes language similarities between the Fulbe (Peul)
and the Bask people (in France and Spain). And research has shown that such linguistic similarities are
strong indicators of similarities in certain cultural traits.
In June 2003 the London Observer published a preview of a long-term genetic analysis by a team from
the University of Edinburgh with “a sensational outcome”: genetically the Celts are partly related to
the Basques who around 30,000 years ago migrated out of Africa. Thus the various inhabitants of the
British Isles of today are a mixed people, with their origins going back to the many waves of invaders
(not only Vikings) or migrants. Genetic analysis allows the conclusion that around 30,000 years ago
there was a dynamic migration out of the northern Sahara into Europe. This in turn helps us
understand the origin and relationship of cave paintings in southern France and the Pyrenees.
The animals that early peoples owned and “used” were the pride of rock painters, who in turn used
them as “motives” time and again. Being part of their lives, they must have cherished the animals and
tried to “domesticate” them in one way or another. That much we can now safely deduce, though we
do not yet know the full implications.
A Brief Note on the People of the Sahara
Just as the Sahara Desert is a wide and open field of the unknown, so are the peoples who learned to
live and survive in and with the desert. As far as the Tuareg are concerned, we do have some first-class
and firmly anchored studies; Lhote leads all of them with Les Touaregs du Hoggar (1984), followed
by Henri Bancaud/ André Bourgeot (1982; a fantastic photo and text book). Recently the Tuareg have
become a passion of German and Swiss researchers, among them René Gardi (Tenere, 1978), Hans
Ritter (Sahel. Land der Nomaden, 1986), and Gerhard Göttler (Die Tuareg, 1989 and many other
titles).
The Sahara has also become a mecca for those interested in matters religious or mystical, with the
field being led by such prominent individuals as Charles de Foucault (assassinated by Tuargs near
Tamanrasset in 1916), first working undercover as a French secret service man, then a Tuareg linguist
and a trappist monk and mystic, and French aviator-writer Antoine Saint-Exupery (1900–44). Recently
the great desert has also attracted a never-ending stream of adventure tourists – also fuelled by the
Paris-Dakar rally craze. It can only be hoped that these fads or crazes will in turn also stimulate some
more serious research in and around the Sahara.
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A Terse Conclusion
When during the 1950s old and new materials started being seen in a new light, this also fed the search
for new objects. This very process seems to prove again the extent to which scientific findings depend
on what a scientist previously had assumed or “believed in”, with each time and period being victim to
its own kind of blindness. And of course as these lines are being written, we cannot see our own
blindness.
The shortest summary of this chapter may be: The Sahara was not always a desert, which in turn goes
to show that even a desert has an agricultural history.
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Chapter 13
Ethiopia: Mysterious
Contrary to common belief, the overall area known in the West as the Horn of Africa has always been
exposed to outside influences. But to observers in Europe and Asia, all that we commonly call
“cultural” must have come from outside the area – from outside Africa entirely or at most from Egypt.
The biggest chunk of the Horn, known as Ethiopia only since Menelik’s empire-building in the late
nineteenth century, is surrounded by a lot of obscurantism or scholarly mystification, which until
today has served the purpose of the ruling Amhara-Tigrinyan minority and those of the overwhelming
majority of Ethiopianist scholars. In reality, however, Ethiopia has three distinct traditions:
• Christianity came to the area in the first century: a few saintly men or monks moved into the
mountainous region and developed an isolated mountain culture.
• From Saba, across the Red Sea, Islam arrived only a short time after its foundation in Arabia;
since the new religion’s followers do not seem to have liked the mountains, however, Islam
conquered mainly the great plains at the foot of the mountains, leaving the monks isolated.
• Until El Al and the Israeli Air Force evacuated them in 1991, the Falasha (House of Israel or
Bet Israel) or Black Jews lived in this area; their arrival on African soil has never been fully
explained.
For centuries, “Abyssinians” or Ethiopians lived in a cross-border region in which everyone tried to
negate or even annihilate the tradition(s) of their neighbours, which has fed a negating history for
more than 2,000 years – a social climate full of mutual mistrust, in which each and every person
constantly assumed that the other person was a liar.
Research into the history of local agriculture over the last 100 years has, however, shed some light on
an otherwise dark (and mystifying) past. It was quite difficult to simply deny or negate results of
scientific research. But whenever new results appeared, interested people tended to mistrust the
archaeological, botanical, ethno-zoological, and other findings. An upper-class Ethiopian and member
of the ruling Amhara minority once tellingly remarked: “Whenever you scientists find something
new, you crush a stone on which OUR tradition is built.”
Still, around 1924 Russian scientist N. I. Vavilov entered the international scene, declaring Ethiopia a
“zone of agricultural origin”, basing his statement on earlier Italian research and on the local
domesticated plants ensete and tef (or teff). Both plants are unknown anywhere else in the world and
therefore must have been exclusively cultivated in the Ethiopian highlands. A research team headed
by Vavilov was sent to Ethiopia. The scientists toured the country looking for wild plants; local
people got frightened because throughout history they had been manipulated by monks and
churchmen. One saying even went like this: “These people want to steal God’s beginning of the
world”.
After the Second World War, American scientists entered the country. Most of them were interested
not in plants but in the missing link or even the origin of man. And they were successful. One almost
sensational result was published by Nature in June 2003. An international team led by researchers
from the University of California found the skulls of two adults and a child around Herto village in
the middle Awash area, 140 miles northeast of Addis Ababa. The fossils analyzed are 140,000 years
old and support the theory that man is “out of Africa”. The skulls indicate definite “human” origin,
therefore belong to Homo sapiens; a new sub-category was created called Homo sapiens idaltu.
For me, it is most significant that indications of mortuary practices or burial ceremonies were also
discovered. Sediments analyzed indicate a butchery of game; in the neighbourhood, stone axes and
other tools dating as far back as 160,000 years – according to the isotope method – were found.
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Important therefore is not just the finding of skulls but the indications of cult and ceremonies. And we
can also safely assume that those early humans had to eat to survive, although we do not yet know
what their diet was like. Yet we have by now learned that research for food or diets follows later.
Against this background we therefore most probably have to backdate the domestication of plants, and
in the Ethiopian case take a closer look at ensete and tef. It is evident that our ancestor must also have
“owned” the art of making use of plants in this particular environment. The Herto discovery – called a
sensational one – will in the near future undoubtedly also reveal new aspects regarding the
development of agricultural domestication in Ethiopia.
Ever since the birth of their discipline, tropical agriculturists were almost exclusively interested in
plants having a market potential, meaning that the Ethiopian banana (ensete) and grain (tef) were of
no interest. Thus both plants were only registered or described in a few scientific circles, barely
making it into the textbooks after the Second World War. And even recently, World Bank reports on
Ethiopia in 1990, 1994, and 2000 did not mention this rich agricultural history: tef is given a mere two
lines, as a product with no export value.
Maybe Ethiopia would never had suffered such repeated tragic famines in the 1970s and 1980s (with
new ones permanently looming) if her agrarian tradition had not as consistently and insultingly been
neglected and ridiculed. The World Bank is not the only sinner. The scientific community is just as
bad. Take, for example, the Agricultural Handbook (in no less than eight volumes) put out by the
German publisher JHW Dietz Nchf. Bonn in 1993, which pretends to cover “all the developing
countries”. It does not even mention tef or ensete, much less contain a single word on their
astonishing history. That this should happen even today is an issue not just for biologists or botanists,
since people can hardly develop “roots” when they are being robbed of their age-old agricultural
history.
In recent times botanists have also been able to determine that qat (or khat) a tranquilizing grass, was
first cultivated and harvested in Ethiopia’s mountainous regions rather than in Saudi Arabia, as
Muslim tradition has it. The Saudi Arabian peninsula and the Saba region of Yemen – both on the
other side of the Red Sea – having only gained in importance in terms of qat in Islamic times.
N. I. Vavilov was convinced that out of the many okra species (Abelmoschus esculenius), at least one
was domesticated in the lower mountain areas of Ethiopia. So far, two okra species have been
registered that are not only local but also locally cultivated.
Why Ethiopia?
For botanists, Ethiopia is full of surprises because it confirms the weakness – if not uselessness – of
diffusion theories, since some four to six plants quite clearly and distinctly have their origin in the
area. Botanists could quite convincingly confirm this because both the old parent plant and the new
cultigens are to be found only here and nowhere else in the world. But then new and challenging
questions arise: Why here and what for? The usual answer is that the farmers were isolated. This is
not, however, very convincing, since all over the world there were hundreds of “isolated” farming
communities, and most of them did not come up with new cultigens.
Political science provides a different perspective: for the last 2,000 years in general and for the last
200 years in particular, Ethiopian farmers lived under more or less strict social systems of feudalism,
characterized by an extremely high levy extracted from them by feudal overlords and the Orthodox
Church (between 50% and 90% of their harvests were taken away from them by force). Political
science thus does not provide an easy answer to basic questions of agricultural science. All we know
so far is that for the last 4,000 years or so (and we have in fact acquired a lot of knowledge from
Nubian and other sources), hardly any governments cared for the small farmers who fed the rulers and
their sycophants.
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One driving force that has been largely neglected in research so far has been the “army” of monks and
holy men – a lot of them most probably shamanists – active over the past 2,000 years and even earlier.
Recently the BBC and First German Television ARD broadcast a documentary in which many
shamanistic signs and other examples in the simple (“folk”) Coptic churches in Ethiopia’s higher
mountain area were shown. In the age-old folk tradition of the common people, holy men play a most
basic and determining role: being masters in the cultivation of new products, they were virtually in
control of such plants. And Ethiopia’s holy men and saints are by no means alone in the world.
Unknowingly, Ethiopia’s shamans are part of a tradition of cultivating plants to be found
independently in different locations all over the world.
We can now safely state that from the third century onward Coptic monks followed in the footsteps of
old-time shamans. For comparative purposes we might just mention that in the West, monks have
always carefully and lovingly tended gardens in their monasteries, the best-known and most famous
example perhaps being G. J. Mendel (1822–84), an Augustinian monk who, so to speak, laid the
ground rules of modern genetic science. Such “trustees” (both male and female) of our genetic
heritage will surely always be experimenting with their “genetic material” (even before the term was
ever used) and thus set evolutionary development rolling – no matter how conservative they may
otherwise be.
And now a quick consideration of the Falasha or Black Jews, who are said to have come to Ethiopia
from Egypt. As someone originally trained in comparative religion, I quite naturally see a link with
the so-called White Jews. Africans, as we learned earlier, were essential to old Egyptian agriculture.
In those days the “Jews in exile” owned slaves who did agricultural work for them, a social situation
considered quite “natural” in those times. Blacks were the ones with the most highly developed
knowledge of things agricultural, but they were owned and ruled by others. But as in most slaveowning societies, black rural workers were slowly but surely integrated into the class of slave-owning
White Jews, some of their brothers and sisters in fact becoming Jews. Yet there still existed a racial
divide, which became fully evident during the time of exodus, when the White Jews did not take their
black brothers and sisters along with them. When the left-behind Black Jews opted for freedom, they
migrated to Ethiopia.
Unfortunately, they were never considered worthy of being studied as part of Ethiopian history. The
upper-class ruling Amhara have always looked down on blacks and still do so today, always telling
foreigners: “You forget one thing, you are NOT in Africa here.” Yet the Organization of African
Unity for all its life had its headquarters in the Ethiopian capital Addis Ababa. The organization and
its black employees were never popular. For almost four decades they were made to feel that their
presence was only due to politics, thanks to a clever trick by emperor Haile Selassie. After usurping
power, Selassie concocted a direct royal lineage straight from the Old Testament’s King Solomon and
his companion (of one night) the Queen of Sheba into the twentieth century – thus cleverly turning
himself into a recipient of generous American handouts of cash and arms during the cold war and
becoming something like a godfather of “Black Glory” not only to West Indian Rastafarians but, more
important and more ludicrously still, to many black Americans.
This example of fake history is being discussed in a book on agriculture because it shows that the
monomaniacal obsession with myth, especially with regard to history and the total neglect of
agricultural history, can but have one result: the hunger and famine that have punctuated Ethiopian
history not only recently but over the centuries. (See Richard Pankhurst’s History of Famines in
Ethiopia.) We can only hope that Selassie will soon be remembered just for the infamous history of
successive famines that marked his long reign. And his “black Marxist” successor Mengistu Haile
Mariam, who blindly tried to force a Stalinist kind of agriculture on exploited Ethiopian farmers, must
not be remembered any differently.
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While the successive famines (due to lack of grain) have been covered extensively by the Western
press, one tragic factor of Ethiopian reality has been almost forgotten: the soils of a country of some
1.1 million square kilometres (without Eritrea) and a population of over 50 million inhabitants have
been ruined mainly by overstocking with 77 million animals – cattle, sheep, goats, camels, donkeys,
and horses. Because people have lost their former emotional attachment to soil and humus, Ethiopia
has been robbed of a centuries-old delicate balance between nature and humanity. We have in the
meantime learned that too many animals on the land are destroying that land and its soils, just as an
excessive proliferation of humans does.
After the fratricidal wars of past centuries, the internal colonialism-feudalism of the empire (of only
some 130 years), and 17 years of a primary Marxism, both church and Marxist ideology have run full
course. The search for new and creative ideas on which a sustainable social system in multi-ethnic
Ethiopia could be built has not even started, with the rulers in both Ethiopia and Eritrea only recently
having banked their hopes on “the only culture which the country ever ‘developed’, the culture of
war” (as an American-based Ethiopian sociologist stated rather realistically at a 1992 conference
sponsored by the country’s Relief and Rehabilitation Commission).
Ethiopia’s Very Own Plants
In Ethiopia’s agricultural history, some plants are of particular importance. Since until recently
researchers in the agricultural sciences showed little interest in the country’s very own plants,
considering those as unimportant in “world market” terms, they also sinned by ascribing to them dates
of origin far too recent or young.
Since I shall deal with plant cultivation more extensively in later chapters, a few remarks may be
sufficient at this point. Ensete, a plant of the banana family (not the fruit we know but rather a
vegetable) is unique. Ethiopian monks manipulated the banana shrub so as not to produce the fruit we
commonly know; instead they concentrated on germination and on the use of the leaves for salad or –
as preferred by them – as the base for a kind of Ethiopian porridge. Since little research has so far
been done on this, the cytotaxonomic background is still largely unknown.
While the fruit-bearing African banana most probably has its origin in Madagascar and was later
domesticated along the Suaheli (East African) coast and later still in Uganda, Ethiopia (Abyssinia
then) was for most of this time closed off from the rest of Africa (and the world). It had no contact
with the Suaheli in particular and Islamic people in general. Informed guesses therefore are that the
ensete is a typical monastic plant. The mother plant might yet be found inside Ethiopia or somewhere
in Africa. Some experts even guess it might be Saudi Arabia, but until we find at least some
convincing proof, the latter must be excluded for historic reasons described earlier. The Saudi Arabian
influence on Ethiopia seems to be nil. There should be some speculation around the Falasha people
and what they may have brought to this area.
Tef is another locally domesticated crop. N. W. Simmonds, editor of the handbook on Evolution of
Crop Plants, voices a strong bias against any African origin for tef, as does his team. Such
handbooks, however, deserve to be read with more than the proverbial grain of salt. Like ensete, tef is
only mentioned in passing in one or two sentences, and even then it is in reference to Saudi Arabia or,
even more dubiously, to Cushites (“who were perhaps carrying with them seeds”) – a nonsensical
statement that nevertheless passed as “science” even in 1976.
Today tef is the most important cereal (for human consumption) in Ethiopia, whereas in a few parts of
the world (Kenya and South Africa) it serves as cattle fodder. Tef is grown at altitudes of 1,700–2,500
metres. The flour is brownish. Ethiopians use tef to produce their pizza-ground-type basic food called
injera. Cultivation must have taken place prior to Pharaonic times, because tef straw was being used
to make bricks, and tef grain has been found in bricks used to build pyramids, dated around 3359 BC.
(Here we come again to the possible Falasha influence.)
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The succession of famines in recent decades can and must also be ascribed to the drop in consumption
of tef, the declining interest in the maintenance of an old farming tradition, and a disinterest
manifested by otherwise “progressive” students: at one point in 1998, only five students turned up for
lectures on agricultural history at the University of Ethiopia in Addis Ababa. This is clearly different
from my own experience in some 14 other African universities, where I gave similar lectures on
agricultural history and where lecture halls were always packed. Fortunately, the situation has
changed since 1998, especially in terms of an increasing interest in animal history.
Qat is a semi-half cultivation, and its origin most probably goes back to shamanistic traditions. Being
a mild hallucinogen, it was quite obviously being consumed by shamans, who seem to have cultivated
the plant so as to increase its hallucinogenic quality and effect. Original qat was far milder than the
present-day variant. The plant can best be compared with peyote, which North American Indians used
and tend to use in the same context and for the same effects.
Kingdom of Axum
I must mention the ancient Kingdom of Axum, which has intrigued adventurers and scientists for
more than a century. When it comes to the kingdom’s agricultural history, we immediately hit on the
firm belief that the kingdom can only be of Saudi Arabian origin. Way back in 1691 the German
Ludolf came up with a theory that it was founded by the “Habashat”, a Semitic-speaking tribe. Then
in 1790 James Bruce went to Ethiopia and returned with his version of a Greek Ptolemaic origin.
Scientists of Arab origin, however, expressed the firm conviction that the kingdom set up in the first
millennium BC can only be the outcome of Saudi Arabian colonization, some of them specifying the
colonization as Sabean. To all of them it was bound to have happened in the first millennium BC, but
one of them dared even imagine that Axum might be of local or African origin.
At the beginning of the last century, Italians and Germans concentrated research on Axum. The most
influential one among the Italians, Conti Rossini in his Storia d'Etiopia, expressed a clear fixation on
his belief that Axum represented a combination of South Arabians and “some few further developed
Africans”. He left it at that but did not go on to ask the origin of those Africans, said to have been
more highly developed than the rest.
Finally, in 1964 the Frenchman F. Anfray entered the scene, arguing that the Axumite Kingdom owed
its origins to “contacts between indigenous African societies and small groups of South Arabian
emigrants,” the South Arabian influence being absorbed by local populations. This local population
engaged in trading and foreign politics in the pre-Christian era and was later on (AD 100–400/500)
strongly influenced by the Christian ideas of some intelligent monks. Anfray emphasized that the
roots of the Axumite civilization lay in Africa, not Southern Arabia.
K. W. Butzer’s geo-archaeological research in 1973 represents another landmark study in the
understanding of early Ethiopia. He established a definite connection between climate, with increased
rainfall beginning in the first century AD, and the development of the material culture in the area.
Since there were no traces of an irrigated agriculture in the kingdom, agricultural development had
only become possible due to a wetter climate.
And then towards the end of the 1960s, Russian scientists also entered the scene, doing research in the
tradition of N. I. Vavilov. One author must be mentioned here: Y. Kobishchanov with his study on
Aksum (1966), which was translated into English in 1979. He approached the local phenomena with
“a wildly open mind”, unburdened by all the theories that had been hawked around in the West
earlier. S. A. Brandt, perhaps the best informed specialist on the entire area, writes about his Russian
colleague: “Kobishchanov has offered numerous tentative reconstructions that give focus to Axumite
institutions, society, culture, and history. That focus can guide problem-oriented research for years to
come.”
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With the takeover of the pseudo-Marxist in uniform in 1974 and the years of Stalinist terror in both
the capital and the countryside, fieldwork in Ethiopia in general and in the Axum region of northern
Ethiopia came to a standstill. So for the time being, Axum is… resting. We now know that the
Marxist regime cleverly manipulated famine for its own political purposes, with some members of the
ruling circle admitting in interviews that there was enough food available in the country but that food
aid was carefully used to move small farmers away from the old-fashioned and exploitative
agriculture, demonstrating a mixture of Marxism and modernization based on the belief that “for
people to change they have first to experience hardship and famine”. (More details of the Ethiopian
case can be found in my book Hunger und Hilfe, 1985.)
The Search for Agricultural History
Carl Sauer was the first one to take up Vavilov’s idea of “independent invention” of food plants and
to deal with it seriously. Very soon he got into arguments with G. P. Murdock, who was drawing on
ethnographic and linguistic elements and who developed the confusing concept of the “Pre-Nilotes”
and “Cushites”, the ones – quite naturally non-Ethiopians – who had domesticated indigenous plants.
Then J. D. Clark entered the scientific arena, claiming that migration had been the main driving force
behind the origin of agriculture on the Horn. Yet after having uttered numerous one-sided remarks, he
was at least honest enough to bashfully withdraw and to declare his willingness to accept any other
explanations as they might come up.
In recent years, most credit for food research in this area has to be given to S. A. Brandt. In 1984 he
published his well-researched paper “New Perspectives on the Origins of Food Production in
Ethiopia”. It was a landmark publication because he contributed his article to a volume edited jointly
by J. D. Clark and himself, entitled From Hunters to Farmers. In writing his paper, Brandt profited
from the reconstruction of palaeoenvironments but also from the many corrections made possible by
radiometrically dated culture sequences. The new scientific tools and orientations not only allowed a
new view of African history and of agricultural history, they quite definitely gave an impetus to the
quest for new interpretations.
The Horn
For the moment, Ethiopia is still largely closed to research. But investigations in neighbouring
Djibouti and Somalia have grown in scope, thanks to French or American political influence there, so
we might expect the results of some studies, mostly on cultural sequences in the Horn, in the not-toodistant future.
Ethiopia is, as we have tried to show, a very special case. Maybe the country should not be considered
part of the Horn of Africa at all. The rest of the Horn consists of the new nation-states of Djibouti and
Eritrea as well as the “non-states” of Somalia and the Punt. Our study of the area is further
complicated by two important factors: Djibouti and northern Somalia (Puntland) maintain a close
relationship with the people across the Gulf of Aden. Southern Somalia is more related to the Indian
Ocean, showing a mixture of pastoralism and Suaheli trading culture. Southern Somalians’
pastoralism is also closely linked with that of their brothers in northeastern Kenya.
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Part V
Domestication of Plants

Chapter 14
Millet

Africans of the Sahelian zone say that there is no plant more African than millet. Ghanaian
philosopher Kwame Gyekye sees the very essence of Africa encapsulated in millet, and the wellknown Cameroonian theologian Jean-Marc Ela writes that what “for Asia is rice and for the Christians
in Europe and America is wheat, that is for us millet”, containing the African mystery of life, “being
small, hidden, modest and never alone”.
Why is millet so typical for this continent – from Algeria in the north to Botswana in the south? One
possible answer may well be that it is so modest, self-sufficient, content, simple yet diverse, small,
and always dependent on other millet or grain species surrounding it, from fonio to sorghum. Millet is
stronger than any other grain and survives even in areas close to the desert. Although it is strong, it is
also tiny. These millet varieties contain the essence of Africa’s agriculture and thus in a nutshell also
its history.
This chapter thus describes the heart of Africa’s agricultural history. Such a view also stands in sharp
contrast to the common belief that agriculture originated on the basis of some sort of early affluence.
Millet signifies the opposite, growing out of the fear for humanity’s survival, being the grain of the
impossible.
What People in the Sahelian Zone Say
“Millet is our bread,” women in the Senegalese hinterland will tell you without any doubt and full of
pride. And when one European researcher asked one woman in the region, “Was that always so?” her
answer was quite direct: “Yes. It is so because it comes from here. This is our grain. Take a look at
our language: the words denoting many sorts of millet are from here.”
Some people in the Sahel will explain that present-day hunger periods are caused by people giving up
on planting millet and sorghum. In an ENDA Bulletin in 1975, a Senegalese woman is quoted (in
translation) as saying: “Man should not abandon what generations before him have cultivated and
eaten.” She added: “Our soil is made for this grain and no other.”
Another woman, from an area some 100 kilometres away from the river Niger in northern Mali, also
expressed the strong conviction that the grain had its origin in Africa: “Millet is ours; millet is from
here; millet stems from us; millet is not introduced like the rest of our world today.”
All researchers have heard the same message south of the Sahara, in the Sahelian zone, and they were
surprised by the certainty about this expressed by local people, mostly women. People there are
convinced that millet didn’t come from the East or the West, from Egypt or from Europe: “Here you
stand on the land of the origin of an African bread with our grain.” Research has shown that all the
millet variations are closely related and have a female character and touch.
Local tradition along the River Niger or in the Sahelian zone confirms again and again that millet was
at the beginning of life, because it was only thanks to millet that survival in the area became possible.
It was with those variations of millet that the world of daily bread – and of work and sorrow – started.
It was a simple genetic change at first, but when the miraculous transformation from grass into fonio
happened, a new chapter of history and with it a long process of changes and improvements started.
We don’t know what happened when around 10,000 years ago farmers saw with their own eyes that a
particular savanna grass could be transformed into something that was useful to them. It was not yet
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the perfect millet, but it was a stem of an herb with some grains that could be pounded or milled on
stones; what was most important for men was millet beer, whereas for women and children it was the
“pap” (as children call it) or the porridge made of millet; later on people learned to bake a flat bread –
the bread of Africa, as many call it – out of millet.
Some Glimpses of Recent History
At the beginning of the 1970s, the Crop Evolution Laboratory at the University of Illinois was
working on a morphological study of Sorghum bicolour (Linn.) Moench, the staple grain of the
African savanna. It felt forced to declare: “The material that lays before us or which is valuable
worldwide is just too poor to go deeper into the issue, and thus blocks the scientists from drawing
relevant conclusions.” This statement shocked many Africans (although not those studying and
working at universities, because they all wanted to become Westernized). What this supposedly
“scientific” judgement really meant was that research on a staple food in a large part of the world
could simply be neglected.
A subdivision of variations in cultivated sorghums had already been neglected earlier by the
colonialists, mainly because the different agricultural offices at that time saw no future in Sorghum
bicolour. Very little was known in the English-speaking world – either in archaeology or linguistics –
that might have shed some light on how and when the various kinds of sorghum originated and
spread. Some information did exist in French, but because of the language barrier Americans had
hardly any access to it.
Even before the Americans embarked on their own research on African staple food, there was little
exchange between British and French scientists because colonialism marked a division into competing
power spheres. Agriculture was one of the basic foundations for having colonies, thus even scientific
exchange with other owners of colonies was seen as an act close to treason. Once we are ready to
accept this as a historic fact, we can easily understand that a change of view was an integral part of
decolonization. (Today most scientists specializing in millet come either from the United States or
India. As a matter of fact, India has taken the lead, and most scientists there assume that millet is of
Indian origin. When they study millet they do so in their own interest, focusing their work on how to
get higher results from local millet and sorghum species, mostly used as cattle feed.)
With hindsight, we can now see that French researchers were somewhat more open-minded than their
British counterparts. The British were convinced right from the start that millet and sorghum came
from the East, mainly from India – a British colony. For French colonial researchers, however, there
was another possible origin, either Egypt or the Sudan. And then there was the Russian loner N. I.
Vavilov, who argued strongly and convincingly for Ethiopia. (See Chapter 13.)
One of the oldest dogmas was that sorghum originated in the Sudan and had Egyptian influence,
which is why it was being called “Nilo-Hamitic”. This explains why in 1975 A. B. L. Stemler, J. R.
Harlan, and J. M. De Wet, writing in the Journal of African History, entitled their paper “Caudatum
Sorghums and Speakers of Chari-Nile Languages in Africa”. The paper circled around the various
races of sorghum; using linguistic arguments, the authors tried to prove that “the most primitive
morphology is the race bicolour”, that it originated from this area, that this grain has proper names in
the Eastern-Sudanic with four subfamilies related to the Central-Sudanic, and so on. The first
researcher to break free from this trap was the Frenchman Roland Portères.
Even in the United States, the thesis according to which Egypt was the primary cultivator of any grain
on the continent was firmly maintained, coupled with the carefully elaborated belief of the Hamitic
origin of cultivation. Both views had their roots in the linguistic sciences, from where they were
“transplanted” to agriculture and religion. It was only around 1960 that the linguist Joseph Greenberg
expressed doubts about this special cluster.
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We can now conclude that the prejudice against Africa originated in Europe, passed on to the
American continent, and was all through history strongly supported in the Islamic worldview and its
common disregard for traditional millet, which Muslims used to call kaffir corn – whereas the French
colonizers disparagingly called it la bouillie nègre. The names of the many different species illustrate
amply the prevailing disregard or disdain for millet.
The Botany of Different Millets
Research in botany is very much influenced and even dominated by the world market. For Europeans,
millet was just too small in size, not very impressive, and thus of little importance. And things hardly
changed once colonialism had died. Take, for example, J. W. Purseglove, a British millet specialist
whose starting lines in his contribution to Evolution of Crop Plants (Simmonds 1976) are: “There are
two important millets…and four minor ones.” He treats eleusine and pennisetum as important and the
rest as mere appendixes. Because he does not attempt a historical approach, fonio to him appears as a
casual by-product.
The earliest millet domesticated is fonio or Digitaria exilis (Stapf). (Especially in Islamic cultures,
fonio is still called “hunger rice”.) Fonio manages to survive with a mere 180 millimetres of rain (or
less, when planted according to the décrue method – see Chapter 21). Yet Purseglove starts with the
description of Eleusine coracana (known as finger millet, African millet, and koracan). He expressed
the belief that very soon it disappeared from Africa, only to return later – “empowered” – to Eastern
Africa or the Sudan.
Pennisetum americanum (P. typhoides; P. glaucum) strangely enough really describes the African
bulrush millet. It is the pearl millet, very resistant, growing in the Sahel and maturing within 60 days.
Yet most attention is paid to the Indian history of P. americanum. The reason for this is quite plain:
India is gunning all out for a “modern” agriculture, so most R&D efforts are being undertaken there.
Sorghum is dealt with by H. Doggett, working at the International Crops Research Institute for SemiArid Tropics in Hyderabad. His contribution begins as follows: “Sorghum and bulrush millet are the
major cereals of rain-fed agriculture in the semi-arid tropics.” And he continues in the usual fashion:
“Sorghum grain is used for stockfeed in the New World, in Japan and in Europe but provides human
food in India and food and beer in Africa.” If we are to believe this author, “the traditional approach”
is slowly disappearing.
O. Stapf separated the Sorghastrae as one of 16 subtribes of the Andropogoneae. And sorghum is at
least mentioned in the writings of J. R. Harlan and J. M. de Wet, who describe the African species:
Bicolour, Guinea, Caudatum, Kaffir, and Durra. According to Doggett, all others have their starting
point in the Middle East, with sorghum having found its way to Africa by way of Ethiopia (but
nothing on tef, which is not only surprising but also a bit manipulative, because a specialist must have
heard of tef). (See also Chapter 13.)
When speaking about millet, it is high time that all existing theories of its East African or Egyptian
origin are buried and that at long last more respect is paid world-wide to Africa’s own domestication
history, meaning domestication in the centre area, around the Sahel, and then further south through
the savanna and rain forests.
The field of agricultural history is still being marked by rival camps, with sparse exchanges between
the United States, Europe, Russia, China, India, Japan and – increasingly important – Southern Africa
and Western Africa, including Nigeria, Ghana, and Senegal. Existing patent laws may be one reason
for this.
Tef, or Eragrostis tef, which until recently was found exclusively in Ethiopia (now also in Jamaica,
due to the Rasta movement), also belongs to the millet field, since tef is based on a gramineae that is
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related to millet. For a long time it was regarded as primitive and accidental. This was especially true
during the Italian occupation of the country, when the colonizers saw in it a symbol of backwardness
of the indigenous Ethiopian population. In reality, however, tef – the central and most important crop
of Ethiopia – cannot be characterized as accidental.
Fonio and pennisetum were almost forgotten and even started to die out around the 1950s, a
development that can also be detected in the research field. The bibliography of fonio or digitaria
exilis and sorghum, especially Sorghum bicolour but also finger millet or African millet, makes it
clear that the most recent informative literature dates back to the 1930s. Difficult to believe, but it was
then that the virtual death on fonio was proclaimed in major production and research centres. Ever
since O. Stapf’s and C. E. Hubbard’s paper on Pennisetum and A. Chevalier’s Ètude sur les Prairies
de l’Ouest Africain in 1934, no real in-depth study showed any respect for its hidden history until D.
J. Andrews came along in 1970. We can therefore safely state that certain plants die because members
of the scientific world turn a blind eye to them.
In 2001, three Pennisetum bicolour grains were located about 100 kilometres from the medieval city
of Timbuktu, which was founded by Islamic believers in the old Mali Empire in the thirteenth
century. It was also 18 kilometres away from today’s riverbed of the Niger, not far from the region
populated by the Dogon. Exact dating is still going on, but early results indicate its existence around
12,000 years ago. Most interesting here is the fact that what was found was not fonio but bicolour,
which is generally regarded as the successor of fonio.
The scientific name bicolour describes very well the colours of the end product. Fonio as well as
sorghum likes to be black and red, seldom white, because according to the Dogon, white is
provocative and will therefore easily be attacked by enemies or pests. (See Box 14–1.) Among the
Dogon and other Sahelians, the black sorghum has a symbolic meaning that someone might want to
compare with that of the Black Madonna among certain European Catholics.
Box 14–1. Dogon Myths and Fonio
The Dogon in Mali live in a region with a very dry climate. Among the Dogon, fonio is a highly
respected plant. For quite some time agriculturists have been wondering why these people are so
“resistant to change or modernization in agriculture”. As linguistics proves, Digitaria exilis seems to
have been an old acquaintance of theirs.
Also, the Dogon ascribe an almost divine quality to fonio: it stands between high and low, between
God and Man. In the Dogon language, the word for God is Amma and its original meaning is simply
“word” – just “word” and nothing else – but it implies creation, until the Dogon realized that God
couldn’t possible live on forever simply as the “word”. Fonio is the bridge of survival. Were the
Dogon to abandon fonio they would at the same time abandon their own culture and thus give up
themselves. All social change in Dogon society quite naturally passes through fonio. It is present in all
things; above all, it is forever in between.
This myth should teach us how tradition can help decipher history. In the world-view of “traditional”
people, historical thinking always reaches way back to the beginning of it all. And thus such stories,
though mythical in origin, contain specific details relevant even to the modern historian, leading the
path from myth to history, from “once upon a time” to modern times.

Millet’s African Origins
In contrast to India and apparently even China, for European agrarian historians – at least since 1970
– it is clear that millet did have its origin on the African continent. Since then they can safely rely on
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discoveries in archaeology and linguistics (tradition in the form of oral stories included), and more
recently their argument is also being supported by new achievements in genetics. But a number of
questions remain unanswered:
• Were there varying domestications in different regions?
• How did diffusion throughout Africa take place?
• Was a multiple domestication necessary because of the mentality or thinking on how to
stimulate one species with another one?
• To what degree did water play a role?
The breakthrough as to the African origin is due to the European sorghum specialist D. J. Andrews,
who since 1970 has made a number of important contributions to Experimental Agriculture, one of
the most prestigious journals in the field. Andrews, a very inventive man with a special flair for
contexts and combining activities, tested sorghum intercropping in different places in Nigeria. He also
tested the breeding of dwarf sorghums, introduced hybrids, and waited for the result of the
cohabitation of common sorghum and imported hybrids. Andrews was most surprised by sorghum’s
fantastic adaptation capacity, and he was also astonished to see how easily and rapidly a certain wild
form of Eleusine coracana could be domesticated to a state where the plant started producing small
grain with a thick stalk.
The characteristics of even a primitive kind of adaptation are wide leaves and aggressive spikelets.
Andrews came to believe that some early grass forms of the Andropogoneae, the Eragrostene, and the
Paniceae – all mother species of millet – were astonishingly easy to handle or manipulate. Going back
to the original forms allows easy crossbreeding, although not while using crossbred species.
For Andrews and some other researchers at the International Crop Research Institute for the Semi-arid
Tropics in Niamey, it was evident that millet had been domesticated in former times in the Sahel. For
some time now, researchers have known the origins of the wild grasses of fonio, sorghum, or the
different millets. Some believe that the driving force for millet’s domestication was not the baking of
bread but the brewing of beer. Even today beer made of fonio is among the best beer on the continent.
Some scientists, however, think that the basic product made of fonio was porridge and that beer was
only a casual side-product that people developed when they noticed how fonio was fermenting.
All original millets grew between desert and tropical forest, between the Sahel and savanna. (See
Chapter 10.) Later on it grew also between other species of millet. Thus fonio, sorghum, or millet
species are sometimes called ecotonic plants: they can be grown in the climates in between,
containing something from both sides. The ecotone, however, is characterized not only by climate but
also by soil. An ecotone – of necessity – has elements from both sides and yet is a unity by itself. And
in the West African ecotone, in the region between the Sahel and the savanna, between the savanna
and the tropical forests, we find a specific breed of humans, to whom we might ascribe an “ecotonic
character”. Closely associated with this character trait is millet. The Serer of Senegal (see Chapter 11)
must clearly be seen as a product of such a constellation.
Millet’s Dependence on Trees and Animals
African millet in the Sahel seems to be fond of trees in its immediate neighbourhood (baobab, karite,
and acacia) and the bees populating those trees, which collect the wild spikelets. The wild bees fulfill
a protective function: the local people mix the honey with their millet beer. There is also an active
interplay between birds, flies, and mosquitoes. Many birds and insects are fond of the different kinds
of millets. The more or the more intensely that sorghum and millet are domesticated, the more both
become attacked by insect pests (shoot-fly, stem-borer, midge, and so on). In modern times, the
witchweed or Striga has been described as the greatest enemy of millets.
All millet subspecies have another interesting characteristic: they don’t dominate, and they want to be
protected by other plants. Not only water and river systems are important but also trees and shrubs.
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Millet hardly ever grows in isolation; rather, it is interwoven, in community with other plants; it is
intertwisted. It therefore makes little sense to study millet in isolation, as scientists normally do,
forgetting that things always have to be studied in context. (See Box 14–2.)
What has developed into an example of imaginative, even ingenious, agriculture is the combination of
three different seed-species at the moment of sowing. All over the Sahelian zone – even today – the
farmer will sow seeds mixed with fonio, sorghum, and millet, a sort of speculative farming. In a year
when rain is sparse, with 150–350 millimetres of rainfall, fonio will survive and grow to be harvested.
When the rains reach 1,000 millimetres or more, sorghum takes over and fonio will mostly die,
providing a kind of fertilizer to the stronger plants. With normal rainfall, fonio and sorghum will
retreat and leave the field open to millet.
This kind of agriculture is now being seen as a “role model” for future agricultural development in
semi-arid and desert areas. Whereas colonial agricultural officers misunderstood this as a most
“confusing agricultural system”, ecologists today understand it as an ingenious sequence highly
adapted to the Sahelian environment.
Box 14–2. Millet Straw
Millet straw is highly appreciated by the local people. In the old Mali Empire, the straw played an
important role as fodder for the horses of the royal armies. When the Berbers started invading the
area, they too were looking for good straw, giving rise to the proverbial tease, according to which
“men want the straw while women want the grain”. Early Arab writers also tell us that humans used
straw as a cover during the cold Sahelian nights. And some Muslim moralists went so far as to
proclaim that bad and sinful dreaming was caused by pennisetum straw because pennisetum is bipolar
– from bicolour they switched to bipolar and it became thus a philosophical revelation of ambiguity.

Did Millet Replace Rice?
As far as the origin of African millet culture is concerned, we are faced with two speculating scientific
schools. One claims that the domestication of millet started most probably in the River Bend of the
Niger. This is supported by the argument that African rice also originated from this area. A second
school, which is gaining more and more ground, claims that the origin must be in the area along the
Senegal River St. Louis and with the Serer, a people who have developed a distinct philosophy for
millet cultivation.
Rice might well have been developed in times when water was still available in sufficient quantity.
Millet, in contrast, being less “thirsty” for water when domesticated, was perhaps regarded as a
product of the ecotone between desert and savanna. There are many similarities between rice and
millet, including intercropping, handling of water, and protection by other plants and trees.
It was the time when the desert started expanding southward – slowly, for sure, but still visibly to
local farmers nevertheless, just as they have observed climatic changes in recent decades. The
question therefore is, Was it in times of decreasing humidity, when the desert started moving south,
that farmers started domesticating millet, which replaced rice?
We can now safely state that local farmers “owned” the knowledge of how to domesticate and handle
plant crops. Over the ages, farmers continued crossing all kinds of plants and searching for
alternatives. History told them that if it was once possible it must be possible again. Going through
the history of millet and all the species and sorts makes it clear that these farmers were truly
ingenious, reflecting on the changes in the environment as it developed over generations. They didn’t
fatalistically suffer those changes but rather saw them as a challenge, a chance – an attitude that we
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can also observe among Sahelian farmers today. As Chapter 21 on décrue culture will show clearly, a
specific watering system was developed at the time when plants were being domesticated.
We now have a lot of evidential proof that the period between 12,000 and 8,000 years ago was a
highly active and agriculturally creative time. At around 12,000 years ago desiccation slowly started
in the then green and wet area that today is the Sahara desert. Around 8,000 years ago the desert was
back; all had dried up and water became scarce. It was perhaps the historic chance for fonio, when
local farmers were satisfied even with a small grain.
The Campaign for Serena and Lulu
Between 1974 and 1976, Tanzania went through a long period of droughts. Because the country
received food aid from abroad, the issue of its future agricultural orientation remained unresolved.
The reigning socialist ideology had made farmers – not all, but quite a number – believe that under
socialism everything was possible. It was a myth that led to a true catastrophe. On the government’s
orders wheat was being planted all over the country, with farmers having no other option. But in the
end socialist ideologies had to swallow the truth that wheat just wouldn’t grow in a semi-arid area.
It was in the midst of the pessimistic outlook that in 1972 overoptimistic Chinese started research and
tests with old millet; 12 Chinese technicians worked at different spots throughout Tanzania. The first
extensive field trial followed in 1974 and continued through 1976, working around the semi-desert
area of Dodoma, the newly designed capital. Other areas followed, and more Chinese plant
technicians arrived. A major campaign was launched to grow the drought-resistant serena and lulu
types of sorghum or millet. In the centre around Bihawana, a former Benedictine monastery outside
Dodoma, experimentation began with old species that proved successful. Serena and lulu grew with
an average rainfall of 400–600 millimetres. Another advantage was the short maturing time – 72 days.
The Chinese also tried kon, a Chinese variation. The yields at Bihawana were 5,446.5 kilograms per
hectare, made possible by a very high management input.
After 1978 the Tanzanian government embarked on various campaigns for serena and lulu. Even
before independence the Zimbabwean Agricultural Extension Service – always one of the best on the
continent – started testing 15 seed varieties of sorghum and millet, and improvements were tried at the
Crop Research Institute based at Matopos, 20 kilometres west of Bulawayo. But people and farmers
believed that millet was a plant of the past, not fashionable for modern times, a social atavism. One
farmer said: “If an adjustment of millet is possible why not with wheat? I am convinced that is a
discriminatory act.” Yet farmers agreed on one thing: “For traditional beer, called pombe, millet is
best.” The base for the brew is finger millet; sometimes it is based on bulrush, which used to be the
staple.
During the great famines in the 1970s, when aid workers from Europe and elsewhere started
distributing food aid, they met hungry people who refused donations of traditional African food
staples. What people demanded was wheat, wheat, wheat. Historically Africa’s population was at a
crossroads. The result was famine because Africans believed – many without realizing it – in
evolution, in which certain domestications simply had to be abandoned. This was a clear
misunderstanding of what evolution really is about: not that you have to abandon “olden things”.
Quite the contrary. Evolution really means a constant and diligent improving of a historic plant grain
or grains.
Important Books or Articles
Andrews, D. J. 1970. Breeding and Testing Dwarf Sorghums in Nigeria. Experimental Agriculture 6,
pp. 41–50.
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Chapter 15
Yams and Cassava

Modern African literature starts with the novel Things Fall Apart by the Nigerian Chinua Achebe in
1958. The plot circles around yams that can be harvested only when the religious chief allows it.
Without his benediction, people cannot go into the field to dig out the new yams. Without the word of
the chief, people would die hungry. In his novel, Achebe dramatizes in a fascinating way how Chief
Okonkwo became mad and in his inner turbulence refused to give his people the go-ahead for yam
harvesting. People became confused and mad; they drove him out of the village, signifying a turn of
history.
All over the edge of the savanna rain forest yams are a strong and even magic dish, used traditionally
by many people in the forest savanna of West Africa. Yams are present in diverse species: from a very
poisonous product to a smooth relish. The tuberous shape, hidden in the soil, looks like a small ship
stranded from the underworld of the ancestors and spirits.
Yams and ancestors go closely together; it is this close connection that makes yams something special
and sacred. In African mysticism, yams and ancestors represent one another. What you see on the
surface dies, but what lies in the soil survives. Year after year the green wings die. In West African
forest-savanna religion there is no survival without yams. This belief is still very strong in the Iboland
of Nigeria, the Betiland in Cameroon, and some parts of the Congo. Historically, the assumption is
that such a deep-rooted belief with so many and different traditions must be old and must be part of
African history. It becomes an idle question whether yams originated in this environment. Whatever
was developed by people around the holy tuber of yams is a highly important and integrated part of
the cultural world.
Yams provide the staple carbohydrate food in the yams zone of West Africa. They are consumed in
many ways and in never-ending varieties. Thus any researcher immediately realizes that this is the
root of a rich but also enigmatic culture.
The Basic Botany of Yams
In African botany there are six main types of cultivated yams or Dioscorea subspecies in the forest
zones:
• Dioscorea rotunda, or white yams;
• D. cayenensia, or yellow yams;
• D. alata, called greater yams;
• D. esculenta, or lesser yams;
• D. bulbifera, the potato yams; and
• D. dumetorum, the bitter yams.
The last three species are in only limited use; the first three are a staple food in Nigeria and Cameroon
and are spread as far as the Congo and even some parts of Angola.
D. rotunda and D. cayenensia are definitely of West African origin. D. alata is of Asian origin. Some
yams were taken to Latin America in times of slave trading. Although yams easily rot or spoil, it
seems that some yams or cultivars reached Brazil. Among the slaves, yams played an important role:
they became a medium of remembrance and started to play a role in voodoo ceremonies.
The botanical name Dioscorea honors the Greek medical doctor Dioscorides. The word “yam”,
however, comes from the Arawaks in Central America. According to Portuguese sources, they called
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the plant nyame. Yam is therefore pre-Columbian. In a cynical way, a West Indian poet challenged
Columbus:
You stole everything
what remains is nyame
if you had told the world
“I found yams”
instead of a continent
then there would be
some more peace today
When after the Biafra War there was starvation in Nigeria because imports became too expensive for
common people, the government called on poets to sing of traditional foods in the hope that people
would find their way back to native foods. In this connection Flora Nwapa wrote the now popular
Cassava Song (1986). Asked why she titled the song “cassava” and not “yam”, she answered: “People
thought yam was outdated and primitive; they wanted to be up-to-date and they thought with yam
they were not any longer belonging to modern world. No prestige was any longer attached to yam.
People forced yam out of themselves and wanted to forget yam. Thus, I had to follow a middle way.”
But in the song yams is present:
The yam is great
But you are greater
The cocoyam is great
But you are greater
The plantain is great
But you are greater
The breadfruit is great
But you are greater
Yams spread all over three continents, although each one has its own yams. The spreading was like a
process of fusion or a meeting of relatives: some yams were original, others came back, perhaps
changed and crossed again and with reinforced vitality. Thus the exchange of yams may well be
compared with cultural exchange.
Today there are four known centres of yam cultivation:
• D. alata is Micronesian; it entered Africa most probably through the Caribbean.
• D. bulbifera originated in East Asia; it passed over Africa to Central and Latin America.
• D. cayenensis is the real heart of the African yams species; it is highly polyploid and resistant.
• D. trifida comes from the Caribbean, has low numbers of chromosomes, brings medium
results, but is highly esteemed as a specialty in haute cuisine.
Today – just as traditionally – yams are commonly planted in hills or mounds that are between 0.6–
1.3 metres high and 0.9–1.3 metres apart. Hills are often made at the end of the rainy season when the
soil is still soft. In view of mechanization, there is experimentation planned with ridges about 0.45–
0.6 metres high. For propagations, farmers use either seed yams or setts. Only the two larger tubers
among those produced by a yams plant are harvested; the rest is traditionally left in the soil.
Production of seed is scarce, and only a few people are specialized to do it. Usually large yams are cut
into pieces known as setts, which are then used for planting and which can easily be compared with
the handling of potatoes in the West.
The green lianas die regularly or yearly; the tuber-forming root system is perennial, in contrast, and is
able to overbridge dryness. Once yams are harvested, they spoil easily and rather quickly. This is why
the harvest usually was delayed as long as possible. Chinua Achebe thus knew of what he was writing
in his novel, and people understood him. Yet we saw the alienation process that took place in such a
short time between Achebe and Nwapa: things really fall totally apart or tradition is getting lost at a
rapid pace.
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The Connections between Economics and Research on Yams
Yams were totally forgotten in research after colonialism. The outside world had its own tubers and
was protecting them economically. As soon as scientists don’t pay attention to a primary or secondary
staple, farmers realize that such a plant crop has no market value. They stop cultivating it, which
dooms the plant to die out.
In 1983 I exchanged views on yams at the International Institute for Tropical Agriculture in Ibadan,
Nigeria, with Peter Ay, who had become a legend in yams field research in Cameroon. He collected
as many different yams as he could find, then he showed them to women and asked them about their
choices and preferences. “If you have such an immense choice, isn’t that confusing?” Maybe for
scientists, but hardly for the cooks – the women in the households.
In a lecture at the Institute and an interview with Gerd Meuer of the Voice of Germany, Peter Ay
talked about “four complexes that were left out in research” (the following is a translation of Ay’s
lecture and the interview, as recorded):
• The specification has been done by Burkill, Coursey, and Alexander. It is high time to ask
now why there are so many species, subspecies, and varieties. That must include a certain
message to humans. But which one? Little research has been done on yam improvement or in
support of domestication.
• The food habits originate from and planning happens around yams held up by local women; it
is all in their hands. Yet the little research that was done centred on men’s activities only,
although the handling of the forest food is done exclusively by women and some herbalists.
Any serious research should start cooperating with those people. Moreover, there is still the
handicap of the local language. And scientists are accustomed to working in laboratories, not
the kitchen.
• Why was there research around all the other tubers or root crops but not on yams? It has to do
with the world market. The West has a great interest in potatoes; American agribusiness was
also protecting manioc or cassava. The confusion goes even so far that most people (even
scientists) in Europe and the United States think that yams is just another name for the
products known to them. As for the market, indeed, the average yield of yams is too low for
today’s requirements, yet no research for improvement has been done so far. It’s a vicious
circle. More attention has to be paid to the issue. To become a modern agricultural crop, yams
need to:
- improvement of existing cultivars;
- development of higher-yielding varieties;
- adaptation of rooting to future machines;
- mechanization of harvesting;
- better storage possibilities, because yams keep only for about two months;
- satisfactory and varied culinary qualities, with varieties from sour to sweet; and
- improvement of vitamins and proteins in yams (due to a lack of proteins, kwashiorkor is
widespread in areas where yams are the staple food).
• As scientist and researcher, Ay raised many questions with regard to what he termed the
cultural, religious, and symbolic complexes. The neglect of yams is not only due to market
habits. It could also be linked to a strong belief that yams and death go together somehow.
Today most murders in West Africa, from Cameroon to Ghana, are still done by poisoning
with certain yams. Women know well that certain yams may kill people by causing cardiac
infarction. It must be known that many yams cannot be eaten directly; they have to be washed
out three, four, or even more times to get rid of the poison and bitter agents. There is some
poison in almost all yams species (as there is in some potatoes).
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As to the use for cooking, people know gari and fufu: gari is made mostly out of manioc; fufu is a
starch cake out of the yams stark. Fufu was developed during slavery in Brazil (apparently) and
brought back to Africa (see Chikwendu and Okezie 1989).
In terms of the Nigerian campaign for local food, one result can be noted, although nobody is sure
whether it is due to the campaign or born out of necessity. In Enugu University, women were allowed
to serve gari and fufu to students across the wire closing because the students constantly complained
about the canteen food.
Today there is some further insight into food acceptance. Food has to be appreciated by others,
especially from outside. Therefore a dish just for self-sufficiency never works. People want others to
confirm that their food is precious. If your staple is used by others only as animal fodder, it has no
future – even at home.
The old traditions linked to yams should not be abandoned, letting them sink into oblivion. Yams can
effectively be improved only when people of the forest zone live with their tradition and at the same
time pay tribute to modern times.
Further Plant History of Yams
In addition to a rich cultural background and tradition, modern researchers look for archaeological or
other scientific material to prove the origin of some yam species on the African continent. I. H.
Burkill was the first to bring some order into the complex of yams in 1951, with more details in 1960.
Everything written before then must be regarded with high caution. It is not erroneous to state that
colonialists in West Africa totally neglected yams. Maybe that they didn’t see a future use for them as
a staple or as produce for trading. They had their potatoes and that was enough. Burkill warns that
practically all “scientific” publications (except from a few French plant researchers) are “misleading if
not erroneous”.
Burkill was the first to write about the “yams belt” in Africa. Without yams, he maintained, this belt
could not be considered as an almost perfect entity. With Burkill’s work a differentiation was
possible. Prior to his research there was almost total confusion: some said yams came from Latin
America and the Caribbean; others were convinced that all yams had Polynesian and Asian origins.
Burkill was the first to give proof by explaining the cytotaxonomic background and determining, with
the help of linguistics, that yams had at least three areas of origin: “The domestication of the yams in
Asia, Africa and tropical America took place entirely separately, different species being involved.” It
became a historical fact that the West African forest-savanna area was a birthplace of yams. As to the
dating of the starting point of cultivation, there still existed some uncertainties for Burkill. He
supposed it was around 5,000 years ago.
Burkill must be credited with having furnished proof that continental development of plants and
animals was possible independently. He put the theory of diffusion in question. He had done away
with all such speculation as Murdock’s teaching of “a Malaysian plant complex” in 1959. No single
centre of origin of domestication, in the Vavilovian sense, can be maintained with regard to yams. His
work was an immense and historical contribution to the dignity of Africa and its people.
Today the great expert on the history of yams is D. G. Coursey of the Tropical Institute in London,
who often cooperates with J. Alexander. Together they wrote the decisive paper “The Origin of Yam
Cultivation” (1969), where they noted that the beginnings of the evolution of yams as a crop lie earlier
than 5,000 years ago. In 1967 Coursey published his classic Yam. He expressed his conviction that
“the evolution of African yams as crop plants was initially independent of external influences”, thus
confirming Burkill, who wrote: “To the African himself is entirely due the invention of D. cayenensis
as a crop plant.”
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A few people, among them F. Willett (1971) and P. Ozanne, speculate that the clearing of forest had
to do with iron tools coming into use. R. Gray (1962) also makes a reference to forest clearing with
axes and thus to the “African Neolithic”. But such statements are very doubtful, since clearance was
easily possible with stone axes and the help of fire long before iron came into use. It is astonishing
that in most parts of the Yam Belt the use of iron tools in connection with some yam rituals is
forbidden. In connection with iron there is too much speculation out of European contexts and views.
Thus it can follow (and the scientist on religion will say it must follow) that yams existed before iron
times but that afterwards iron tools were most probably used except in ceremonial context. Many
archaeologists have overvalued iron for the African continent. I refer once again to the plough
phenomenon.
We are dealing with a “vegeculture”, and today it is assumed that this vegeculture may have preceded
plant or grain culture. In internal discussions (nobody dares to write a paper on such issues),
vegeculture has emerged as an important link between caring, protection, domesticating, and even
crossing with the help of local herbalists. The role of the herbalists never shows up in historical
studies of agriculture.
Though there are no scientific proofs, it is assumed that the domestication of yams in Polynesia and
also Africa started around 15,000 years ago. Around that time, writes E. M. van Zinderen Bakker,
there may have been “a contraction” of the West African forest and the savanna environments, which
favoured both humans and yams. It was the time when more individual settlements are registered.
Was this due to yams? Coursey (1976) writes of a protoculture, a mixture of certain food collecting in
a very planned way and the beginning of regular planting, therefore a mixed culture. He borrows this
concept from A. Chevalier (1936). Coursey ends his contribution in the Origins of African Plant
Domestication thus: “This crucial stage (around 10,000 [years ago]) in the interrelationship of man
and yam could thus be linked with the beginnings of the evolution and diversification of the ancestors
of the Negro races” (Harlan, de Wet, and Stemler 1976, p. 403).
Cassava: Did It Grow in Africa Before It Was Introduced?
Cassava is a perennial shrub that produces a high yield of tuberous roots one to three years after
planting. The genus Manihot is a member of the Euphorbiaceae; it has two sections, the Arboreae
(considered the more primitive, and contains tree species) and Fructiosae (contains shrubs adapted to
savanna, grassland, and desert). Manihot esculenta belongs to the latter.
Cassava is part of the crop family with a very high starch content. Therefore it is not a “complete
food”, and people tend to suffer from caloric deficiency when cassava becomes their main or
exclusive staple. On the other hand, cassava is potentially one of the most efficient producers of
carbohydrates under poor agricultural conditions. Dried cassava is the cheapest energy source in large
areas of the lowland tropics in West Africa. The protein content is lower in relation to other root
crops, such as potatoes and yams.
If we believe botanists, cassava originally came from Latin America, and most present-day botanists
also tend to regard all cassavas as varieties of M. utilissma, Pohl. The family contains some 300
genera and about 5,000 species, most of which are tropical. Cassava has different names all over the
world: in Brazil it is known as mandioca or aipim; in the French speaking-world as manioc; in
Spanish America, as yucca; in Malaya, Sri Lanka, or India as tapioca; and in the rest of the Englishspeaking world as cassava.
Yradii and Kalashov, two Russian scientists based in Kiev, working in the footsteps of N. I. Vavilov,
expressed serious doubts about the exclusive origin of cassava in Latin America. They claim that
diffusion from there throughout all continents (except Europe) indicates that there were different wild
plants (although so far no wild species has been found). Even D. L. Jennings, one of the specialists,
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admits: “Manihot esculenta…a cultigen is unknown in the wild state, from where cassava was
drawn.” Second, the Russian team states that “Manihot can be crossed readily”. And third, they take
as additional proof the very different names uses to describe cassava on different continents.
For Africa they propose, in botanist terminology, an enforcement – that is, a process in which the
imported plant was crossed with the local, weaker, perhaps still wild one. The savanna and the
ecotone area of Western Africa are best known for those tubers; some experts even call the region the
“yams girdle”. When the first cassava plants arrived from the “New World”, Africans accepted it
easily, but they also started to look for possible (wild) plants and most probably also found some. It
may well be that a wild cultigen did exist in the region but had not yet been detected.
Throughout West Africa researchers discovered that local people had undertaken a lot of breeding
work: some people modified the plant for better virus resistance, others practised interspecific
crossing to broaden the gene range, perhaps trying to modify the leaf canopy or improve the resistance
to drought, while still others modified the plant to increase protein content, and – most important – to
reduce toxicity, since many species have a rather high cyanide content. It is therefore more than
ludicrous for scientists to claim that Africans did not know how to handle genes, because over the
ages Africans worked hard to adapt and adjust plants. As books on the history of agriculture show us,
that kind of work started in Europe and the United States towards the end of the nineteenth century.
F. D. Doku and his team at the Crop Science Department of the Faculty of Agriculture at the
University of Ghana did research on cassava in that country that was published in 1969. More than 90
cultivated “varieties” were collected and registered in Ghana alone. Local people do not distinguish
between those varieties the way botanists do but rather by the quality as a staple, by whether a
particular kind of cassava is sweet or bitter, and especially by whether it is poisonous or edible.
What is truly amazing is that toxicity seems to be a problem for Africans only; in all the literature on
cassava elsewhere in the world this is not a problem. The cyanide content can be greatly reduced
during the farina (type of cassava flour) production when the mash is squeezed and the water,
containing much of the cyanide, is discarded. More is eliminated when the mash is roasted.
In Ghana’s agricultural production, cassava comes third after plantain and cocoyam. Two different
historical traditions can easily be traced linguistically. The Ewe language has different names for
different kinds of cassava: Agbelitiyibor, Gbedegbeli, and Atieve Kpoly. And in the Akan language we
find Asram Asia or Ketekewusiw. All this seems to prove that cassava – contrary to what traditional
plant biologists have always claimed – existed in the region well before 1750.
Important Books or Articles
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Chapter 16
Rice

Until a few years ago, nobody believed in originally African rice. It seemed clear to anyone with some
interest in plant history that rice originated either in India or in southern China and then moved step
by step to the West. If there was something like African rice, even local people during colonial times
– strongly influenced by Europeans – thought that it could only be something derogatory that entered
the continent with freed slaves shipped back from the United States and Great Britain, since both
countries sent slaves back either to Liberia or to Sierra Leone and Gambia, mostly into the region
where rice is found today. Rice was thus even for some time regarded as a degenerated product in the
hands of slaves and thus as a symbol of slavery. Africans would not eat this local rice. Even today,
although Africans eat more and more rice, they prefer to import it.
Rice was found in the Niger River Bend in northern Mali, where today everything is dry and the
desert has conquered old Timbuktu, once a world centre of science. An explanation for this rice was
apparently easy: its presence was due to the Islamic influence in medieval times. Rice just stood for
India and, later, China. For centuries the logical link was absolutely clear.
Though French biologists started doubting the origin of African rice found on the West African side,
they needed proof. Roland Portères, professor of botany in Paris at the Musée d’Histoire Naturelle,
was absolutely convinced of an African origin of rice. In 1950 he published his highly regarded article
“Vieille Agriculture de l’Afrique Intertropicale” in Agronomie Tropicale. He had previously
published field research reports, beginning with an article on rice culture in the northwest of the Ivory
Coast (as it was then called). Portères’s interest was actually not primarily rice but whether there were
African cradles of plant or agricultural origin.
Portères was much impressed by the Russian N. I. Vavilov, who was the first to postulate in the early
1920s not just one but many cradles of origin; for Africa, he had assumed at least two but maybe
three. Portères had studied and followed the African development of rice and realized that there must
be an eastern origin of the cereal rice or oryza. He added step by step other cereals of African origin:
fonio, eleusene, tef, brachiaraia, paspalum, and pennisetum. Roland Portères concluded that “Asia is
the agricultural cradle of Oryza sativa and Africa is definitely the cradle for O. glaberrima Steudel.”
In the 1950s, J. R. Harlan of the University of Illinois and J. M. de Wet located an African cultivar, a
wild breed – a weed that was unique and local on the river Niger. Wild weed races have long awns
(often pigmented), a high frequency of natural cross-pollination, light and shattering spikelets, and
strong seed dormancy – traits that enable them to persist as weeds in spite of the hot, dry season.
This sensational finding occurred just when a lot of assumptions in African history in general and
agrarian history in particular started to fall apart. Then the “neutral” International Rice Research
Institute (IRRI) appeared on the scene; it was founded in the early 1960s and started working in 1962
with breeders, geneticists, physiologists, and agronomists. Although improvement of rice cultigens
and maximization of productivity was the primary aim of the Institute, history could also contribute to
this goal. For IRRI there is no doubt about an African branch of rice history, and no doubt that
humankind has an African rice, probably domesticated around 6000 BC. Yet Africans do not respect
this and still want to eat imported rice. Since market or demand determine production, African rice is
treated like a foundling.
The historical speculation is not at all over. In particular, the scientists T. T. Chang and N. M. Nayar
see the whole rice complex as far more complicated than just a geographic one. They have nothing
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against an African rice tribe, but plead rather for a new variation of a spreading (diffusion) theory;
they advocate “close to wild” rather than “domestication here and there”.
Chang from IRRI, who wrote the intriguing rice chapter in N.W. Simmonds’s Evolution of Crop
Plants (1976) has basically nothing against an African origin. His worries are different. If you accept
Africa as an independent source, why not speak also of independent domestication areas in India,
China, and even Indonesia today? Because in early times rice would not have known countries and
different continents. Chang reviewed the taxonomic system and in the 1960s reduced the number of
Oryza species to 20. O. sativa, O. glaberrima, and their wild relatives are diploids (2n = 24), while
more than half of the wild rices are tetraploids (2n = 48). Chang identifies six species as from the
African continent: O. barthii (O. breviligulata), O. brachyantha, O. eichingeri, O. glaberrima, O.
longistaminata (O. barthii), and O. punctata.
Is perhaps perennial or annual the basic difference that scientists are looking for? African rice O.
glaberrima is most likely to have derived from the annual O. barthii; not so the Asian O. sativa. And
had an “annual” on African ground more chance to be adapted or domesticated? To generalists, this
seems to be a question of culture and religion.
The very broad distribution of wild rice seedlings or wild stock bewilders many scientists. But don’t
we have the same problem with all other gramineae? Aren’t certain scientists too much singling out a
certain issue, or is it even their duty?
Chang writes: “Since there are certainly two cultivated species of rice, the Asian and the African, it is
natural to enquire if there is any evolutionary connection between them.” What Chang worries about
is whether there is a common ancestor of the two cultigens. It remains a legitimate question: Whether
Oryza is monophyletic or not? But also, why not give preference to a many-phyletic origin?
Chang and his colleague H. I. Oka in Experimental Studies on the Origin of Cultivated Rice look for a
“common ancestor or progenitor”. Oka cannot believe something that is self-evident, and he writes:
“The pan-tropical and subtropical distribution of the wild relatives of the two cultivated species in
Africa, South and Southeast Asia, Oceania and Australia, and Central and South America strongly
suggests a common progenitor.” It astonishes the outside observer that Chang and Oka, using
mythological terms, just go on to the next paragraph. It is this search for a common progenitor “which
existed in the humid zone of the Gondwanaland continents before their breakup and drift” (Chang).
Some have been confused by Chang and Oka. But nobody has questioned African domestication.
Beside the issue of one progenitor, there is the question of how many independent domestications are
possible. More than two without any link? For example, are three different and independent
domestications of rice on the African continent possible? On the Niger, along the Gambia, and down
in the Congo forests? And this being the case, so what?
Asian rice, O. sativa, is still planted on a much larger geographic area than the African rice, O.
glaberrima, which at this moment in history is even on the verge of disappearing from Africa and
which was never as strong as the other African domestications (millet and sorghum). Also dying out
due to economic reasons is the ancestor of millet, fonio. Today derivatives of O. sativa are imported
and cost the newly formed nations a lot of money. Research on and further development of African
rice is very weak and backward. O. glaberrima is just something for the preserver of old species.
There are no economic perspectives around.
Rice domestication on the African continent is generally accepted today. There are some doubts still
about where rice was originally domesticated or whether there were even several domestications from
the same wild seedling. According to Chang, such an agricultural process is possible. Assuming that
the wild plant or the weed was present from 35° North latitude to 35° South (where today rice is
cultivated and produced), in humid subtropics and tropics, humans were provided by nature with a
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possible factor of survival. If it was possible in India, Thailand, Vietnam, southern China, the
Philippines, or even Indonesia, then it was possible also on the African continent with a similar
subtropical and tropical climate.
The tropical rice of Africa has the identical cytotaxonomic background as Chinese rice, namely 2n =
2x = 24; that was the primary reason to believe African rice came from “China”. But the belief was
there before a cytotaxonomic background could be analyzed. The prejudice was introduced by Islam
and later confirmed by Arab slave traders in the interior of the continent.
West African rice resembles, as indicated, O. sativa with only some minor differences of glume
pubescence and ligule size; intermediate forms occur. The pericarp of the grain is red. A number of
cultivars are recognized, including floating types. It is photoperiodic. It is now grown mainly in the
floodplains of the Sahelian and Sudan zone of West Africa. African rice is considered tougher and
harder, more resistant to climatic changes than its Asian counterpart. This roughness is most probably
a barrier to wider popularity and success. The African one differs from paddy rice, which is now very
popular in Africa, especially in the West. It is astonishing that West Africans prefer rice so much. A
psychologist in depth could analyze such a trend as a remembrance deep inside of former times.
There is not only an African problem but also an Asian one about the diffuse origin. Here we have to
consider other basic information from archaeology, palaeo-climatology, and the possible existence
and years of an Ice Age. We have to look at religious history, ethnology, and so on. It is hard to
believe that rice in most parts of China is archaeologically only present from 6500 BC, and in Korea
and Japan, only from 300 BC – also very late. From the Yangtze River Valley we find evidence for
rice only about 200 AD. From here we could conclude that the original Asian centre of domestication
lies between India, northern Bangladesh, and the triangle adjoining Myanmar (Burma), Thailand,
Laos, Vietnam, and southern China. The rest would be due to diffusion origin.
Rice was not known in ancient Egypt, nor is it mentioned in the Bible. Therefore we don’t have the
alleged “Egyptian complex” that comes up with most other food and agricultural issues on the rest of
the African continent. The situation in Madagascar is interesting, as there is definitely a Malaysian
connection going back to the first millennium. It is the Asian rice there, the O. sativa. Because of the
French connection with Madagascar, this type of rice was brought over to the southern states of the
United States and further developed there.
This again shows impressively that constructing agricultural history based on one plant or product is
hardly ever possible. It is historically true that O. sativa was introduced to Europe and later even to
Africa in the Islamic time. From Europe (especially under the Portuguese conquerors), rice came to
South and Central America. In the United States, rice was first planted during the seventeenth century
from Malagasy seed; step by step rice replaced cotton in the South. No one ever tried to bring the
African O. glaberrima to other places outside Africa.
Most people coming from outside plant history are surprised that African rice could be older than
Asian. Yet comparing archaeological evidence from China with Sahelian traces shows that rice
development in Africa led China by almost 2000 years. Yet this fact is found almost nowhere in the
West. In the schoolbooks the history of rice is still closely related to East Asia.
Paul Richards, born in 1945, represents a new generation in African agricultural research. He gives
high priority to ecology and taking local agriculture very seriously. Richards’ book Indigenous
Agricultural Revolution: Ecology and Food Production in West Africa (1985) is a masterpiece of
fieldwork and analysis. A main field of his research was Sierra Leone, in West Africa. There he
observed rice farmers doing swamp cultivations, finding different methods down in the valley and
upland; he followed patiently the cultivation of O. glaberrima.
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By observing and asking rice farmers, old and young, Richards established that local farmers (at least
a good number of them) knew a great deal about local conditions – the weather, geography, and
ecological processes. In spite of the new colonial agricultural extension work and in spite of being
ridiculed, local rice farmers hardly changed. In 1919, the colonial agricultural office did force on them
new methods of planting. People remember well even today that the new ways led to shortages and
hunger. The rice farmers continued to try the new farming method nevertheless.
In 1922 the British called an Indian expert, who attested that yields obtained by Thema farmers were
better than the average in Madras and that there was little if anything he could recommend that the
local farmers did not already know and practise. From then on the British let it go. That is why Paul
Richards could still study this old method 60 years later. He had the strong feeling that this British
enforcement made the rice farmers reflect on what and why they were doing what they had done for
generations – why the approach is still good today.
The Glanville Report in 1938 is the first document that is full of praise for the farming ingenuity of
the Sierra Leonean rice farmers. Much of the indigenous farming practices in Sierra Leone lie in the
integration of valley and upland or in the diverse and fantastic methods of adaptation to local and
ecological conditions. Farmers in Sierra Leone practise a watering system that has a very old tradition,
the décrue method (see Chapter 21) as well as another old African tradition, the mixed cropping
system in which some elements from the valley bottom are always added when shifting cultivation
upland. This wetland rice cultivation is unique in the world of rice.
In the early 1980s, Richards found that not only what the Glanville Report had documented was still
in existence but also that another West African characteristic in farming was in use: intercropping.
Historians have evidence of this being used some 6,000 years ago. The method is located either at the
upper Niger stream or the Senegal River around St. Louis and is based on the intercropping of fonio,
millet, and sorghum. Still today, writes Richards, about 80% of West African farming is based on this.
Omnipresent are the methods of intercropping, overlapping, and sequential cropping and at all seasons
making the maximum use of the sometimes minimal water. The mystery of sequential cropping is that
sequences overlap, accompanying another crop for a certain period and also for a particular length of
time. This method even overlaps seasons. All this has mystical and religious background.
West African farming is not in favour of monocultures. Even if there seems to be just one culture,
namely rice, there are different species, mostly varieties of rice, different colours, different speckles,
and so on. With such a farming philosophy and practice, farmers are able to create a micro climate.
West African farming knows how to handle water and shade; it creates neighbourhoods.
After patient observation and a lot of talk with farmers, Richards describes the development of flood
and plain, valley and bottom cultivation. West African rivers and streams are strongly seasonal. Thus
farmers had to domesticate different rice for the wetland and the estuarine swamps – from the Upper
Guinea coast to the Casamance in Senegal and the Peninsula in Sierra Leone. This specific method is
called estuarine cultivation: it opens up the mangrove swamps. The method differed along the
Scarcies River and the coasts of Guinea (including Guinea-Bissau). Other methods are observed in the
ridged swamps of Nigeria.
Adaptation meant above all a consideration of water: how long and with which methods could water
be kept and used for the development of rice plants. As an example, in Sierra Leone there is one third
upland rice and two thirds swamp rice. African rice in general cannot last more than 85 days until
maturation. O. glaberrima matures in less than three months and yields only 400–500 kilograms per
hectare. Upland rice grows up to about 1,800 metres.
Rice farmers – this is the finding of Richards – are well aware of the varieties; moreover, they know
what variety matches different conditions. Richards refers to F. A. Squire, who in 1942 was an officer
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in the Sierra Leone Department of Agriculture. From farmers he got “as many as twenty varieties well
known to farmers who can recognise them at once”. In 1985 Richards finds that this knowledge is still
present.
Another study was done among the Mende by M. M. P. Johnny, who did his Master’s thesis on rice
and all the traditions around it in the Moyamba area of Sierra Leone. During the horrible civil war
since the end of the 1990s – which is still going on – rice farmers were killed or driven away and
some escaped into exile. In 2001 an agriculturist at the University of Sierra Leone suggested that not
only the past but also all knowledge about farming methods would be destroyed forever. If the
practitioners, the rice farmers, are killed, will their old knowledge also die out? The past was killed by
colonialism and development. What was handed to the farmers was modern times: but how to plant
new rice in Sierra Leone or Casamance that has no spirit behind it?
The tragedy began long ago: being ridiculed more and more, farmers gave up because they had no
backing by the government or international science. Richards stood before the rice farmers – as they
told an international reporter – “as the last guardian angel”. One said: “It is due to Professor Richards
that not all knowledge and practice has already fallen into oblivion. You have to understand, when
Africans don’t eat our rice, why should we take so much pain to produce it?”
In October 2003, Agence France Presse reported that the oldest rice was found in South Korea. In an
excavation in Chungcheong Province, 59 rice corns were discovered and dated by the radiocarbon
method to 14,000–15,000 years old. These rice corns are not related to any known rice sorts of today.
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Chapter 17
Bananas

The banana is an integral part of the history of three continents, at the same time representing three
totally different histories and mentalities. Its history is much more than merely plant history. The key
to understanding the evolution of the banana lies in its potential of parthenocarpy (the production of
fruits without fertilization) and sterility – both in one plant. This scintillating characteristic not only
furthered its development but also made the banana a prominent plant in a different culture.
We can now state with some certainty that the banana cultigen originally came from Melanesia and
Indonesia and that its cultivation into a fruit took place in Africa in three different ways. (In contrast,
the banana was developed into an export crop in Central America, where it also became a symbol first
of slavery and later of agribusiness.)
Thanks to recent research, we know that Indonesian boats must have reached Madagascar at least
2,000 years ago. The “people who came over the sea” to Madagascar could hardly return. Most
probably the people “stranded” on the huge island started planting some banana trees, although only
the few plants had kept their fertility on the long journey over the sea.
Madagascar can be compared with Mauritius, which was populated only after 1598, when the Dutch
Trading Company declared the island its “possession”. At that time there were no banana trees on
Mauritius, which makes nonsense of earlier suggestions that the banana had been imported to
Madagascar from India. It was with the Suaheli traders that the banana entered the continent,
spreading along the entire East African coastline. But since the earlier need of (sailing) Melanesians
for shipbuilding material no longer existed, the banana was instead used as good fodder for cattle,
thus allowing cattle owners to increase the number of animals they could feed and own.
What the banana fruit needs is a triploid set of genomes. Since the plant is quite “open” to somatic
mutations or hereditary changes, its very structure opened the way to human imagination and
inventive capabilities. It is in the body cells rather than in the germ cell that such changes happened.
People of former centuries weren’t biologists in our modern understanding of the word, but among
them were herbalists or shamans – the Western, derogatory term for them being “witchdoctors” – who
commanded deep insights similar to those of modern-day scientists.
Seagoing people always need some staple in order to survive during a certain period of time on the
seas. Prior to 2,000 years ago there wasn’t much food around in Eastern African for such purposes.
People had to experiment therefore. Early farmers in the region of today’s Uganda “discovered” that
certain flowers, after withering, produced a small fruit instead of new buds. It is most likely that after
crossing and re-crossing for many generations, finally the small cooking banana was “born”. The
amazing thing was that the fruit developed without fertilizing. All the planter had to do was to cut off
a layer and put it into the soil, where it then drove in roots and started sprouting. To get fruits,
however, a triploid was needed in order for plants not only to grow but also to produce fruits.
Until recently, archaeology has not been of much help in dating the cultivation of the banana. Things
only started to change when archaeologists also started looking into refuse. We now have at least
some – still very sparse – results from Uganda, all dated about 2,000 years ago. Contrary to many
other scientists, who still cling to the belief of the banana’s Indian origin, British banana specialist N.
W. Simmonds is convinced that bananas “entered Africa from Malaysia (rather than India) by way of
Madagascar”. From the great island, banana leaves then entered the eastern part of continent, where
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the banana stick or cane became quite popular in what is today Uganda, where it was being used as
cattle fodder.
According to archaeological finds, trading in ivory was already taking place between Africa and the
Far East some 2,500 years ago, a trade that gave rise to Suaheli culture. That trade was soon to be
followed by the trade in human beings, with documents for the slave trade being available for as early
as the fifth century. And whenever trade in material or human goods is taking place, food also needs
to be traded. Millet was most probably taken on board boats or ships, but hardly in sufficient
quantities for an increasing trade, which must have been one reason why the development of another
staple to use on boats became urgent.
It looks like that development started in Uganda. Although we do not yet know precisely when this
happened, it is an enlightened guess that this might have happened about 2,000 years ago. No less
than three centuries ago A. M. H. Sheriff, a historian at Baghdad University, wrote: “Early 1200 there
was no noble place in China without black people,” the blacks mentioned being slaves whom the
Arabs offered their trading partners as pages or page-boys. To get them to China they had to be
shipped, and they had to be fed on the long and dangerous journey. And since most of the pages or
slaves came from Uganda, it looks quite obvious that the banana fruit must have been “developed”
there as a staple. Not only that: The Arab slave traders or traders in “human goods” also forced their
victims to hand over some food for their survival on the long trek to the slaving ships and the
subsequent boat-trip.
Based on the analysis of wastes, archaeologists are now convinced that bananas were being consumed
after 150 BC. On the basis of genome analysis, it is now clear that the banana reached India from
(East) Africa and not vice versa. According to the old-Testamentarian image, the prophet Moses
practised his revelation through or across a bush; similarly, Indians must have been quite impressed –
in an almost mystical way – by the bushy banana trees.
To people referring to Buddha, who apparently mentioned the banana but did not distinguish between
the bush or tree and its fruit, two points can be made. First, Buddha loved trees and most probably the
high banana bush with the leaves pleased him. Second, there exists a minimal fruit also with the
diploid (AB) that is still found in India; yet this is no fruit proper and for sure it was not impressive at
all. Therefore there is no point in Buddha meaning this tiny fruit unless he assumed it to be a leaf-bud;
that would fit his teachings.
It seems that in Surate 56, the Holy Koran also makes reference to the banana tree, though there are
doubts about the correct translation. In the Surate, making mention of the Last Judgement, those to the
right side will be overshadowed by lotus trees without thorns and bushy banana trees, but nothing
specific is said about the banana fruit.
We must also assume that the banana bush or tree spread before a fruit was cultivated.
According to the mythology of the Baganda (in Uganda), the banana developed together with their
founder, King Kintu. It is most likely that King Kintu, coming from abroad, brought with him the
diploid (AA) banana bush that did not need much time to produce the banana fruit. All this is still
mythology, but science does support the theory of a development on the basis of a diploid set of
chromosomes, because all Ugandan bananas have the triploid structure, AAA.
Over time the Baganda developed a high level of banana culture. Their language provides proof of
this, since they have a wide variety of terms to describe bananas, such as:
• Matoke: not ripe yet, but ideal for cooking,
• Gonja: the banana used for roasting, and
• Mbidde: bananas for making beer.
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Materials from the banana tree were also being used to produce window screens, thread, fans, hats,
and so on. Banana leaves and straw were being used by cattle owners, but they were also used as
bedding material for human beings.
In the Zambezi and Limpopo Valleys, the banana fruit has an AAB structure, meaning that this kind
of banana cannot directly stem from its relative in Uganda. In 1503 the Portuguese for the first time
set foot on the island of Zanzibar. At about that time a slave route was established from Zanzibar
through northern Mozambique, along the river Zambezi, and from there into Angola and the slaving
port of Luanda. It is by now a safe bet to state that along this long route it was the banana, not maize,
that became the staple for slaves. The AAB genome created a slave-feeding banana, more effective
than the AAA character.
N. W. Simmonds may have been a master of cytotaxonomic background and of describing the
centuries-long evolution of the banana, but he failed to see or understand connections – simply
because, it seems, he never manifested any interest in or knowledge of human history. Being a
botanist and not a historian, doing research in scientific isolation, he was incapable of gaining new
and broader insights.
Africa is suffering today because most people have been made to despise the “small banana”. A
change of mentality therefore is a must: the banana grows rather well all over the continent south of
the Sahara. Also it protects the soil, provides shadow, and thanks to successive plantings can provide
food during the entire year.
For more than a century the banana business was dominated by the rather reckless, imperial United
Fruit Company, followed by United Brands and Standard Fruit Co. Later those firms transformed into
Del Monte and Dole. In recent years the three transnational companies monopolizing the trade in
bananas have exerted tremendous pressure on European governments and the European Union not to
grant favoured-nation status to (poor) banana-growing countries in Africa. They want them instead to
compete with their own Central American product – a cheap product grown out of slavery and more
recently out of the “banana-republic” policies of the Central Intelligence Agency and U.S.
governments.
But history doesn’t end here.… Africa’s development will only take off when her people decide not to
simply copy others but rather to build on and develop what was there before. Africa’s very own
banana still has a huge potential and an important future as the number two staple (after maize) to
feed a hungry continent.
In 2006 a courageous article on Africa’s earliest bananas was published in the Journal of
Archaeological Sciences (Lejju, Robertshaw, and Taylor 2006). The authors presented a short survey
of the present state of knowledge and hypotheses. This followed some research controversy caused by
the discovery of phytoliths derived from bananas in refuse pits in Nkang, near Yaoundé, Cameroon.
The dating put forward as a result of this find was the first millennium BC. This stirred up
controversy among some African historians, who rejected the new data and denied such an early date
was possible for the tropical forest area.
The authors of the survey article have worked as archaeologists and archaeobotanists for years at
Munsa, Uganda, from where a great variety of finds of many different types of banana, ensete, and
even other musa species were made – some dating back to the fourth millennium BC. Their very
informative article is concerned not just with dating, but with context.
Some ideas by the team contribute really to a broader horizon. African (and other) people travelled far
more and greater distances than we imagine; they went forth and back and thus there was a permanent
cultural crossbreeding. Africans from the Eastern coast went over to the Arabic peninsula, people
from India and Indonesia came to Africa (as referred to in Blench 1996 and Blust 1995). What is most
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relevant is that courageous people went out from the coastal area or Uganda into the Sahelian zone,
long before the slave trade started in the seventh century. Based on all such travels, it seems clear that
there was far more exchange than we imagine: African people were never isolated; they were a
migrating folk. “The banana is only one of several species of domestic plants and animals that were
introduced to Africa” but not yet domesticated for the continent, per Lejju; this adapting work had to
be done in Africa itself. Yet it is also clear that three cereal crops were introduced from Africa to
Asia: foxtail millet around 2400 BC and broomcorn and barnyard millet around 1900 BC.
Based on this conviction, we can assume that Ugandans or Suaheli people knew about the cultivation
of millet in the West. Farmers got inspired to try similar domestication work with other plants. With
that much exchange, it is not so important whether it was first done in Africa or India or even
Indonesia.
Regarding especially bananas, it is fascinating looking into the cultigens concerning the difference of
AAA and AAB or ABB hybrids, which also migrated and crossed and returned. Thus it is
understandable that some researchers start with India and others with Indonesia or New Guinea. But
whatever is proposed, taking all possibilities into consideration, there is always one banana with an
African origin. Similar speculations are possible regarding ensete: the discrimination between musa
and ensete becomes a problem like the one between teosinte and Zea mays (see Chapter 18).
The inescapable conclusion is that through exchange and transfer of know-how, we end up with more
than one origin of banana cultivation. The banana has different cradles. But one, at least, lies on the
African continent.
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Chapter 18
Maize

Until 1960, the majority of ethnologists were convinced that maize was part of a long African history,
since it was seen as omnipresent in all situations of daily life and also in many ceremonies. Maize was
therefore considered Africa’s “bread”, since it was being eaten all over the continent south of the
Sahara or the Sahel.
Wrong Assumptions
Most ethnologists and anthropologists, but also specialists in religion and sociology, did not bother
very much with African history in general before 1960 – and even less with the history of plants. At
the beginning of the 1960s, African history was almost nonexistent in U.S. universities – except for
the history of blacks in the United States and parts of the history of slavery. For most people in U.S.
universities, there simply was no such thing as African history. Around 1960, shortly before the wave
of African nations gaining independence, it would therefore also have been futile to ask questions
about the history of an African maize plant. Maize was simply there, and that was good enough.
Maize played an important role in daily life, which proved that it was – somehow – essential.
In the 1950s the very idea that maize in Africa was a “left-over” of the transatlantic slave trade was a
non-idea. But maize was in fact a mark of slavery, a mark that – sooner or later – will disappear from
public awareness.
Some African readers might still remember how as young boys in high school they complained
because they were being fed sadza balls made of maize for weeks on end. Europeans didn’t quite get
the problem, since they were convinced that sadza, a name common all over Southern Africa, really
was the staple food not only in schools but also in African homes. They assumed that the students
disliked sadza because they wanted to be like whites – eating wheat bread, baguette in the French
colonies, or toast in the former British territories.
Upon arrival in the colonies, missionaries were taught about the basic and historical food sadza; when
some of them started eating sadza they were laughed at by students and parents, but “progressive”
missionaries nevertheless even tried to use sadza for the Eucharistic ceremonies. But when all this
failed people started wondering: why? Two big questions were constantly being asked:
• Why don’t the evoluées or pseudo-intellectuels eat sadza?
• Why do Africans – even in times of famine – never or hardly ever eat yellow maize?
The same could be said about students and maize balls in Eastern Africa, from Tanzania to Uganda,
where these maize dumplings or stark balls are called ugali. And because in Kenya, in particular,
there are proper names also for the maize soup, the porridge, and a hot-pot dish (uji, chenga, and
githerri), early researchers firmly believed that maize must have had a very long history on the
African continent. Quite simply, this is not true. Maize reached Kenya only around the beginning of
the 1900s; in Tanzania, it arrived even later. In the south, around Lake Malawi, the case was
somewhat different, since there was a slave road into the Congo. The terms used to describe the
various foods based on maize are Kisuaheli and not Bantu.
Patrick Calvin, a missionary linguist from Ireland, who was amazed not to find Bantu words for
maize, believed that maize had come to Southern Africa only with the arrival of white people. To him,
this explained why local people there refused to name maize with terms from their own languages,
though in his view they must have possessed such words, as they readily gave new dishes a name
from those languages.
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In the eastern and southern parts of Africa, maize became familiar rather late. Eastern Africa was the
geographic area where the Suaheli went hunting for either pages or slaves and where captured people
were fed bananas as a staple. (See Chapter 17.) Maize was later introduced by the British, who used it
as a staple for their farm labourers. When the Boers, and later the British, arrived in Southern Africa,
the staple food of “natives” was still millet.
A Sensational Breakthrough and a New View
It was Marvin P. Miracle who surprised most African specialists with his book Maize in Tropical
Africa (Miracle 1966). Until then, only a few botanists and some plant specialists had given much
thought to the origin and the spread of maize on the African continent.
Professor Miracle was a tropical agriculturist searching for origins in order to find new potentials for a
cash crop. He was less interested in staple foods than in finding and developing a major cash crop,
with the African continent serving as an example. Very soon in his research he discovered that maize
had become a cash crop on the continent right from its introduction, the first examples dating from the
time of the African slave trade. He notes that “In most of the areas where maize is a staple it is also a
major cash crop… [and] a major export product.”
While pursuing this research, Miracle was also surprised to find that maize was a basic cash crop at
the height of slave trade in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Previously, agriculturists had
assumed that maize had come to Africa with the Portuguese explorers or Arab traders and that it was
very much to the taste of Africans. Miracle, however, established a clear – and shocking – link
between maize and slavery in Africa.
Miracle’s book, with its wealth of graphics and statistics, constituted a real breakthrough. To get an
idea of what his discovery is all about it is sufficient to read his 10-page contribution to Economic
History of Tropical Africa (Konczacki and Konczacki 1977). He starts his summary with four theses
as a point of no return:
• Maize is a plant of New World origin; all maize originated there.
• The origin of maize is based on teosinte and is believed to be present for the first time around
28,000 years ago, but it was definitely present 18,000 years ago in Mexico (and Guatemala).
As far as historical proofs are concerned, maize must be seen as the oldest grain of all (though
Miracle later changed his view on this).
• Maize apparently existed on the African continent before Columbus’s time, but how and why
remains an open question.
• Most maize seems to have come to Africa by way of the slave trade and not through Portugal
and Spain as a trading commodity.
New Insights, New Interpretations
Marvin Miracle offered new insights and thus possibilities for interpretation, not being a historian
proper but rather a tropical economist. In this chapter we shall try to show connections, such as why
maize came to East Africa so late.
The question of whether maize in Africa is of pre-Columbian origin may have been caused by a
language problem and confusion between sorghum and maize. Columbus brought maize to Spain in
1493. In 1500 it was mentioned in Seville under the name of mahiz. There also exists a description
from the West African Coast referring to milho zaburro, a term later used to describe maize. In 1502
it was mentioned by the Portuguese writer Valentim Fernandes, and in 1554 by Italian historian Gian
Battista Ramusio, both of whom referred to maize as miglio zaburro. Until the 1950s, historians
simply assumed that the term wouldn’t have been used if maize had not been present on the African
continent before the time of Columbus.
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Today the general belief is that this might well have been possible: some things spread faster than we
commonly think. Apparently, maize from the New World was highly fascinating: the corns were
bigger than grain on the ears of wheat or barley, and they were very colourful. Since the plant spread
without a proper name, a confusion of terms is easily possible, especially when it was being compared
or equated with indigenous plants. When comparing the colours, maize looked indeed similar to
certain sorghum species in Africa. And then there was another confusing element on the continent:
Arabs used maize and it quickly became an important trading good essential especially for the innercontinental slave trade. But then maize was something new also for the Arabs, who also had to create
words to describe it unless they wanted to see it as just another species of sorghum: this may have
helped Africans to accept maize easily.
How and when maize was brought to the continent cannot be established exactly. It may have been a
deal between the Arabs and the Portuguese in connection with the need to assure the survival of slaves
on the long journey across the ocean. A Portuguese report on the journey of a slave boat in 1501
reveals that 9 out of 10 slaves died during the crossing, and they died because of a lack of proper
food. A solution had to be found to feed the slaves.
It is highly plausible that the slave traders, at first the Arabs and then the Portuguese (and later on also
European traders such as the Danes, the Dutch, and especially the British) saw in maize an almost
miraculous potential. A note in an Arabic travel book of 1530 sings the praise of miraculous maize in
a rather cynical fashion: “Thanks to maize, the miracle grain from the New World, our traders saved
humans.” Today – after Professor Miracle opened a new perspective on the African maize history –
most historians no longer consider Portugal and Arabia as stages for the introduction of maize to
Africa, but rather they propose a direct route from the New World to the Congo, Angola, and the Cape
Verde Islands.
Arabs then took maize seed from the coastal region into the African interior, soon afterwards forcing
local people to plant maize. Millet and sorghum each provided only around 0.6–1.1 tons per acre and
were thus not very practical for feeding slaves. Maize yielded 3 tons per acre. And above all it helped
to fill stomachs rather efficiently. At the time of slavery, needs were calculated as 1 kilogram per
person per day. There was a tremendous need of maize in view of the fact that around 100,000 slaves
per year were being transported over the ocean. In 1723, British historian J. Barbot wrote: “The Indian
Corn made it possible that so many slaves could be transported to the New World, either into the
Caribbean or to Brazil.”
Typical of the times, the captured human beings had to carry their own food with them. This explains
why all these inner African peoples started producing maize: one slave, one bag of maize. Also, all
the people planting maize had at the same time to deliver maize to the Arabs – maize had become a
levy. In certain situations it was possible to protect a territory by the means of delivering maize. To
many, many Africans, maize was therefore very closely related to slavery and force, to contempt and
despise, and a symbol of repression.
The Turks conquered Egypt in 1517 and introduced maize there. The act of conquering and forcing
the farmers to plant maize went hand in hand. Thus maize couldn’t possibly have arrived with
Columbus. Then another idea was put forward: that African maize must have come from Egypt,
moving up the Nile and into the Sudan, from where Arab slave traders then introduced maize into
inner Africa. After Miracle’s study this, however, became highly questionable. Why? Miracle looked
for the mention of maize all along the known slave routes, and he found the earliest reports in the
region close to the western coast, progressing from there into the interior, coming to a halt before
Uganda, where maize only became known towards the end of the eighteenth century and where it was
systematically introduced and enforced only at the beginning of the twentieth century – by the British
and not by the Arabs. The same is true of Kenya.
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The fact that maize was first brought to Europe by the Turks is clearly shown by the terms used. In
Switzerland’s eastern part, especially in the Valley of the Rhine, small farmers used to call maize
Turk. Maize had come to Venice and Triest from Turkey. But local people don’t seem to have liked it
really, with the exception of some poor farmers in the mountains around Tyrol, the Swiss Valley of
the Rhine, and in northern Italy, where it is called grano turco. Small farmers, especially in the
mountainous regions, liked maize because they could keep it and didn’t have to hand it to local
overlords as tribute. And so until fairly recently maize suffered from the image of being “poor
peoples’ food”. Wheat and its derivates were dominant, one major reason being that wheat was used
for the Holy Eucharist, whereas maize was seen as an intruder into feudal structures as well as into the
heart of Christian religion.
When Egypt was declared to be the home of African maize, it fit the stereotype prevalent before 1960,
as until then everything agricultural in Africa had to have its origin in Egypt. Roland Portères, the
pioneer of French plant biology, exemplifies how current prejudices can blind even scientists. In his
1955 classic L’introduction du mais en Afrique, he still advocated the Egyptian “theory”, although by
then there were other hypotheses according to which maize may have had its origin in Myanmar
(Burma) or Thailand, or even in Ethiopia (due to Vavilov’s influence on Portères).
Portères quite seriously proposed that maize started to cross the continent from Egypt, first along the
Nile and Bahr-el-Ghazi and then progressing across the French Sudan. He wrote: “It seems almost
sure that one of the ways of maize migration to Africa was that it came directly, without retardation
from the Nile and Bahr-el-Ghazai progressing across the French Sudan to the Gulf of Benin” (author’s
translation). Portères firmly believed this, despite the fact that maize was being intensively cultivated
(as he himself stated) in French Guinea (by the Malinke, who called maize the “big sorghum”), Sierra
Leone, Liberia, Gambia, and the Senegalese Casamance.
His own analysis of the origin of maize should, however, have given him cause for reflection: he
mentions the Antilles, Guyana, and Brazil as original places of maize. Misled by the term “Indian
corn”, he even for some time searched for an Indian origin, not realizing that “Indian” really meant
America’s Indians. Portères was misled by his conviction that there had been maize among the
Yoruba around 1100 AD.
Most probably the confusion arose because of the assumed moment when maize arrived in Africa, and
the reasons for this confusion can likely be seen in the fact that early writers did confuse a certain kind
of sorghum with the newly arrived maize. Here at least Portères expressed some doubts, not excluding
a linguistic misunderstanding or even confusion.
At the time the work of M. P. Miracle looked so convincing that the history of maize in Africa
changed completely. Miracle had, after all, established a clear and close connection between maize
and slavery. But then up to 1960 slavery was a taboo subject among the colonialists, although
Africans were very much aware of it. Slavery was abandoned when slaves were no longer an essential
commodity. And so maize also had to be interpreted in a different light – the connection between
maize and slavery had to be deleted from public memory.
Linguistic evidence, according to Miracle and his disciples, strongly suggests that maize penetrated
the interior of tropical Africa from the Western coastal regions, but exact times and the modes of
introduction cannot be established.
Most probably maize was introduced to Africa starting from more than one geographical point and at
different times along the Western coast. And we must now assume that this happened within a very
short lapse of time.
After 1490, very intense trading exchanges and a real market developed around the Mediterranean –
in parts of Northern Africa and Egypt, Spain, and Portugal. People in those countries all became
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active as sea merchants along the West African and even the East African coast. All traded in maize
because it was good as currency and in great demand in the slave trade.
But so far we still know very little about how maize spread from coastal peoples to peoples of the
interior of the continent. Miracle has found mention of it as early as 1502, although he leaves open the
question of whether reference might have been made to another grain. The first certain proof is
available from the Congo Basin around 1830. By now we can also be quite certain that maize reached
Uganda as late as 1861. From there it then moved to Kenya and Tanzania and later further South,
reaching Southern Africa after 1900. (There are some exceptions to this pattern: in South Africa,
maize may also have moved south via Angola.)
Today we can safely state that at first the introduction of maize followed the well-known slave routes,
and later the establishment of colonial farms for cash production. There were four major slave routes
to the western coast of Africa:
• one through the Sahel to Gorée Island (off the Senegalese capital of Dakar) or leading down
to Porto Novo (Benin);
• another going through the Congo, with one leading east into Rwanda/Burundi, the other one
leading south into Malawi;
• a third route from the Chad region through Cameroon to Douala; and
• the fourth route through Angola going as far back as to northern Zambia to Cabinda.
It was along those slave routes that maize cultures became quite prominent. Even today the effect
hangs on, whereas the old cultures were pushed aside. Miracle is not ashamed to state this openly and
to prove it rather comprehensively. Even among the colonialists, maize was associated with slavery;
later – after 1900 – it was closely linked with the forced labour system imposed by the British.
Maize was served as a staple in school canteens in boarding schools until the term prior to the
Cambridge examination. And since Europeans, the “noble men”, were seen as not eating maize,
young Africans associated maize with a slave status. European farms planted maize for the African
labourers and for export, but basically the crop was primarily being planted to be fed later to animals.
And so until the 1960s maize was nowhere a staple food or the “daily bread” on the continent.
The revolution came – astonishingly enough – after 1960, and then from the United States. It was an
industrial maize and it started with a new name, namely corn, that was “transformed” into popcorn,
cornflakes, maizena for sauces, salad or cooking oil, and in recent times the new sugar, called
isoglycose, propagated as “light”. Maize became corn, and corn is an industrial product.
Internationally, maize is in the hands of perhaps four or five super firms, including Archer Daniels
Midland (ADM), CPC (Corn Product Company), Tate and Lyle, and A.E. Staley Manufacturing.
Recently corn has become the new star of genetically manipulated food. Strangely enough, when it
comes from the international food business the same corn seems to undergo a process of
transformation; it seems to become culturally initiated.
Why did maize arrive so late in East Africa? It was due to the banana. In Chapter 17, I discussed how
the banana was “implanted” for the slave trade of the coastal Suaheli slave traders. There was
therefore no need for maize – until the arrival of the British, who used it for other purposes. With the
start of World War I, maize became the most important export product from the colonies, as fodder
for cavalry horses, but also to feed large numbers of soldiers.
In recent years maize has acquired another kind of stigma: it became an important, even integral part
of food aid. The maize delivered by the United States and the European Union in times of famine is
mostly yellow maize. People in need, facing starvation, have no choice but to accept these donations
of yellow maize – but even hungry people don’t like to be reminded of harsh and humiliating times by
the kind of food they are forced to eat.
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In many parts of East Africa, particularly in Kenya, maize virtually became a monoculture. It is
astonishing how maize culture conquered Kenya. From when it was first introduced by the Europeans,
Kenyan small farmers developed great imagination in adapting maize and made it their culture. Like
nowhere else in the world, these small farmers domesticated over a dozen of local (by now) maize
cultivars in five different climatic zones and with various soils. Maize culture in Kenya is an
extraordinary illustration of the fantastic performances of small local farmers in acculturating a plant
from outside to local climate zones and soils.
Back to the Origin and Essence of the “Africanity” of Maize
All the aspects of maize just described are part of African history. Food crops came and went; some
were being (mis)used for purposes not so humane, but they are now here with us to stay and must be
taken into account when developing a food policy to feed the entire continent.
The basis for a positive development in future can only be the plant itself. But this raises quite a
number of questions. Originally it was believed that maize was based on teosinte (Euchlaena or Zea
mexicana). For some time some researchers even operated on the hypothesis of Tripsacum as its base.
Even Russian researcher N. I. Vavilov stated that teosinte was predecessor of Zea mays. Two
scientists who gained a certain renown because of their work on Zea mays ssp are W. C. Galinat and
Paul C. Mangelsdorf, both of whom researched and published in an almost hectic fashion in the
1970s. Galinat agreed with Vavilov about teosinte until he realized that – based on Mangelsdorf’s
work – maize, teosinte, and even tripsacum were on the same level (that is, they are sisters) and that
all must have another common origin.
Mangelsdorf wrote: “If maize has originated from teosinte, it represents the widest departure of a
cultivated plant from its wild ancestor which still comes within man’s purview.” This ur-grass or
weed hasn’t been found yet. Galinat offers the interesting question of whether the progenitor is extinct
– or just as yet undiscovered. Mangelsdorf started operating with the assumption that teosinte may
even be a product of maize. Back in 1954, P. Weatherwax proposed maize, teosinte, and Tripsacum to
be descendants of a common ancestor. If this is right, then the archaeological findings would impose a
new dating of agriculture in Mexico as older than 27,000 years.
Maize belongs to the gramineaen plants, the tribe of Maydeae. Thus maize equals Zea mays of the
Gramineae Maydeae. Tripsacum is a crossing based on pollination by winds, which is why M.
Goodman, a maize biologist from North Carolina, called it cross-wind pollinated. With some patience,
maize and Tripsacum can be crossed, but the crossed plant then becomes sterile afterwards.
What is important is the fact that maize has no chance of survival if not properly attended by humans.
With neither natural seed dispersal nor seed dormancy, maize is wholly dependant upon people for its
propagation. Humans have to interfere and crossbreed. In this sense maize doesn’t belong to nature
but to human culture and thus to history. The next question then obviously is, What did humans make
of history and – in our particular case – of maize history?
Goodman from North Carolina State University does not bother to spend a single line on African
history. But without the African history of maize, American corn wouldn’t possibly be what it is
today. Why? Just one point: slaves were fed on maize; they survived on maize, so corn is a true
symbol of survival.
For the time being, the most advanced research efforts on maize are centred in the United States, with
North Carolina State University in the lead. Quite a bit of research on and development of maize
species is also being undertaken in Mexico. But Africa can hardly disregard maize and its history,
since maize has long since undergone its “African initiation”. African maize has its own face with a
rich history. Therefore, and in order to guarantee the survival of tens of millions of people, Africa
badly needs to undertake its own research on maize.
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Part VI
Domestication of Cattle and Horses

Chapter 19
Domestication of Cattle in Africa

Until recently the question surrounding domesticated animals in Africa was always, When did this or
that animal arrive in Africa as a domesticated animal? Only in the last few years has the question
changed into whether there was domestication within Africa itself. So far it was strictly one question
– namely, how further adaptation of a certain animal or occasional crossbreeding became a reality on
the African continent, though perhaps a rare one. Even such an event was often just regarded as an
accident or chance – hardly as an activity planned by humans. In 1971 Professor H. Epstein from
Hebrew University in Jerusalem – one of the best sources for this chapter – entered the debate with
his two-volume work entitled The Origin of the Domestic Animals of Africa.
Strange Oral Tradition
The Masai, a pastoralist people between Tanzania and Kenya, have a strange belief. In their oral
tradition around cattle they affirm strongly that all cattle stem from the Masai and that cattle outside
their area were either paid as bridal prize or stolen by raiders. One other possibility they leave open is
that some cows were not properly guarded and disappeared. Strange as this may seem to us, some 100
miles away live the Pokot people in the stony and (prior to colonialism) isolated Kerio Valley. They
claim the same thing and strongly contend that all cattle have the Pokot as their origin. These people
are of Luo descent. Today historians take oral traditions a bit more seriously than prior to 1950, and
thus they say that there must be at least some point to these stories.
One thing that Professor Epstein could not know, because he did not do blood or structural DIN
analyses, is that Masai cattle have a genetic code that is quite different from Egyptian-Sudanese cattle
as well as from the breeds from the Horn of Africa. There is no proper explanation given yet, but this
can provide the basis for some new hypotheses. If the southern Sudan link differs from the old
Sudanese one, and if both reach neither Egypt nor Saudi Arabia but rather go into the Sahelian or even
the Saharan zone, then history has to be revised and other explanations must be put forth. We will
come across a similar link regarding the African horse in Chapter 20.
African Cattle Until the 1980s: Hardly Any Authentic Races or History
Traditional research on cattle starts with five genera of the Bovini: Bubalus and Syncerus with horns
angular in cross-section and Bibos, Bos, and Bison with horns of an oval or round section. On this
point the scientists – Lydecker in 1913, Duerst in 1931, Pilgrem in 1939, Sokolov in 1954, and
Bohlken in 1958 – agree. They all assume that the Ur-Bos was either a buffalo or a bison. But whether
to distinguish the Bubalus into an Asiatic and an African buffalo is the starting point of disagreement
and debate. This has to do with whether Egypt is assumed as the beginning or whether there existed
an African agriculture 9,000 or 6,000 years ago, whether the authors are conscious that desiccation of
the Sahara started around 9,000 years ago, bringing a dramatic turn around 5,500 years ago. Most
historians on cattle are blinded by the theory of a strong Hamitic influence in northern Africa. In his
cattle chapter alone, Epstein no less than 39 times invokes this alleged Hamitic influence (a mere
stop-gap theory). Most scientists on cattle (from veterinary to anthropological) believed in this
phantom theory of an Egyptian or Hamitic origin of domestication.
Another handicap in traditional research is the one-sided basing of origin on cranial capacity and
perhaps even on horn forms. Most modern breeding shows that horn forms can be adjusted and
favoured in a certain direction during a proper time, for instance among Zulus of South Africa.
Domestication means also to give nature a certain bent. Some African people keep cattle just for the
horn form, because it signifies beauty and harmony, strength and health, and contact with ancestors.
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Thus a cow becomes a mediator and a medium. Could such a culture and human predilection not
influence breeding?
Veterinary science has neglected too much crossbreeding and the results of such activities. Being
under the spell of the “starting from one point” doctrine, they didn’t consider enough the cultural traits
that clearly favoured certain preferences. What O. Antonius did for Europe is missing in studies on
the African continent. In 1922, Antonius analysed European preferences and results of crossbreeding
of primigenius, frontosus, and brachyceros cattle. Crossbreeding has much to do with cultural visions
or patterns. The history of domesticated animals is never just a one-sided and totally natural or
biological thing. This can be assumed with respect to anyone who breeds cattle the world over and
thus also to Africans. Some wanted milk, others looked for beauty, while still others – like the Hindus
– wanted an animal that represented deities on Earth.
Then there was also the hump of the humped zebu (Bos indicus). Zebu and cow stand in a biological
relationship. Why can zebus not have played a historical part in Africa? The zebu type is very strong.
The Indian zebu cow survives almost everything. Zebu cattle are distinguished by a narrow body, long
legs, drooping rump, and fine bone. They have a considerable degree of resistance to disease (one
reason may be that they also sweat less). Natural selection would lead in this direction in Africa,
where different diseases are widespread – at least nowadays – in cattle; above all, they forgot the
existence of the tsetse fly that caused different diseases such as nagana and trypanosoma.
Short horns being the principal characteristic of the brachyceros cattle, the term “shorthorn”
(brachyceros) is reserved for the humpless native cattle of Africa classed with this type. In the last
hundred years, humpless longhorn cattle have been restricted to small areas in West Africa. They are
portrayed as excellent in beef but poor in milk. They are also strong in resistance to trypanosomiasis
and tick-borne infections, although less resistant to rinderpest. Thus we find another important aspect
of breeding: the resistance to the many cattle enemies in the many different climates of the continent.
Through research at Nairobi and Dar es Salaam Universities, it is now known that European cattle
farmers coming to Africa assumed that their cattle were far superior. They forgot the long time of
adaptation to many external factors that African cattle profited from. Thus the problem was not that
the African cattle would infect European cattle, but rather the other way round. Yet they didn’t use the
same disinfection dips for African and European cattle. The Swiss researcher Urs-Peter
Schachenmann did a study on hoof-and-mouth disease in Narok, Masailand (Kenya), and had similar
results.
Yet the British Veterinary Office protested long after the event, and even after independence. Even in
the 1980s the British were still convinced that African cattle were the true source of the rinderpest
because of inferior animals that were more prone to diseases. This scientific debate ended in a
diplomatic affair. Schachenmann had to leave Kenya. But this event had a heated background. In
1889–92, during the great rinderpest epidemic in northern Tanganyika and southern Kenya, Masai
herds were destroyed by the British. The British cattle got the rinderpest, but the colonial powers
believed the Masai cattle were the origin of the dramatic disease. Thus the Masai cattle were killed as
a “preventive measure”. But it was a strong African belief that the source of the disease of the newly
imported European cattle was not African.
The Afrikaans (or Boer) farmers were more down to earth than the British. Local people highly
esteemed the Boers because they recognized that they were not the first to keep cattle in Southern
Africa and they were very clever in how they kept cattle. They saw the difference between European
(imported from the Netherlands) and African cattle, even the difference of the Zulu cattle and the
Botswana cattle, a desert type and very resistant. They took a special pride in the Hottentot cattle (still
kept today). The Boers always saw a connection between the drawings on the rocks and the people
who bred cattle formerly. They admitted that cattle in Southern Africa did not originate with white
settlers. They quickly realized that the local cattle were very strong, and thus the Europeans soon
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became the biggest cattle raiders in South Africa; like Europeans on the American continent, they
systematically stole the cattle of the aborigines, the Khoi and the San. They realized the high quality
of the Hottentot cattle, unlike the British, for whom local cattle were “totally unqualified”. From the
very beginning, farmers were crossbreeding Africander and Hottentot. The famous Namqua Bull, a
painting by Col. R. Gordon in 1778, gives a prophetic view: The bull is black and white.
The rumpless longhorn breeds in West Africa go scientifically under the name N’Dama, which is
supposed to originate from the Fouta Djallon Plateau in Guinea. N’Dama is present in Sierra Leone,
Liberia, Gambia, and western Mali and was later imported into Ghana. If you consult Epstein and his
erroneous theory about the origin proper, then you end up in Egypt and circle around some Hamitic
speculation. Imagine that the Swiss Brown, essentially a brachyceros, had definitely some
relationship to N’Dama and could be traced to Egypt and “Hamitic” origin. At least our farmers can
go back to Southern France, see sickle- or lyre- shaped horns on engravings or paintings in caves that
reach back 28,000 years, long before Egypt even came into existence.
Sérères or Serer oral tradition (see Chapter 11) bears a strong conviction of crossbreeding the N’Dama
longhorn with Gobra, the Senegal Fulani cow. The crossbred progeny is called Djakoré or Jakore.
The same is found among the Bambara or Méré in the southern and western parts of Mali, where the
Sudanese Fulani has been crossbred with N’Dama. Similar results are found in northern Cameroon.
Again, a local Fulani type was crossbred. These people kept cattle mostly for sacral purposes. In the
Garoua on the Beroue River regions, the cow was bred for the purpose of hides that were used for
local instruments. Cows signified lastly music. Even in Gambia and neighbouring areas the hide was
most important for the Cora, the instrument of the griots who were responsible for passing local
history down through the centuries. Thus the cow meant, in the end, history.
Such examples are proof enough for an ongoing crossbreeding aiming to achieve the best – whether
for music or bridal price, for milk or meat. Cattle domestication was a sort of mastering the world and
adapting it to a specific purpose of people. Given this reality, the scientists should have adapted far
more such thinking and attitudes instead of sticking to certain outdated concepts, as shown in a
subhead in Epstein’s book (p. 215): “Hamitic Longhorn Cattle in the Deserts of North Africa.”
Objecting to long-standing theories based on mere bias, I can only point to facts – avoiding the
dogmas of a prejudiced system that automatically disconnects evidence that might bear adversely on
the doctrines.
Some scientists assume that the African Urus (Bos primigenius opisthonomus Pomel), which died out,
has the role of a wild ancestor. The African Urus, they say, could be an important link to African as
well as European longhorn cattle. However, these scientists draw a further link to Egypt and the Nile
Valley. All of them forgot and ignore the humid period of the Sahara 10,000 years ago; they let
history begin at the river banks of the Nile, Euphrates, or Tigris.
Just one example: L. Adametz, who wrote many books on cattle domestication, published in 1920 a
study under the title Herkunft und Wanderungen der Hamiten; erschlossen aus ihren Haustierrassen
(Origin and Migration of Hamites, Concluded from their Domesticated Animals): “I am firmly
convinced that the African longhorn cattle were domesticated from Bos p. opisthonomus in the Nile
valley.” His theory of a descent of the Iberian and other European (including the British) longhorn is
without any foundation. Even Epstein finds it a wild construction. In this connection, he raises the
question of how the African longhorn was brought to southern Spain. Until recently most researchers
forgot to work with the material from the caves or the rocks; the traditionally adopted time sequence
was not doubted until the end of the 1980s.
It appears that veterinary research into animal origins was never taken very seriously; there was
always a certain national chauvinism in the back. Interest was granted to local or national crossing and
breeding. It was proper and accepted to point within one paragraph to Babylon, Egypt, the Nile,
perhaps the Caucasian Mountains, and later maybe to some Chinese reference. It was a frame, a
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formality, a ritual, but nothing else. Africa never played a role in their thinking and interest; it was just
left out and had no bearing on “our” cows and cattle. Domestication and adaptation of cattle in Europe
(and Asia scarcely) was their interest; they didn’t focus on history or origin. Veterinarians are neither
philosophers nor historians, after all.
There were always a few exceptions, however. J. L. Stewart, for instance, was a highly prestigious
colonial administrator in Ghana and a veterinarian. While in office he wrote several reports on Ghana,
at that time still called the Gold Coast. Two of these studies changed Ghanaian history and are thus
worthwhile mentioning: The Cattle of the Gold Coast, published in Accra in 1937, and his article
“The Cattle of the Gold Coast” published in the highly estimated Empire Journal of Experimental
Agriculture in 1938. From then on Stewart became a European authority in his field. Due to Stewart,
Ghana’s agricultural history was given serious and extraordinary attention. Stewart wrote: “The
Ghana origin of the cow goes back to the Sahara when it was fertile and well watered.” Yet his
premise didn’t fit the theories of other scientists and thus he was ignored by them and seldom quoted.
It was the historic beginning of some fundamental doubts about the Nile hypothesis. Unfortunately,
the Second World War started and research halted. Yet thanks to J. L. Stewart, Ghana stands alone in
African cattle history.
Serious work was also done in South Africa, but the political apartheid system cast all research carried
out there in doubt. The rest of the world assumed that the results would be against blacks as people
and as a culture. Research became even further doubtful when blood and genes entered the field. D. R.
Osterhoff and J. R. H. Van Heerden were the first scientists on the continent to publish, in 1965, a
comparison of the gene frequencies of the transferrin E type in several South African dairy. From then
on the studies turned “inside”; genetic links between blood groups, blood and milk proteins, and so on
were analyzed. The history of cattle, approached from a totally different angle, emerged – so to speak
– from inside.
Out of this complexity, ethnologists and anthropologists created the concept of a “cattle complex”.
This term is a myth; it stood for an almost mystic way of life, where cattle became more important
than humans. Cattle became a kind of a God and thus a religion.
Epstein and others should have stopped for a moment and started asking what it meant that in Africa
each region had another cattle type. In a most industrious way, Epstein goes through all the countries
and finds an astonishing variation between shorthorn and longhorn, between humps and humpless,
and so on. The local varieties are endless. He describes them all; actually Epstein is not a historian but
a brilliant collector of material and facts, but he fails in historical analysis. And he never asks, Doesn’t
this collected material have a special meaning and message?
Don’t all the facts provide evidence of a very imaginative and colourful agricultural history – with the
cow in the landscapes, in different climates, in very different customs and beliefs? This in itself is an
intriguing and awesome history. It is not so much the origin, but what people made out of something
that was originally a wild animal, starting with different material and combining all contradictory
diversities and domesticating it into a lovable animal, an economic force, and even a substitute for
money.
For some time a few researchers saw Madagascar as a bridge between India and Africa. It is assumed
that on Madagascar, the zebu type cattle (80%) stems from India. The early immigrants seem to have
introduced thoracle-humped zebu cattle. Later on “other admixtures of Hamitic and Bantu elements”,
writes Epstein (p. 395), were introduced: again the same story; it was a pattern. Whether animal
historians start from Madagascar, Mauritania, the Sahara, or Namibia, they apparently end up with
Egypt.
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A Fresh Approach Since 1990
It was only recently, about the end of the 1980s, that new approaches provided new results; veterinary
scientists started finally operating with other hypotheses. Behind the efforts stood (and still stands) the
International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI) in Nairobi and Addis Ababa. The Interlacustrine
study led by the Canadian J. B. Webster at Dalhousie University paved the way also for other
scientists. (See Chapter 8.) The Dalhousie study in particular showed that collaboration and the
contributions of many different specialists open new insights.
After the collapse of the Soviet Union, a scientific exchange and even collaboration between East and
West became possible. One example of this is the collaboration between archaeologist Fred Wendorf
of Southern Methodist University in Dallas, Texas, and Romuald Schild of the Polish Academy of
Sciences in Warsaw. Together they came up with the proposal that cattle were domesticated
independently in northeastern Africa some 10,000 years ago. Both analyzed finds of bones. Bone
morphology and genetics led to the high probability of a domestication in Africa. Since then, the
assumption of a domestication of cattle exclusively outside Africa became more and more doubtful.
The new beginning is marked by R. M. Blench and K. C. MacDonald, with their contributions on the
origins and development of African livestock in the view of recent results of archaeology, linguistics,
ethnography, and genetics. In 2000 these scientists together edited a reader of the newest results world
over. The 27 contributions provide a summary of the state of research at the beginning of the new
century. A new approach is clearly marked. In traditional theories, every domestication took its origin
from outside, from Syria, Turkey, Iraq, and Iran across Egypt and the Isthmus of the Red Sea. In
contrast, genetics provides a lot of new possibilities and combinations. Even the title of this reader
signals a broader approach: Origins and Development of African Livestock: Archaeology, Genetics,
Linguistics and Ethnography.
Field research is very difficult due to new nationalism and the nation-building process going on in
Africa. Scientists, especially archaeologists, thus are facing new barriers. Notwithstanding this, new
approaches in dating cave and rock paintings and engravings have become possible, providing totally
new insights.
On a visit to the ILRl in Nairobi and Addis, I realized how an enthusiastic team of different specialists
was engaged in searching and combining results. The weak point until now was the fact that research
was very individualistic and was carried on the shoulder of one man (women were not involved in the
past). But at the two offices, archaeology went together with statistics, geography went with genetics.
In 1996 team leader Oliver Hanotte was talking about the first genetic history of cattle throughout
Africa, based on samples the team had gathered since 1994. They used a statistical method called
“principal component analysis”. Their results were published at the beginning of the twenty-first
century, with the latest article in Science on 12 April 2002. The researchers came to the following
highly possible conclusions:
• The major process of B. indicus influence was centred in East Africa.
• A seaborne introduction from India in second millennium BC could have been possible.
• There seem to exist two different patterns of zebu introgression.
• Dispersion southwards and westwards was possible, with some admixture.
• Herding spread southward from the Great Lakes, which 2,000 years ago was the site of the
Eastern Bantu core area with a confluence of agriculture, pastoralism, and iron technology.
• In the South, around the Caprivi Strip and northern Botswana, the Bantu came in contact with
San who started cattle herding and became later the Khoi Khoi of western and southern Cape.
• There remains a western Bantu route for the southward dispersion along the Atlantic Coast or
through the rain forest.
After almost a century and a half of having all research centred around the Middle East, we are at a
crossing point and confronted with fundamentally new hypotheses.
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If this study is solid then we can draw some conclusions:
• Cattle were domesticated several times independently in different places.
• Archaeology and genetic studies indicate this.
• We come back to an old controversial or rather confusing date, namely 10,000 years ago; at
this time the Near East was still in an Ice Age.
• The date of 10,000 years ago, or longer, is strongly supported by rock and cave engravings
and paintings.
All these results, however, revolutionize another assumption firmly believed up till now: that the
domestication of livestock started prior to that of plants.
Another important question is raised: Where did the taming of the beasts begin and why? Still unclear
is the domestication of the Khoi-San cattle. It could be possible that the Hottentot sp. (the name is in a
process of being dropped) were stimulated by the crossbreeding of Bantu cattle. But where do the San
cattle originally come from? We have the same question regarding the goat and the sheep.
The history of African cattle is changing, which is exciting if not adventurous even for scientists. This
approach opens a new space for dignity for the hitherto discriminated peoples of Africa. In this sense
history becomes “just”.
An Open-end Tradition
Finally I refer to another African myth. The Fulani (Peul) in northern Nigeria are convinced that their
God of fire and power came as a sudden onslaught from heaven and entered all cattle. Since then
Fulani cattle are strong but also stubborn, because God dwells in their brains. Would such a myth be
possible if cattle came from foreign countries?
Another saying by the Peul is that “Each cow is just the reverse of the herder”. One final saying is
clearly also relevant for this chapter: “Cattle and man were both domesticated by the same God. Both
come from here and not from away.”
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Chapter 20
Horses in North and West Africa

In contrast to other issues in agrarian history, there has never been a debate on the origin of the horse.
For the West, the horse was a sacred animal – portrayed in celestial surroundings, seen in close
connection with God and the angels, with kings and nobles. It was a symbol of sacred power and just
rule, as evidenced in statues of Charlemagne sitting on a horse with his insignia on his right arm.
Whereas horses in a person’s own camp were seen as symbols of prestige and of a just war, the
enemy’s horses were considered beasts. And as far as the horse was concerned, Africa simply didn’t
figure at all.
It was only in 1990, after publication of Robin Law’s Horse in West African History, that a debate on
the origin of the horse got going in Europe. In his research, Law – a professor at Sterling, Scotland,
and Ilorin, Nigeria, and one of the editors of The Journal of African History – was confronted with
paintings and engravings in the caves around the Pyrenees Mountains of Southern France and also
with the content of oral history in West Africa, which suggested that the horse must have had a
history on the African continent as well.
What is surprising here is the fact that such a widening of the scientific horizon might well have
started much earlier, at least in the 1930s, because the basic facts were already known by then – even
though the possibility of exact dating was not yet available. But maybe university research preferred
to avoid the subject, as strong social and political factors stood in the way of a new approach. For this
reason horses in the Sahara and in southern France were still viewed as myths or in the context of
mysticism, or as rather esoteric beings – just like flying angels.
The beginning of the twentieth century was a period when symbols were very much in vogue. It was
the time of Rudolf Steiner, the founder of anthroposophy, and of Carl Gustav Jung and his
Tiefenpsychologie (depth psychology). It was also the time of Eranos and its center Ascona in the
southern part of Switzerland. Esoterics and mythologists, even theologians and specialists of
comparative religions (all of them resembling somehow an army in disarray!), saw horses more as
symbols than as animals, as constellations like stars in heaven and as arch-symbols of a lost continent.
Archangels rode on horses; also death, even the end of the world came accompanied by angels on
black horses (the “riders of the apocalypse”). Horses were seen as part and parcel of a classical and as
yet largely undisturbed “civilized” Europe. Horses’ origin also played a dominant role in Persian,
Hellenic, and Roman mythology, meaning that in this worldview horses must have come from the
classical world. For these reasons, scientists in the 1930s would have deemed it an insult – or even
treason – to the West to ever think of an African origin of horses.
Europe’s demystification of the horse only became possible after the Second World War, when horses
lost their importance not only in war but also in agriculture. In the time of armoured cars, the cavalry
had turned into folklore, and in agriculture the horse had been replaced by tractors.
The Era of Mysticism
One of the great gurus of interpreting cave engravings was the French (priest) Abbé Henri Breuil, who
took his message all the way from France to South Africa. In his view, everything from West to South
was of Phoenician origin and had a sacred meaning. For the good Reverend, God’s signs were
superior to human acting: horses were definite symbols of the apocalypse, a warning to all and
sundry, but also a symbol of God’s grace and mercy, all based on Biblical revelation or the last book
of the New Testament.
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This was also the epoch of V. Gordon Childe and his “neolithic revolution” in the “Fertile Crescent”,
from where it expanded vigorously to the west and north around the Mediterranean Circle. And it was
the time of the French Jesuit priest Theilhard de Chardin and his “cosmic evolution”, an evolution
beginning in ancient China and ending at Point Omega. And we must also mention German Africanist
Leo Frobenius and his idea of an “Atlantis”, a lost continent or one that had drifted off from another
one. This list could go on, but the names mentioned suffice to show that the mood of the time was
characterized by an abundance of mysticism and esoteric fantasies with little or no historical basis, an
era of wild speculation and a Weltanschauung – or Zeitgeist – nurtured by the ambient chauvinism of
the 1920s and 1930s.
Abbé Breuil was the first writer to “introduce” the horse in the interpretation of the cave paintings in
southern France, expressing a strong belief in a Phoenician influence and its mysticism. The
Phoenicians were great seafarers, so Breuil concluded that while others might go out and preach, the
Phoenicians instead would paint symbols and signs in caves from France to South Africa. But why
were they doing so? Were they trying to hide something or were they doing their painting in times of
rest?
Mystifying interpretation was a cardinal sin, so to speak, and matters were made worse by false
dating. Once the “Phoenician origin” had been stated as an absolute truth, dating was undertaken to fit
that truth – historians preceding as if history had started only there and then.
Abbé Breuil’s influence prevailed right into the early 1960s – at least in South Africa and Rhodesia.
Phoenicia, King Solomon, and the Queen of Sheba – almost a Holy Trinity – were the omnipresent
spirits in Eastern and Southern Africa. The Egyptian ghosts – as a parallel story – covered the Sudan
and the Sahara, including the Sahel zone, which was quite often called the Sudanese girdle. It was
only with the end of colonialism that mysticism also came to an end. New findings in caves in France
opened a new chapter of history (also of the horse) after 1980.
For centuries “experts” in the West maintained that horses had originally come from the steppe and
the northern slopes of the Hindukush, migrating with the warlords of the periods in the direction of
the Hittites and slowly invading the whole of Asia Minor, where – according to the traditional writing
of history – agriculture that combined the plough and the horse was born.
Such credos survived through the centuries, since in the writing of history, dating was a matter of
belief. The general belief was that the age of our globe was (a mere) 10,000 years after the Lord’s
creation act. It wasn’t an exact figure but rather a symbolic one, mythical and religious. In the Latin
tradition, the term being used was in illo tempore, a sacred moment when it all started, no separation
yet existing between myths and history.
This mentality and the dating methods used made it easy to keep biblical myths alive. But then things
changed radically when modern dating became a reality. Until 1960 it was taken for granted that rock
and cave paintings couldn’t possibly be older than 10,000 years, the moment when the world got
going and thus also agriculture. Thus people were made to believe that those paintings and engravings
weren’t the work of humans but rather of some extraterrestrials from outer space. And this
presentation of things, one that fitted the colonial mentality rather smoothly, also had the advantage of
simply disregarding or neglecting local people entirely: colonialists felt justified to state that Africa
had no history before Islamic and European powers entered the continent.
When, thanks to modern dating methods, old myths and legends were being blown up, indigenous
people slowly but surely were given back their legitimate place in history. Scientists conceded that
aborigines had in fact done those paintings, meaning that they had acted historically. Many former
statements were revealed as historical lies.
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It is only with this background in mind that we can begin to review the history of the horse as it used
to be written in universities. What we have learned is the following:
• There isn’t just one single area or territory of origin – people in different geographic areas
may well have started domesticating horses.
• Agricultural history has diverse independent origins; different cultures on different continents
may not have influenced one another.
• New dating methods have led to a change in the concept of time; for example, the painting of
a horse found in a cave may be 20,000 years old or older.
• The locations and the overall geography of history became more neutral after concepts such
as the “Fertile Crescent”, the “Holy Land”, and so on were shown to be myths. And we came
to understand that writing history means not dealing primarily with the sacred and the Godly
but with the profane, with vulgar and daily life.
• This does not imply, however, that myths are not also real or are mere lies. All they do is
reveal to us another layer in human thinking. We may and must distinguish between myth and
history, but both form part of one another.
Robin Law’s Analysis
In his historical study of West African states from 1000 to around 1500 AD, Robin Law searches
especially for horses and their contribution to medieval West African history. In a study of Islamic
sources and oral traditions, Law found traces of a strong cavalry in the old Mali Empire and other
medieval Sahelian states under strong Islamic influence – beginning around 1200 with Sundiata Keita
(also spelled Sunjata Keyita, originally Sogolon Djata) and continuing well into the fifteenth century.
Some of the oral sources of history report that the empire-builder Sundiata was originally a horse
breeder.
In 1324, Mansa Kankan Mussa, one of Sundiata’s successors, started on one of the most grandiose
Hajj pilgrimages in Islamic history, as described just one generation later by the historian Tarik es
Sudan: “60,000 servants of God rode on horses across the desert via Walata to Cairo.” In Tarik’s
report there is a strange ending: “The pilgrims returned on camels.” Why? If we are to believe it,
“while in Muhamed’s country the Africans wanted just everything from teachers to camels”. It is also
reported that the Malian pilgrims had two tons of gold with them, which they spent generously,
thereby causing the first reported inflation in Egypt. Did they simply miscalculate? Or did they
mishandle gold or money? Did they sell their horses in order to make money? Might their horses have
had a higher sales value than camels? Or did they think that horses were plenty at home and that it
was a good idea to carry home something new from Mecca? It is a strange story indeed, open to all
sorts of interpretations.
People in the Malian Empire are said to have been very proud of their horses. Until the twentieth
century, historians assumed that the love of horses as well as their breeding originated in the Arab
world, influenced by Islam. For Law, however, this assumption was unjustified for several reasons:
• No agriculture simply converts into a horse culture in such a short space of time, especially
when those horses had to be imported from the outside in the first place.
• The Malian horse was different than the Arabian one, meaning that horses from Arabia had
first to be “acculturated” if they were to survive in a semi-desert area. The Arab horse was
primarily a prestige animal for members of the upper class. Lower dignitaries and traders
normally used camels. Also, according to Arab sources of medieval time, Arab horses needed
extra fodder, known as the “Hay of the Lebanon”.
• There are almost no loan-words of European or of Arabic origin to describe the horse in
Africa, with just one exception to be found in Sierra Leone (hardly surprising, since Sierra
Leonean culture has been very much influenced by Britain due to reshipment of former, freed
slaves from Britain to what is now Sierra Leone). This seems to be the best proof that horses
were very much part of daily life in Western Africa well before Islam and Arabic culture
entered the scene.
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•

All sources found from the ninth century onwards – from Tahert (who travelled as an
“ambassador”) to Ibn Sa’id (a traveller in the thirteenth century) – refer to the horse as a
common sight in the area.

The message of Law’s book can therefore be summarized thus: keeping horses throughout the Middle
Belt of West Africa represents an ancient tradition.
A History Full of Question Marks
Today the few historians who care about the history of the African horse are full of doubts. Sundiata,
for example, is both a historic personality but also a figure surrounded by a multitude of myths. The
exact date of his birth is unknown, but he enters history around the year 1200 when he became a
Muslim. Born crippled, he is said to have had an illumination, having been called by Allah, and when
looking up to heaven he was immediately healed. Later Sundiata became an empire-builder. By 1235
he waged war against Sosso Sumaro and “won victory in Kirina with the help of his infantry”,
according to local oral tradition. Subsequently Sundiata went on to conquer the Gana kingdom and
then the kingdoms around Lake Chad. His success, again according to local oral tradition, was due to
the fact that “he stood in the favour of Allah and had the great help of his ingeniously organized
infantry”. Sundjata died mysteriously in 1255, with a nephew succeeding him on the throne.
In spite of remaining doubts, one thing seems clear: Sundiata owed his military successes mainly to
the horses and his cavalry, which made it possible for him to build such a huge empire in so short a
time in an area as vast as the entire Sahelian Zone, from the Atlantic Ocean to Lake Chad, the great
Mali Empire – whose grandeur and glamour are being sung even today by the griots (poets or praise
singers) or bards. Most of them, the Keitas, claim that they can directly trace their genealogy all the
way back to Sundiata Keita. Both prominent and not so prominent griots are tellers of stories and not
of history; they all create myths and continue to keep them alive. In terms of History with a capital H,
many of the events they describe in their songs may be fictive, but one fact clearly emerges from their
tales: the horse did play an important role long before Islam entered the area, and even more so before
European colonialism expanded into it.
The question however remains, Where does this Sahelian horse stem from? Recent datings of just a
few of the many cave engravings in southern France and of rock paintings in the Sahara seem to prove
that the horse has been in existence there since about 20,000 years ago. And once again we must
repeat that Asia Minor and most parts of the Asian continent were going through an Ice Age until
around 10,000 years ago, so horse breeding would have been most unlikely there.
Historians of agricultural history are thus forced to resort to the thesis of a multiple origin of perhaps
most of the cultivated and domesticated plants and animals. This in turn should sound the death knell
for the idea of “diffusion”, according to which the horse could only have originated around the
northern and southern Caucasian areas and later expanded slowly down to the Near East and into
Africa.
Throughout the ages, therefore, humans have tried to domesticate horse-like animals, have introduced
other breeds, and have undertaken cross-breeding, just as with other animals. We can thus see
southern France, the Pyrenees, and North Africa as an entity, though for a start we might look at each
area separately. Further comparative research has to be undertaken in the areas of northern and
western Africa.
Recent Research Findings
The most informative source of this topic is the two-volume grand opus by H. Epstein from the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, The Origin of the Domestic Animals of Africa, published in 1971.
We are by no means belittling the importance of his work when we state that Epstein, while writing
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his book, did not yet have at his disposal genetic proofs (in the modern sense of the term). Rather, he
was collecting material in observance of a very conservative historical approach. In fact, Epstein
refrained from “disturbing” traditional views of the history of animal domestication. He does at least
put Africa on the map, so to speak, although his research was still somewhat tinged with Eurocentric
thinking. Chapter VII of his second volume deals with the horse in more than 100 pages. And since
nobody else is more competent in the matter than Epstein, even Robin Law based much of his work
on this book.
The introduction to Epstein’s chapter on the horse reads as follows: “True wild horses are
distinguished from other wild Equidae by the character of the tail which is covered with long hair
from root to tip, by the height which is the same as that of domesticated horses, and by their
possession of chestnuts and ergots on all four limbs. However, the last-mentioned feature does not
seem to be general, for some domesticated horses are devoid of chestnuts on hindlegs.”
Based on the available literature, Epstein found wild horses in three areas: in the steppe zones, when
the conditions after the postglacial were favourable to horses; on the high plateaus and desert fringes;
and in forest areas. According to Epstein, other authors used the words steppe, high plateau, tundra, or
forest in a confusing way. Several German studies surveyed by J. U. Duerst (a classic in his field)
before and after 1900, for example, postulated the existence of a small stout (Equus caballus
nehringingi) in the primeval forests of Germany, an animal that gradually became a “forest pasture
horse” of the Pleistocene period of Europe.
But how could the old horse survive during the glacial period? Duerst doesn’t provide a definite
answer but speculates that horses moved southwards. Could this mean that the horse somehow
reached North Africa? And did it come back after the Ice Age? When the experts speak about survival
they always mention Siberia, but rarely mention Africa. Where could we possibly find horses after the
Pleistocene prior to the interglacial periods? Based on some palaeontological material, Duerst simply
states that “horses became successively smaller”. He recognizes “tarpan type in few palaeolithic
paintings”.
These kinds of remarks are typical of the writings of Duerst and most other authors: they provide a lot
useful material but leave it to the readers to develop a historical perspective. They adapt existing
classifications, press everything into such schemes and termini, yet seldom provide new insights, and
they hardly ever refer to any cultural connections. Epstein as well as Duerst – clearly victims of this
kind of scientific procedures – pile detail upon detail, always shying away from daring an
interpretation or providing some coherent overall view. And so Epstein, in spite of being one of the
greatest collectors of material from the African continent, did not transgress any boundaries set by the
earlier conservative pattern of thinking.
Classification of Domesticated Horses
Most scientists recognize three classifications of horses: the Oriental type, Barb and Dongola, and
different pony types. They locate the Barb in Morocco, Algeria, and Libya, whereas Dongola is being
described as a degenerated horse of the Oriental type. Most authors also proceed from three races: the
Aryan horse, the Arabian horse, and the Mongolian horse. And what about Barb and Dongola? For
some authors they are ponies. Even more daring are assumptions that these types were degenerated
types or crossings of Oriental and Arabian races.
Several authors also claim that Africans were not successful in breeding or keeping horses. It is only
in the last 20 years that authors tend to accept the hypothesis of the existence of Berber horses. Some
even dare to admit that such a thing as a horse of African descent might be possible. And at Zurich
Technical University, they say: “If you can accept an Asian and a European type, why not add an
African?”
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The horse in the Sahelian zone has a smaller body, some 140 to 150 centimetres high, with a weight
of about 300–325 kilograms. For this reason, even some recent writers (such as G. Doutressonelle
(1947), Mason (1951) and Mason and Maule (1960)) tended to class these horses as ponies.
Deeply influenced by a catalogue of prejudices, most scientists were obviously at pains when
classifying horses. They started with the assumption of two main groups: Oriental and Occidental.
After 1896 some tried to introduce a third intermediate type. In 1896 Sanson based his new
classification – typical for his period – on cranial capacity. Around the same time Czerski postulated a
crossbreed between Oriental and Occidental. In 1926 Hilzheimer introduced a horse of tarpan descent.
Antonius “devised” a Celtic pony and placed it along with the short-nosed tarpan.
What is most surprising, however, is the fact that during this entire period Africa was constantly being
omitted. Yet contradicting all northern (European) tradition some colonialist travellers discovered that
in addition to the Oriental type, there was also a second type, which seemed to be a combination of
Barb and Dongola horses. North African horses were classified as Barbs (the word is derived from
Barbarian) and Dongolas (= Sahelian horse).
Around 1950 the first research was undertaken by some French colonialists under the direction of G.
Doutressoulle, who wanted to find confirmation of his theory that divided the Barb and the Dongola
into two separate groups and who had four classifications for West African horses: Aryan (Arab),
Barb, Dongola, and Pony types. Later he placed Barb and Dongola together in one single group,
called the Mongolian type (in accordance with its assumed origin).
All this goes to show how confused and confusing scientific work on the African horse really was –
contrasting sharply with the strict criteria being applied when research was undertaken in Asia and
Europe. In Europe, it was generally accepted that some kind of mixture had taken place between
Oriental and Occidental horses on the continent, raising the obvious question, Why couldn’t this also
have happened in Africa? But then the derogatory language used speaks volumes.
Abstracting a debate that lasted for more than a century, H. Epstein made the following final
statement: “Hence the horses of Africa are classed into three groups: 1) Oriental, 2) Barb and
Dongola, 3) Ponies” (p. 427). Why can’t he also admit the existence of an African horse, and why
can’t northern or western Africa also be a possible place of origin?
All this leads us to the following conclusions regarding authors and analysis of their data:
• In caves in North Africa, across the Sahara to the Sudan, paintings or engravings of horses
dated to around 20,000–30,000 years ago have been found.
• Because both Robin Law and H. Epstein had no knowledge of new dating methods, they
couldn’t but adhere to their doctrine setting Egypt as the starting point, both of them citing
Nubian engravings as the oldest testimony for the existence of horses on African soil, dating
them at 1720 BC and 1675 BC, respectively.
• Consistent with this chronological concept, Egypt and Nubia were related to the rest of North
Africa. The authors drew their conclusions from the mere fact that horses figured on those
engravings. With all further cultural connections being disregarded, they didn’t venture any
new hypotheses – in spite of the fact that the horse depicted in the engravings was of a rather
different kind.
• According to newer dating methods, the Egyptian artwork is of a more recent period than the
one found in the Sahara. Engravings of horses in North Africa as well as in France and Spain
are of a period before Egyptian culture became a dominating element around the Red Sea and
along the Nile.
• The painted and engraved horses found in Egypt are different from those in the Sahara and
the Sahel. It is futile to try to explain away this difference by pointing to an inferior quality of
those who did the engravings, or to state that the local artists simply lacked the experience of
drawing horses properly (as Leo Frobenius claimed).
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It must unfortunately be admitted that research in Kintampo and Dhar Tichitt did not provide
any horse relicts. But the horse must have existed in the Sahelian Zone too, if it existed at all.
All horse specialists simply and totally neglect the Malian horse culture and its cavalry. Most
surprising is the case of Robin Law, a specialist on the West African medieval time. Perhaps
he never came across horses because he was limiting himself to Arab sources.
Research unbiased by old doctrines – especially so in the field of history – just might have
given us an African horse bred in the mountains of Algeria inhabited by the Berbers.
Engravings there are similar to those in southern Europe, depicting a horse and not a pony, as
commonly and wrongly stated.
The oldest archaeological material, a horse-tooth, has been found in a rock-shelter at Rop on
the Plateau of northern Nigeria, but no radio-carbon dating is as yet available. In 1931 horse
bones were found in the Adamawa Province (Wuro Dawudu). A recent dating report stated,
“found in a Stone Age level; to date at around somewhere during the first millennium BC.”

Open Questions and New Perspectives
Up to now there has been very little research on prehistoric relations between southern France,
northern Spain, and the Maghreb. Only some minor research has so far been published in small local
yearbooks. Norbert Aujoulat is a well-known archaeologist who has done research on the caves
around Grenoble and the region of the Ardeche. In an article published in 2001 he wrote: “There is
still so much to do here. Almost everything here remains a mystery for us. For the time being we must
admit that we cannot yet establish any links with other places. I think this will be the challenge for the
next 50 years” (translated from the French).
Speculation began anew when in 2001 newly discovered engravings and human skeletons were dated
(rather conservatively) at about 30,000 years of age. Jean-Marie Le Tensorer, a Stone Age specialist
at Bâle University, has in the meantime confirmed these data. And more recent finds have given rise
to speculations that engravings may even be older – 28,000–30,000 years old.
In an interview with Swiss radio in 1999, Ibn Ahmed, a Tunisian cave researcher, said: “I will not
make the same mistake and turn the issue around and postulate that all must come from here or from
Africa. But it won’t be easy, because of politics. In our work we are being faced with two major
problems: on the one hand the military tends to regard all of the caves are as their exclusive territory;
on the other hand our field of work is the victim of nationalist feelings, making collaboration in
research with France or even the US almost a no-go show.”
Ibn Ahmed was one of 10 very different cave researchers interviewed in a one-hour radio broadcast
on caves, rock art, and history. Though the subject wasn’t African history but historical dating in
general and a new dimensions in historical research, three cave specialists from the Maghreb took part
in that program, and they agreed on three points. Freed from historical bias and equipped with the
most up-to-date methods and instruments for analysis, researchers can now make breakthroughs with
hitherto unexpected results – but these results can only be harvested by international cooperation not
being hampered “by political chauvinism and narrow ideology”.
All those interviewed expressed the strong conviction that in the not too distant future the messages
contained in the cave engravings can be read like important chapters of a history book – a new one.
And as a consequence these messages will help build a bridge between Europe and Africa, bringing
North and South closer to each other.
As to the importance of the presence of horses in the caves or on the rocks in southern Europe and
North Africa, all the experts saw “a connection that is more real than the one between Egypt and
Western Africa.…It is our joint view that the horses in the French and in the Maghreb caves are rather
similar,” the expert from Bâle University stated, to which his colleague from Tunisia offered his
outright yes.
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It is a sad but a true fact that most horses seen nowadays in the Sahelian zone, in Mali and Senegal
and also in northern Nigeria and Cameroon, look rather degenerated. An African friend in Sokoto told
me: “Our horses are tired; they want to die.” Colonialism let not only people but also animals and
plants degenerate.
This happened for many reasons. One is without doubt European colonialism and its package of
preconceived ideas, having their roots in dogmatic convictions and not in history. And in the case of
the United States we must add a strong streak of chauvinism.
For French and British colonizers, the horse in Africa at best was only seen as a companion of kings
and chiefs, and American scientists simply based their own theories on those of their European
predecessors. Then members of the African upper class contributed to the cementing of racial clichés
by giving preference to British or French breeds, regarding the local horse as inferior. Once this view
was well established, the decline of the African horse started.
This is what happened to the once proud Mali horse, which had its origin in the fields of the Berber
but which was most probably acculturated to Malian climate and soil, fodder, and even water.
Siberians, Celts, and Germans of earlier times truly were masters in handling and breeding horses, but
so was Sundiata of Mali – the very incarnation of a local horse breeder of high quality, a master of
breeding and combining, a practitioner in a centuries-old tradition.
Important Books or Articles
Epstein, H. 1971. The Origin of the Domestic Animals of Africa. 2 vols. Africana Publishing
Corporation, New York-London-Munich.
Law, Robin. 1980. Horse in West African History: Role of the Horse in the Societies of Pre-colonial
West Africa. Oxford University Press and International African Institute, Oxford and London.
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Part VII
Technology in Africa

Chapter 21
Décrue Irrigation

In 1966, just before I left Chicago for Vietnam, I came across the word décrue in a French-language
article. I couldn’t find this word in any dictionary and no American archaeologist could explain it to
me. My guess was that the term described an old African system of watering fields, and I also guessed
how it might function, but in Vietnam I couldn’t find anybody to explain the technique to me.
In 2001, I asked Urs Fröhlich, a well-known specialist of developments in the water field, to explain
how décrue really worked and also whether the method had been studied within the scope of
“intermediate technology”. Yes, Fröhlich had heard of the term, but the material he sent me bore little
relationship to how the décrue method is described by archaeologists.
Archaeologists prefer not to translate the French term décrue into English, perhaps fearing that the
word might lose its original meaning. Décrue, which describes a technique some 4,000–5,000 years
old, is closest to “flush irrigation” or, in French, irrigation par épondage des eaux de crue. The
Multilingual Technical Dictionary on Irrigation and Drainage (Stuttgart 1971) does register crue, but
not the proper technique of décrue. The tropical irrigation handbook Les Chemins de l’Eau (ENDA
1990), contains a lecture on “Agriculture de décrue” with graphs and pictures, which is a summary of
a brochure written by A. Watt and published in 1986 by ENDA: Le Semis du Sorgho de Décrue au
Fuuta. Watt meticulously describes the method, also adding sketches that illustrate this irrigation
method that Senegalese farmers have been using for ages and still use today in the area of St. Louis.
Since décrue hadn’t been translated into English, I started my search for early authors among French
archaeologists, and I eventually dug up the original author, from whom later writers must have
copied, not being able to explain this watering system themselves.
The Short History of a Strange Concept
We can now trace back the term décrue to a French soldier by the name of Lt. Louis Desplagues, who
at the beginning of twentieth century was an adventurer and a hobby archaeologist stationed for
awhile in Mali – a man strongly influenced by a bunch of autodidacts and “idealists” of the time, all
of them interested in both adventure and science. He travelled along the northern shores of the Niger
River or the Great River Bend in the area of old Timbuktu, and in his travelogue he describes this
irrigation method: “Planting starts when the river begins receding; as the river waters slowly
disappear local people will – in successive steps – use whatever moisture in the soil is left and thanks
to this art take rice and millet to full maturation till they can be harvested.”
Jean Pasquereau, who together with Jack R. Harlan in 1969 published Décrue Agriculture in Mali,
introduced the word into archaeological science. Harlan, a renowned specialist in African botany, not
only adopted the term but also turned it into a fascinating subject. In his contribution to the reader
Origin of African Plant Domestication (Harlan, de Wet, and Stemler 1976), Harlan writes:
A décrue crop must mature on moisture stored in the soil. Any device that will speed up the
life cycle of décrue crops can be useful. One of the most common is transplanting, and
sorghum is the crop most often handled in this way. Seedlings are established in a bed of
sandy soil. As the waters recede and land becomes available, the seedlings are uprooted and
placed individually in deep dibble holes provided by ramming a stake into the soil. The
transplant dibble is 1.5 to 2 metres in length and the holes are often 30 to 40 centimetres
deep.
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Seen from this angle, décrue can best be described as a transplantation method with a systematic use
of water and moisture, not a sensational act but a rather simple and modest adaptation based on
observation – supporting the credo popular in several decades of the twentieth century according to
which “small is beautiful”.
After the first plants are put in and the water recedes, farmers move the plants that needed more water
into moister areas further down towards the riverbed, leaving those plants that managed to survive
with the remaining moisture higher up. The décrue pattern as described by archaeologists can be
summed up as follows:
• A river floods during the rainy season.
• When waters recede, farmers begin to make use of any moisture left.
• Originally, farmers planted two or three different crops or grains.
• The one with the least need for water is left at its original spot, where it ripens for harvesting.
• Two or three other crops are taken out of the soil and planted further downward, closer to the
river.
• The last crop a farmer replants downwards is the one that needs the most water for maturing.
At the beginning all are planted at once, then one after the other they are separated, until
finally one crop is left.
What we must stress here is that décrue is not just an irrigation system but also closely related to a
method of interplanting and transplanting different crops – truly an art that allowed farmers to expand
the size of their fields. As such it was ideal for fonio-millet-sorghum, the famous triad (see Chapter
14) closely associated with the Rivers Niger and Senegal, and for African rice, especially in Sierra
Leone, along the small rivers flowing down the hills.
An African Specialty
Today this method is regarded world-wide as “typically African”, and nowadays specialists more or
less agree that the décrue method can be dated back as far as 10,000 years ago. The method might
well have been tried elsewhere, but there are some factors that make it unique for the areas just
mentioned and thus for parts of Africa.
One important factor, no doubt, is the soil along the river, possessing a very specific texture. In the St.
Louis area along the Senegal, called fuula, the soil is made up of soil foonde (argilo-sableux), soil
hollalde (franchement argileux), soil wallere (alluvionnaire), soil jakre (sablo-limoneux), and soil
waka (sablo-argileux). Such a structure of soil has a specific penetration capacity that doesn’t allow
water to seep in and “get lost” in greater depths. Soil and sand with such a texture allow rainwater to
seep in only slowly, thus providing for a special moist structure.
The flooding starts in June and continues until September, when it comes rather quickly to an end. It
is in this period that local farmers are making clever use of the increase and decrease of the river’s
water. This, however, doesn’t function like a natural automatism: The riverbed and the bank have to
be prepared during the dry season, which means not only hard work but also carefully adjusting to the
varying flood levels, which farmers have been observing over the years. Beds for sowing on different
levels have to be prepared and sustained. This was traditionally the duty of men. Everything has to be
ready at the moment flooding starts, and then planting has to be done very rapidly. Even one day lost
can mean breaking the cycle. Thus the décrue method needs a lot of labour, and those working in the
field (women and children for planting and transplanting) have to be organized. Furthermore, a lot of
preparatory work has to be done during the dry season – from the end of September to the beginning
of June.
Typical for the Sahelian zone is the very low level of precipitation, ranging from 250 millimetres in
the north to 600 millimetres farther south. The success of the décrue method resulted from a long
experience in handling and managing rainwater, not an easy job. And here village elders played a
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special role because of their long-term weather observation and because they were the ones who had
to establish certain behavioural rules again based on their long-term experience. We can safely
compare this to my own Swiss home region in the mountains, where – in Muothatal, Emmental, or
Entlebuch – you can even today find elderly men being the best forecasters. People in the city may
laugh at them, but their predictions are most of the time more precise than those of the professional
meteorological institutes.
A Revival for Décrue
In the meantime, it looks like archaeologists everywhere have fallen in love with décrue, looking for
it all over the African continent. In a polemic pamphlet against Gordon Childe and the disciples of the
“Neolithic Revolution”, H. J. Hugot – the specialist on the Sahara and sub-Sahara – has written: “But
if there is neolithic then I propose neolithic here in the Sahelian Zone. Here there was a technique of
watering developed before in the inter-river area of the Near East.… And what about the maize of
Mexico? Was this maize neolithic?”
According to Hugot, Childe was apparently one of the people who preferred not to translate the word
décrue, a decision firmly supported by Jack Harlan, the grand old professor of plant genetics and
passionate tracer of the origin and evolution of cereal crops. Today the method is largely unknown
even among modern irrigation scientists, with one exception: Paul Richards.
For several years French scientists believed that this method was more or less exclusive to the area
along the Niger River, because archaeologists found evidence for it in the River Bend, but they had
forgotten to also look for it along the Senegal River.
Right from the beginning décrue was associated with the West African system of millet plantation,
since interplanting within millet agriculture might have called for the use of such a method. But as
mentioned in Chapter 11, interplanting and décrue don’t automatically go together. It might be better
to see this millet-interplanting system as a method intrinsically related to water (rain) management.
Years later, David R. Harris, teaching at Oxford and Berkeley (a clear leader in the research field),
described an African kind of rice. French researchers, although still hampered by stubborn
hierarchical structures and insufficient stimuli, were the first to point out the necessary connection
between African rice and a special method of watering and transplantation. Harris wrote:
Indeed, the existing system of crue and décrue cultivation in this area (Niger) may not have
changed very much since the earliest period when rice was being planted, partly as a
consequence – as Portères points out in 1950 – of the genetic stability characteristic of a
primary center of variation. Thus, techniques for the floodwater cultivation of rice were
probably first developed in this area and subsequently extended, on a smaller scale, to other
valleys subject to seasonal flooding. Likewise it appears probable that the first development
of rice cultivation in tidal swamps and inlets took place in Sene-gambia, and that this
practice later spread to appropriate parts of the southwestern coast (Harris 1980, p. 342).
Décrue along the Zambezi River
The system has also been found in Southern Africa, in excavations undertaken in areas since flooded
by Lake Kariba after the damming of the Zambezi River. Hundreds of scientists did their digging at
the beginning of the 1960s in order to preserve “some history”. One of the participants was Thayer
Scudder, an ecologist from the California Institute of Technology. Together with Elizabeth Colson, an
anthropologist specializing on the Tonga People (Zambia), Scudder did research among the Gwembe
Tonga. Both worked in the woodland savanna and on old agricultural methods of the people in the
valley.
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At the start of their research they were impressed by the considerable diversity of species and the fact
that local farmers were operating with a vast variety of plants and even of animals. Second, they
found mixed farming, a “tremendous room for major variations in economic and social behaviour”.
Third, they recorded oral accounts of traditions reaching far back into a distant past. In recent times
some of those traditions had been revived because people became aware of how well the old
cultivation system was adapted to the flooding and receding water of the river.
After some digging, Scudder found a system that was similar to the décrue method common in West
Africa: he found traces of tree trunks that were used to channel receding waters from neighbouring
flooded plains back into the river’s primary bed. From this, archaeologists concluded that local people
must have interplanted legumes (cucurbits) and tobacco (African, out of which came later Virginian
tobacco) along the riverbank, later also maize when it reached the area from the north. (Since Scudder
had no idea about the history of maize, he listed it on the same level as the other plants. Had he known
about the history he would have had another important element – namely, the rather fast integration of
new plants by the Tonga into a very open although small farming system.)
Local people cited old names for this method, such as the ancestors having maintained kuti gardens
that occupied the fertile and flat alluvial floodplains just a little bit receding from the primary
channels of the Zambezi and the lower reaches of its tributaries. These gardens allowed farmers to
harvest twice a year. According to Scudder, maize was – immediately after the first rainfall –
interplanted with a variety of vegetables, including legumes, cucurbits, okra, sesame, and Cleome
gynandra, with the seeds of the last three being broadcast sown. In addition, people kept traditional
river gardens, called jelele, and gardens around the villages, called unda, where farmers interplanted
as in the other two garden types.
What is unfortunate about this case is that this method was discovered shortly before it “died” out as
the area was flooded, and just before 56,000 of the 85,000 Tonga living in the valley were resettled
and uprooted. For many generations Tonga farmers had been knowledgeable masters of rain and
flood, of very essential things about the soil and its chemistry. They were farmers who had a highly
developed knowledge of time and space – of their “ecological room”. Some ethnological research
didn’t recognize such connections and thus categorized the Tonga as “a tribe overcrowded with
rainmakers” (E. Colson, 1971, on the resettlements).
These facts guarantee Africans a definite place in the history of humankind: African farmers were as
much masters of their environment as were the Chinese or Indonesians and the South and North
American Indians. Farmers the world over, from the Swiss Alps to the African savanna, had to be
innovative and adaptive in order to survive.
Décrue Systems Elsewhere
Based on his research around Dhar Tichitt, Patrick J. Munson also concluded that some kind of
décrue system must have been used there too: “… practised utilizing the décrue system, a system
whereby a low dam is placed across a shallow wadi, and after a pool collects during the brief rainy
season, crops are planted in the moist soil at the margins.”
Later checks in the Tichitt area, however, provided no proof of the existence of dams. Might Munson,
perhaps, have been looking for too much, looking for dams instead of small rivers? His work seems to
reveal that Munson knew very little of the décrue method proper and therefore wouldn’t go looking
for it. But to err is human, even in research.
When the Cabora Bassa dam, also damming the Zambezi, was being built in Mozambique (then under
Portugal), the South African government – the exclusive master of the project – permitted no research
by outsiders but rather only by a few privileged South Africans, whose contributions were rather
minimal. Some American archaeologists have since hinted that they might have discovered similar
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watering systems along the river as Scudder and Olson did in the upper Zambezi, but they weren’t
given a chance to dig. The building of the Cabora dam was a highly secret project of the apartheid
regime, a period during which African people and their history were of no importance whatsoever.
Research in Sierra Leone
In 1984 H. W. Underhill published his study “Small-scale Irrigation in Africa in the Context of Rural
Development” in a series of publications by the Food and Agriculture Organization, but as is the case
with many UN-sponsored studies, his work simply got lost in a maze of publications. Paul Richards,
however, was one of the few people who in 1985 made use of this material and then did his own
research on local rice production in Sierra Leone. In Indigenous Agricultural Revolution: Ecology and
Food Production in West Africa (Richards 1985), he describes the different irrigation systems used in
rice production in Sierra Leone.
Underhill distinguished 11 slightly different systems without mentioning directly the word décrue. It
is important to keep in mind that Underhill tabulates from a physical standpoint (gravity, pumping):
• river floodplain or extensive plains that can be commanded from a river: gravity and pumped
• seasonally deep-flooded lands for floating rice
• seasonally shallow flooded lands for rice (and other crops on mounds)
• recession irrigation-deltas, large seasonally flooded plains, reservoirs
• mangrove/coastal swamps: gravity and pumped
• inland valley swamps or Bas fond, typically 5–100 hectares, long and narrow, in hilly areas:
gravity
• bolilands, with flat saucer shaped depressions with poor drainage: gravity
• small areas commanded by furrows from a stream in hill country: gravity
• arid areas: gravity, lifted or pumped from seasonal rivers; gravity by bunding (rainfall
retention and water harvesting); pumped or lifted from shallow wells
• spate irrigation using flash floods: gravity
• groundwater development from medium to deep aquifers or from shallow wells, pumped or
lifted.
Richards observed that African wetland cultivation techniques had so far been simply ignored because
they didn’t look all that impressive, and had – except in a few areas – been destroyed by the
colonizers, who tended to regard all such techniques (where they took notice of them at all) as oldfashioned and not efficient. To the colonizers, irrigation just wasn’t possible without modern
technology. Also, African rice lacked in prestige, and since France owned vast colonies in Indochina,
the French were more interested in importing Asian rice. Although Richards still found rice
cultivation on typical “household” farms in northern Sierra Leone (two thirds upland and one third
swamp rice), traditions around African rice were slowly but surely getting lost.
Richards delivered the following warning against this trend: “There should be less emphasis on
‘teaching’ farmers how to farm and supplying ‘improved’ inputs, and more emphasis on how to foster
and support local adaptation and inventiveness.”
Summary
What makes décrue so typically African? The method is closely related to a system of mixed farming
that proceeds step by step, depending on the availability of rainwater, separating the different crops
or, rather, the different sorts. We might also describe it as a method of interplantation. The farmer will
plant different sorts initially and then later separate them according to their water needs and their time
of maturation. As far as we know, today this farming method is a specific African one, where it is
being applied to millet and rice. Among the Tonga, millet is mixed with cucurbits; later maize was
added – most probably to provide shadow, another important element when farmers have to make do
with minimal water resources.
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Chapter 22
The Late Arrival of the Plough in Africa

For European and American cultural historians, civilization only started with the plough. So a key
question for agrarian researchers is, Why did African farmers not make use of the plough although
they apparently knew of this instrument? Some of them even knew it for certain and used it while they
did farming in Egypt. Three major events provide some “food for thought” on why the plough arrived
late in Africa. But what is most important in this context is the African attitude towards handling both
the soil and iron.
First, the farmers of ancient Egypt originally came from the area that today is southwestern Sudan and
northeastern Chad. We know that in Egypt they worked with the plough but that they did not
introduce it in the lands they originally came from. Why?
Second, during the tenth and eleventh centuries, Islam and Arabs crossed the Sahara and became very
influential in trade and politics; farming was not to their liking, so they left it to traditional (local)
farmers. The ruling class also domesticated the horse and created an African breed. The “Mali Breed”
had its origin most probably in a Kabylic breed, dating back at least 3,000 years. (See Chapter 20.)
Later the Mali horse supported the empire’s huge army. Archeological findings, however, show that
the horse was never used for ploughing. Why?
From the Middle East the Arabs knew the importance of the plough, but they soon recognized that it
was of little use on Sahelian and Sudanian soils. The plough can be applied in some parts of Kenya
and Tanzania and in smaller parts of what are today Zambia and Zimbabwe plus South Africa. But
even there it was the white people who introduced it in most places – not in the least as “the” symbol
of progress. Little did those white farmers know that the plough would turn out to be a tool of
ecological plunder.
And third, a long time ago some scientists offered the rather strange hypothesis that Islam was a
culture of trade and urbanity, whereas the plough was used in the Christian-dominated areas of
Ethiopia. This theory doesn’t really make sense, since archeology has – in the meantime – proved that
even before Islam originated and invaded Ethiopia, the plough was not used down in the plains or the
Sahelian zone. Why?
We can only assume that the plough, though not unknown in the Sahelian zone, nevertheless did not
become an integral part of local agriculture. A comparative example may provide some explanation:
on higher, much higher grounds, in Ethiopia’s central mountainous area, the plough has been in use
since Pharaonic times. But further down the mountains and hills, towards the desert plains, the plough
never became part of agricultural civilization and was never used in cultivating the soils. Why?
Neither religion nor backwardness, neither the absence of iron nor people’s “resistance to progress”,
were the reasons for not using the plough. The answer lay in the local soils.
In the earliest times African farmers must have already realized that the plough was not an
“appropriate” technology for their particular local soils. Therefore large parts of Africa stayed with
the hoe as the one instrument to work the soil. A sort of axe was also used to cut some branches from
a tree left standing, since its shadow and moisture were seen as most precious for the underlying
scanty soil.
African farmers of the past knew far more about their soil and environment than most scientists of
today assume. Some 5,000 years ago those south of the Sahara knew – as archaeology and geology
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have since proved – that the plough would have destroyed their soils and thus the land of the
ancestors. And in doing so, the farmers would have destroyed themselves. Furthermore, they practised
and maintained over the centuries a kind of mixed agriculture: with trees and hedges, with more than
one culture, and – as the history of millet showed (see Chapter 14) – farmers knew how to sow, to
adjust to varying weather conditions, trying to protect and maximize the protection of their farmland
by planting more than one millet cultigen (from fonio to Pennisetum americanum or bulrush and
sorghum), always adjusting to changes in rainfall and climate. In this already very subtle art, the
plough would not have made any significant contribution.
Wheat and ploughing go together: female and male. But even where – as in the U.S. Midwest – you
plant wheat, plough and wheat do not constitute a happy partnership but rather become foes. Where
that combination was elevated to mystical dimensions – and this happened quite early in the United
States – people in general and farmers in particular didn’t realize that they had invited death. We can
therefore conclude that had the plough been introduced in Africa some 3,000 years ago,
desertification would have started right there and then.
In their own world-view, Africa’s colonizers saw themselves as the provider of agricultural progress.
They never asked local farmers why they performed certain acts, such as interplantation or mixed
cultivation. The colonizers came, they saw “backwardness”, they laughed at the ineffectiveness of
local farmers, and they started to proudly introduce the plough. In fact, European farmers were able to
use the plough since they were farming the better lands, leaving the poorer lands to the Africans. And
very early, European farmers started ploughing contests, in which one of the major feats were straight
furrows – Africans, in their view, simply were unable to plough a straight line.
In doing so, Europeans simply overlooked the priorities of African farmers. G. C. Dudgeon,
agricultural adviser for the British West African Territories, was one of the few colonial officers with
some understanding of the African farmer’s way of doing things. He wrote: “The proper test for any
practice was whether it worked in the environment concerned, not whether it looked ‘advanced’ or
‘backward’….A ‘wild’ bend in a furrow might be conditioned by a tree left to stand, the shadow it
was offering being more important than a straight line.”
Wherever people search for deep rooting, they may find that copying becomes dangerous and fatal. If
introduced uncritically all over Africa, ploughing might have turned into a killer. The so-called
modernizers are no longer the prophets of indiscriminate tillage by the plough; their gospel is rather
the spraying and killing of weed and insects. But just like the plough (in colonial times, mainly in
Eastern and Southern Africa), these modern gospel lines cannot guarantee the future of African
agriculture. As the reality of twentieth-century African agriculture showed, neither the plough nor the
all-chemical approach seem to provide a future for agriculture on the continent.
In many parts of Africa, especially in the Sahel and the ecotone between the steppe and the forest of
Nigeria or Cameroon, and in eastern Uganda and western Tanzania, you will find only a very thin
layer of topsoil, a humus formation of not more than 5–8 centimetres. Any constant use of the plough
would rapidly destroy those vulnerable soils. This being so, the poor farmers have to try to mulch in
order to save humus and bring back all lost dust (soil).
African farmers tended to ride with, rather than override, soil and diversity. But until recently
Europeans simply could not comprehend this genuine African attitude – that is, until “eco” and “bio”
entered Western agricultural thinking.
Today, no-till farming is no longer a stain of “primitivism” for a “progressive” farmer. As Professor
Wesley Buchele from Iowa State University stated in 1977: “Our European ancestors came over with
the plough and thought that the soil was the same as in Europe. Europe became the World and later
the World meant the USA. Now all realize that tillage is not the end of agrarian development. And
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yet, in history books and even in agrarian sciences the occidental tradition still stands blindly for
progress.”
It was only in the 1970s that the demystification of the plough slowly started. One of the forerunners
was Professor Günter Kahnt of the Stuttgart-Hohenheim Agrarian University in Germany. As teacher
in the agricultural faculty he wrote Ackerbau ohne Pflug (Agriculture without the Plough) in 1976.
But because the good professor wrote in German, his work was not taken note of outside his own
country. His analysis shows that the plough has contributed to soil erosion and this continues in
geometric progression. Kahnt did, however, have some influence on the German ministry of
cooperation (BMZ and its agency, the GTZ). Further warning was sounded in 1986 in the United
States in Soil and Survival: Land Stewardship and the Future of American Agriculture by Joe and
Nancy Paddock and Carol Bly: “In ten years’ time we all knew that ploughing clean in the fall begged
for snippets in the spring and soil loss by the tons per acre.”
The waning soil in the U.S. Midwest made some farmers think, but it was almost impossible to quit
the subtly woven agricultural net that has long since become a social prison for the majority of
farmers. Yet all of a sudden African farmers of earlier times were being lauded for having stood up
against old Egypt. Also, colonialism had wanted to break the African farmer’s “conservative
obsession”, until even the white farmers in Southern Africa were made to recognize the craziness of
the “all-plough” ideology.
A tillage system that systematically contributes to soil erosion and that step by step destroys all roots
does not constitute “progress”, much less does it provide a “future”. This insight (though a fairly late
one) has helped us to move forward to ecological and bio-systems in agriculture. After more than
3,000 years with the plough and a macho culture we may yet move – albeit slowly – to a kinder,
gentler, more tender handling of soils and land and to an intensified search for agricultural methods
providing and maintaining true sustainability.
It was Eric Sisulu, a small-scale South African farmer in the Western Cape region, who in an
interview in 1999 had these wise words to offer: “For a long time modernization made us blind and
somehow stupid. That is the reason why we sacrificed trees for ‘progress’. In order to get a plough in,
trees were cut. What followed had to be, because the plough is cruel: it wants straight lines.” He
continued: “Walk through this country and realize that for 200 years there was a hidden war and you
can call it: Plough versus Trees.”
Important Books or Articles
Curwein, E. C., and G. Hatt. 1953. Plough and Pasture. In The Early History of Farming. New York.
Kant, Günther. 1976. Ackerbau ohne Pflug. Landw. Universität Hohenheim-Stuttgart.
Jackson, A. P. 1954. Ample Food Without Ploughing. NADA (Rhod.), No. 31, pp. 62–66.
Strubenhoff, H. W. 1988. Probleme des Übergangs von der Handhacke zum Pflug. Eine ökonomische
Analyse in Togo. 206 S. Gtz.
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Readers on African Agrarian History

The Anglo-Saxon world is famous for its readers. Mostly two or even three masters in a field compile
either the best articles published in the past or ask the best authors on the subject for a contribution.
Thus the topic under consideration is enlightened from all angles possible. The 20 readers described
here should be available at any university in the world.

Appiah, Kwame A., and Henry L. Gates. 1999. AFRICANA: The Encyclopedia of the African and
African American Experience. Civitas Books, New York. 2,095 pages.
A gigantic reference book for all possible concepts, with a lot of knowledge – except in the
agricultural field. A very a-historical encyclopedia.
Blench, R. M., and K. C. MacDonald, eds. 2000. Origins and Development of African Livestock:
Archaeology, Genetics, Linguistics and Ethnography. University College London Press, London. 546
pages, with 27 contributors.
For a century, veterinary research was devoted to the present and how to either avoid or care
for diseases. Most of the researchers were not interested in history; they were believers. This
is very true for Africa, where H. Epstein was the authority. Only after 1990 did livestock
history became important for future development; the roots were also indications for the
future. History became important.
Buddenhagen, I. W., and G. J. Persley, eds. 1978. Rice in Africa. Academic Press, San Diego, CA.
With numerous tables, maps, and photographs; 33 scientific papers and 18 short country reports.
This reader presents the proceedings of a conference held at the International Institute of
Tropical Agriculture in Ibadan, Nigeria, in March 1977. It is important for developers; it
presents research on improvement in the service of improving increase. It does not contain
much history but exhausts possibilities and by doing this it casts a bit of light on modern
thinking and thus history.
Clark, J. D., and S. Brandt, eds. 1984. From Hunters to Herders: The Causes and Consequences of
Food Production in Africa. California University Press, Berkeley.
This has several more evolutionist than historical contributions, yet it is an important reader
at a turning point of perception and thinking. Research starts to look after food – and from
food to agriculture, the way is short.
Gebauer, A. B., and T. D. Price, eds. 1992. Transition to Agriculture in Prehistory. Monographs of
World Archaeology, no. 4. Prehistory Press, Madison, WI.
This is an important document for a change of attitudes and hypotheses. The historians begin
to abandon prejudices and the outdated Eurocentric concept of pre-history and to change to
the central concept of “transition.”
Harlan, Jack R., Jan M. de Wet, and Ann B. L. Stemler, eds. 1976. Origins of African Plant
Domestication. Mouton Publishers, The Hague. 498 pp. (In United States and Canada, published by
Aldine, Chicago). 498 pages.
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This volume is the basis for any further debate and clearance on all questions of agricultural
origin on the Continent. Here you find all the classics assembled: J. D. Clark, E. M. van
Zinderen Bakker, Th. Shaw, Ph. E. L. Smith, P. J. Munson, C. Flight, N. David, J. W.
Purseglove, D. R. Harris, R. Portères, J. R. Harlan, and so on.
Konczacki, Z. A., and J. M. Konczacki. 1977. An Economic History of Tropical Africa, Vol. 1: The
Pre-Colonial Period. Frank Cass & Co. Ltd. London. 310 pages.
From domestication and cultivation to land tenure, from technological aspects of Iron Age to
patterns of trade; 28 articles by the world’s best specialists (Fagan, J. D. Clark, Mauny,
Miracle, Coursey, Vansina, Arkell, Goody, and so on).
Leaky, R. E., and B. A. Ogot, eds. 1977. Proceedings of the 8th Congress of the Pan-African
Association for Prehistory and Related Studies. International Louis Leaky Institute for Prehistory,
Nairobi.
Provides insight on the status quo of African research after Independence. Gives a survey on
the work done. Prominent is B. A. Ogot, a forerunner.
Lee, Richard B., and Irven Devore, eds. 1975. Man the Hunter: The First Intensive Survey of a
Single, Crucial Stage of Human Development – Man’s Once Universal Hunting Way of Life. Aldine
Publishing Co., Chicago. 415 pages.
A reader with contributions by the best researchers on all continents at the time, from
California to Japan, from the Australian aborigines to the Eskimos, from the Tundra to the
Desert People in Southern Africa. Relevant African issues are treated in the contributions by
Binford, Isaac, Lee, Turnbull, Woodburn, and others. At the time of republishing (1975)
regarded as the final word on the topic. Important for any historian to grasp the spirit of a
certain time, the well-known zeitgeist.
Ogot, Bethwell Allan, ed. 1969. Hadith 1. 172 pages; 1971. Hadith 2. 210 pages; 1977. Hadith 3.
176 pages. All from East African Printing House, Nairobi.
This series is unique and a testimony to a new research climate. All three volumes include
many bijous: short papers that are the result of real work in the field and with people whose
tradition is tabbed. The Luo studies started here. The scientist left step by step the concept of
tribe and also the concept of Hamitic. Because of the political pressure and lack of financial
support, but also because of the collapse of the East African Union and thus the Printing
House, this unique series could not be continued.
Ranger, T.O., ed. 1968. Emerging Themes of African History. Proceedings of the International
Congress of African Historians, Dar es Salaam, October 1965. East African Printing House, Nairobi.
230 pages.
The great importance of this book lies in its frank discussion of not only the research tools
available but also the guidelines. Important contributions in this context are Merrick
Posnansky (Archaeology: Its Uses and Abuses), Ivan Kamian (Towards a periodisation), and
B. A. Ogot (The Role of the Pastoralist and the Agriculturalist).
Reed, Charles A., ed. 1977. Origins of Agriculture. Mouton Publishers, The Hague. (In United States
and Canada, published by Aldine, Chicago). 1,013 pages.
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Several basic contribution around origin – is it the factor of population (B. Bronson) or the
environment (Ph.L. Wagner) – pre-agricultural tools (N. Kraybill), origin of agricultures on
different continents (for Africa: Jack R. Harlan).
Rehm, Sigmund, and Gustav Espig. 1984 (2nd ed.). Die Kulturpflanzen der Tropen und Subtropen.
Ulmer, Stuttgart (Hohenheim). 504 pages.
Very informative on all plants from the tropics, including Africa. The scientific handbook for
all German tropical agriculturists. Good in physics, biology, and chemistry, but hardly any
knowledge of history. Interest is usage and export.
Robertshaw, Peter, ed. 1990. A History of African Archaeology. James Curry and Heinemann,
London and Portsmouth, NH. 378 pages.
Out of the 18 contributions, a historian can learn a lot. This is a gold mine of information.
The introductory chapters could be basic lessons also for agrarian historians working on the
continent of Africa. An article on “Stone Age Research in Southern Africa” by Janette
Deacon is a “must” for agricultural historians, as is P. Robertshaw’s article on East Africa
and F. J. Kense’s essay on West Africa.
Scoones, Ian, ed. 2001. Dynamics and Diversity: Soil Fertility and Farming Livelihoods in Africa.
Earthscan Publications Ltd. London. 244 pages.
Goes into the degradation and restoration of soils, using oral tradition and modern research
methods. Uses profoundly the knowledge of local farmers. As such, gives also much insight
into mentalities. Three case studies: Mali, Ethiopia, and Zimbabwe. A history of transforming
soils. Another approach of agrarian history.
Shaw, Thurstan, Paul Sinclair, Bassey Andah, and Alex Okpoko, eds. 1993. The Archaeology of
Africa: Food, Metals and Towns. Routledge, London and New York. 857 pages with 44 contributions.
Surveys from a climatic and vegetational history of different agricultural regions during the
upper Quaternary to the first tropical cereals and the spread of animals. Completed by
ethnographic and linguistic evidence. Follows a regional pattern, from Egypt and the Nile to
the deserts of Namibia and Botswana, from the Kintampo Complex to the Ethiopian
mysteries. From coastal aeries to grasslands, from deserts to mountains. It is followed by
technological development (iron) and small urban origins.
Simmonds, N.W., ed. 1976. Evolution of Crop Plants. Longman, London and New York. 339 pages.
Genetic analysis that is possible today will revolutionize this book, but so far it is absolutly
basic for any researcher on plants’ origin. For us are very relevant the Gramineae such as
rice, sorghum, millets. and even tropical and subtropical grasses. Most researchers –
unfortunately – start with the assumption that domestication on the African continent was
unacceptable (see the banana). Today genetic analysis will soon make assumptions in the
field of stereotypes. All the specialists on the many plants present in Africa in 1976 are
portrayed by the best scientists of the time.
Swartz, B. K., Jr., and Raymond E. Dumett, eds. 1980. West African Culture Dynamics:
Archaeological and Historical Perspectives. Mouton Publishers, The Hague. 636 pages.
Anyone who wants to study excavations at Ntereso, Kintampo, Dhar Tichitt, or Timbuktu or
material around Nok culture, Igbo society, Gao, and the Almoravids, or who looks for
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material on Sierra Leone or Niger, needs this basic reader. Contributions on the different
advent of plant cultivations and especially domestication of yams.
UNESCO. 1981. General History of Africa: Vol. I. Methodology and African Prehistory. J. Ki-Zerbo,
ed. UNESCO together with Heinemann Educational Books and University of California Press. 819
pages.
Contains contributions from, among many others, J. Vansina, A. Hampaté Bà, P. Diagne, R.
Leaky, J. D. Clark, C. T. Shaw, H. J. Hugot, R. Portère, and J. Barrau.
UNESCO. 1981. General History of Africa: Vol. II. Ancient Civilizations of Africa. G. Mokhtar, ed.
UNESCO together with Heinemann Educational Books and University of California Press. 804 pages.
Most relevant for our subject are Cheikh Anta Diop (origin of Egyptians), A. Abu Bakr
(Pharaonic Egypt), A. H. Zayed (Egypt’s relation with Africa), S. Adam (Nuba), H. de
Contenson (Pre-Aksumite culture), J. Desanges (Proto-Berber), P. Salama (Sahara), M.
Posnansky (pre-history of sub-Saharan Africa), F. van Noten (Central Africa), J. E.
Parkington (Southern Africa), and P. Vérin (Madagascar).
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